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INTRODUCTION 

This pocket· gu'i.de to Middle East prob
lems was prepared in response to countless 
requests received by the American Jewish 
Committee from Jews and non-Jews alike 
for a s'imple and brief background paper to 
provide better understanding of the Arab
Israel conflict. The questions dealt with in 
these pages are those which are asked most 
often by thoughtful and concerned Ameri
cans, ·and the few paragraphs of expla
nation that follow each question are 
intended only to .sketch in the bare outlines 
of an answer. 

The crisis in the Middle East is, of 
course, far from simple, and many volumes 
have been written in an effort to do j~stice 
to the questions discussed here. It is hoped, 
however, that this quick overview will 
encourage the reader to examine the com· 
plex issues and changing events that under
lie Arab-][srael tensions with the historical 
perspective essential to an understanding of 
these problems. 
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AN ENO TO COLONIALISM 

How long have Jews been living in Palestine 
and under whose rule? 

Palestine was settled by the ancient 
Hebrews about 1200 B.C. The Bible re
cords the many centuries of Jewish sover
eignty and self-government, from the time 
of the Judges and Kings through the 
Hasmonaean and Herodian dynasties; and 
Jewish communities have lived there ever 
since, often with a great deal of autonomy. 
The t.erritory was conquered by Assyr
ians (721 B.C.), Babylonians (585 B.C.), 
Romans (63 B.C. and 70 A.D.), Abbasid 
Arabs (seventh century A.D.) and the 
Ottoman Turks (1517). It remained part of 
the Ottoman Empire until Turkey's defeat 
in World War I, and in 1922 became a 
British mandate. In 194 7, Britain turned 
the Palestine issue over to the UN. 

How was the State of Israel created? 

A majority of a special UN 11-nation 
committee on Palestine appointed in May 
194 7 to investigate the issue recommended 
that the area be partitioned into a Jewish 
state and an Arab state. On November 29, 
1947 the UN General Assembly voted 33 
to 13 for Partition. The United States, 
France and the Soviet Union all voted in 
support of Partition; ten countries, includ· 
ing Great Britain, abstained. 

In May 1948, as the British withqrew, 
Israel issued its Declaration of Independ-
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ence, establishing a new nation within the 
boundaries set by the UN, and the armies 
of five Arab League nations launched an 
armed attack to prevent the creation of the 
new state. In Cairo, the Secretary General 
of the Arab League declared, •'This will be 
a war of extermination and a momentous 
massacre, which will be spoken of like the 
Mongolian massacres and the crusades." 

What was the outcome of the 1948 war? 

Israel repelled the invading Arab armies. 
After repeated UN efforts, separate armi
stice agreements were negotiated in 1949 
between Israel and Egypt, Lebanon, Jordcµ'l .. 
and Syna. -:-Jordan-then called Trans
jordan-occupied and annexed the Old City 
of Jerusalem and most of the territory 
allocated by the UN Partition Plan for an 
Arab state; Israel acquired some additional 
territory; and Egypt took over adminis
tration of the Gaza Strip. 

What were the other terms of the 1949 
armistice agreements? 

The UN-sponsored agreements, whose 
aim was not only the "liquidation of armed 
conflict," but "the restoration of peace in 
Palestine," included respect for the terri
torial integrity and independence of each 
nation, free access to all religious sites, and 
peaceful settlement of disputes. All the 
agreements were to remain in effect until a 
"permanent peace settlement between the 
parties is achieved." 
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What are the size and population of Israel? 

Population (as of January 1969): 
2,841,000, including 2,434,800 Jews, 
300,800 Moslems, 72,150 Christians and 
33,300 Druzes and others. 

Territory (according to the armistic·e 
lines of 1949): 8,017 square miles. 

In additiol)., Israel currently administers 
26,4 76 square miles of territory occupied 
during the Six-Day War in 1967-including 
the Golan Heights, the West Bank of the 
Jordan, the Gaza Strip and Sinai-with a 
population of about 990,000. 

What ~s Zionism? 

In the Bible, Zion--1;he name of a moun
tain in Jerusalem-is used repeatedly to 
denote the spiritual and temporal center of 
the land of Israel. Through the ages, the 
phrases "return to Zion" and "love of 
Zion" have expressed the deep attachment 
of Jews to their ancient homeland, despite 
their dispersal in foreign lands. Modern 
political Zionism began in the late 19th 
century after the hopes of equality stirred 
by the 18th -century Enlightenment were 
dashed by new waves of political anti
Semitism. Its goal was "to create for the 
Jewish people a home in Palestine secured 
by public law," and it encouraged young 
Jewish pioneers to settle in Palestine to 
redeem and revive the land, which had been 
neglected for centuries. 

The Nazi holocaust gave the Zionist 
movement a special impetus after World 
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War II, when hundreds of thousands of 
Jews who had escaped Hitler's "final solu
tion" were left homeless and stateless in 
displaced persons camps until they were 
admitted to the newly created Jewish state . . 

Today, Zionism refers to a general con
cern among Jews and non-Jews for the 
safety and security of Israel. Jews in other 
lands also share with the Israelis a "sense of 
peoplehood" based on a common religion, 
history, culture and tradition. 

THE NEW STATE 

How is tsrael governed? 

Israel is a p()Iliamentary democracy. 
Citizens of all faiths over 18 have the right 
to vote, and anyone over 21 may be elected 
to local office or to the 120-member 
national Knesset (Parliament). 

About a dozen political parties compete 
for political influence. National elections 
are conducted on the basis of proportional 
representation. The largest party is Israel 
Labor, founded in 1968 as a merger of 
three labor groups. Aligned to that party is 
the left-wing United Workers' Party 
(Mapam ). The second largest party, and 
more to the right, is the Herut-Liberal bloc 
(Gahal). Other parties include three reli
gious groups and several smaller lists. The 
present government consists of a national 
coalition, embracing all parties except for 
the two small Communist lists and the 
two-deputy Ha'olam Hazeh. 
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The President, whose functions are large
ly ceremonial, is elected by a simple major
ity in the Knesset. The Prime Minister and 
Cabinet are responsible to the Knesset. 
Cities and townships are governed by local
ly elected mayors and town councils. 

What is the status of the various religious 
communities in Israel? 

While Judaism is the principal faith, 
Moslems, Christians and other 'religious 
groups have full freedom of worship and 
enjoy equal citizenship before the law. 
Clergy of all faiths are paid by the state. 

The supreme Jewish religious authority 
is the Chief Rabbinate-made up of an 
Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi, a Sephardic Chief 
Rabbi and a Supreme Rabbinical Council. 

Moslems, whose 300,000 adherents 
make up the majority of Israel's Arab 
population, worship in some 90 mosques. 
The authority of their religious courts is 
protected by Israeli law. 

Christians in Israel, predominantly Arab, 
belong to some 30 denominations. There 
are 25,000 Greek Catholics, 22,000 Greek 
Orthod!ox, 16,000 Roman Catholics and 
3,000 Maronites; 2,500 Anglicans, Pres
byterians, Baptists, Lutherans and other 
Protestants; and some 3,500 adherents 
of Armenian-Gregorian, Coptic and Ethio
pian churches. Most Christian holy sites 
are in Jerusalem; in addition, there are 
about 400 churches and chapels in other 
parts of Israel. 
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The Druzes, who number about 33,000, 
have been ·regarded as heret ical to Islam 
since the 11th century. In Israel they have 
legal status as a religious community for 
the first time in their history. 

Karaites, numbering about 10,000, reject 
the rabbinic tradition . and recognize only 
the literal law of the Bible. They have their 
own synagogues, led by minister-readers. 

The Samaritans, who total some 400 in 
Israel and the West Bank, are another 
ancient fundamentalist sect. Their High 
Priest lives in Nablus, and they have a 
synagogue near Tel Aviv. 

The Circassians, a Moslem sect of about 
1,500, originated in the Caucasus and 
settled in Galilee over 100 years ago. 

The Ahmadi, a sect of some 600 orig
inating in Pakistan, live near Haifa. 

The Baha'i Faith is a small universalist 
group whose most important shrines are in 
Acre and Haifa. 

What are the relationships of religion and 
state in Israel? 

The government is secular. Religion and 
state are separate except in such matters as 
marriage, divorce and inheritance, which 
are primarily under the jurisdiction of the 
religious authorities of each faith, as they 
were under Turkish and British rule. 

At present, the Orthodox rabbinate 
exerts the dominant influence in Jewish 
religious affairs and the Orthodox National 
Religious Party has been a member of the 
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ruling coalition for some years. The Con
servative and Reform movements are not 
officially recognized, but some 15 Conserv
ative and Reform congregations conduct 
services in Israel. 

Since Israel was created as a "Jewish 
State," Jewish immigrants and their fami
lies, including non-Jewish spouses and 
children, are entitled to automatic citizen
ship, a formula confirmed during the recent 
"What is a Jew?" debate in the Knesset. 
Jewish holidays are observed nationally· and 
the Jewish Sabbath is the official day of 
rest. However, persons of other faiths may 
by law select an alternate day of rest in 
keeping with their own religion. 

What is the political, social and economic 
status of Israel's Arab citizens? 

Arab citizens enjoy full equality of 
citizenship and more than 80 per cent of 
the Arabs participated in the 1969 elec
tions. There are Arab mayors and other 
local officials, and six Arab representatives 
in the Knesset, one of them a Deputy 
Speaker. Arabic is an official language in 
the Knesset and the courts, and there are 
Arab programs on radio and TV. The 
unpopular Military Administration, which 
had imposed travel restrictions on Arab 
citizens living in certain border areas, was 
finally abolished in 1966. 

For the past decade, the Government has 
conducted a vigorous program to bring 
Israeli Arabs into the economic main
stream. Their standard of !iving generally 
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approximates that of the Jewish population 
and is considerably higher than in any of 
the neigh boring Arab countries. In the 
agricultural towns and villages the Govern
ment has introduced new farming tech
niques, built new homes, roads and electri
cal systems, and set up a wide network of 
education and health care. The death rate 
among Israel's Arabs has dropped from 20 
to 6.1 per thousand since 1948, infant 
mortality from 68 to 40 per thousand. 

Education is compulsory for all children 
between 5 and 14. Government-funded 
schools employ Arab teachers who teach in 
Arabic, and the number of Arab high 
school and university students is growing 
rapidly. Since 1960, Arabs have belonged 
to the Histadrut, Israel's labor federation, 
which has helped them achieve higher 
wages, housing, education, health services, 
old-age insurance and other fringe benefits. 

What are Israel's relationships with the 
international community? 

Israel has been a member of the United 
Nations since 1949, and participates in 
many UN specialized agencies. She main
tains diplomatic links with more than · 100 
nations on five continents and has trade 
and cultural relations with virtually all 
states outside the Communist orbit and 
with some East European countries. 

Israel identifies closely with the prob
lems of the developing nations. From 1958 
to the present, a broad program of inter
national cooperation has brought over 
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10,000 trainees from more than 80 
African, Asian and Latin A~erican coun
tries for study and training in Israel. Hun
dreds of Israeli agricultural, engineering and 
managerial experts have served in the devel
oping states, and over 5,000 students have 
attended courses organized by Israeli in
structors in their countries. Joint com
panies for construction, water devel
opment, trade and shipping have been set 
up in a number of African and Asian lands, 
with controlling shares vested in the de
veloping nations. 

THE REFUGEES 

How did the Arab refugee problem arise? 

During the 1948 war, thousands of 
Arabs inside the borders of the new State 
fled their homes, many of which were in 
the line of battle. 

The Arab governments claim the refu
gees were expelled or fled in panic from 
Jewish terrorists and rumors of terrorism. 
Israel maintains that Arab leaders incited 
the Arab masses to leave, promising they 
would soon return after their victory in the 
"holy war" against the Jews. 

Israelis admit that during the Arab siege 
of Jerusalem in the spring of 1948-while 
Palestine was still under British mandate, 
and after Jewish civilian convoys had been 
ambushed by Arab terrorists-two illegal 
Jewish terrorist groups seized the village of 
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Deir Y assin and killed 254 residents. But 
they point out that this isolated action was 
denounced by the leadersh~p of the Jewish 
community. The Provisional Government 
of Israel in its Proclamation of Independ
ence appealed to the Arabs to remain as 
peaceful citizens and "play their part in the 
development of the State, with full and 
equal citizenship and due representation in 
all its bodies and institutions." 

A British eyewitness wrote in The Econ
omist of October 2, 1948 that the Jewish 
authorities had "urged all Arabs to remain 
iri Haifa and guaranteed them protection 
and security." The most potent factor in 
the Arabs' decision to flee, he declared, 
"were announcements over the air by the 
Arab Higher Executive urging all Arabs in 
Haifa to quit" and promising that after the 
British left, the combined Arab states 
would "drive the Jews into the sea; and it 
was clearly intimated that those Arabs who 
remained in Haifa and accepted Jewish 
protection would be regarded as renegades." 

How many Arabs left Israel in 1948? 

The number of Arabs who became refu
gees as a result of the war has never been 
accurately determined. The UN Economic 
Survey Mission for the Middle East esti
mated that close to 700,000 Arabs left, of 
whom 620,000 were bona fide refugees still 
requiring assistance in 1949-although near
ly one millfon "alleged relief recipients" 
were then receiving international assistance. 
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What has the UN done to help solve the 
Arab refugee problem? 

In 194-9, the UN General Assembly 
established the United Nations Relief and 
Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the 
Near East (UNRWA) to provide emergency 
aid for the· refugees of the 1948 war. Since 
then, UNRWA has provided a comprehen
sive program of welfare and public services, 
including food, clothing, shelter, medical 
care, education, vocational training and 
special hardship assistance, in refugee 
camps located in Jordan, Lebanon, Syria 
and the Gaza Strip. 

In June 1965, l,280,823 persons were 
registered with the agency, distributed 
among the "host" countries as follows: 
Jordan 688,327 Lebanon 159,783 
Gaza Strip 296,941 Syria 135, 772 

By May 1967, the total had risen through 
natural increase to 1,344,576. UNRWA 
and other observers believe these figures 
were swollen with duplicat.e registrations, 
deceased persons, non-refugee poor, self
sufficient Arabs and other ineligibles. 

UNRWA has been financed primanly by 
voluntary contributions from UN member 
states, with some help from UN specialized 
agencies and corporate and individual gif t.5. 
Of the agency's income of some $700 mil
lion from 1950 to the end of 1969, the 
United Stat.es contributed over $455 mil
lion, or nearly two-thirds of the total. The 
Soviet Union and other Communist states, 
with the exception of Yugoslavia, have 
never made any contributions to UNRWA. 
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Of the four Arab countries where refu
gee camps were situated, Jordan contrib
uted about $21A million, Egypt $51h mil
lion, Lebanon $828,000 and Syria $1 % 
million. Among the major oil-producing 
Arab states, Saudi Arabia has contributed 
less than $31h million, Kuwait under $2 
million, and Iraq and Libya less than half a 
million each. 

Wha~ has Israel done for the Arab refugees? 

In 1949, Israel offered to take back 
100,000 refugees as part of a general peace 
settlement, but in the absence of Arab will
ingness to negotiate, the offer was with
drawn. However, approximately 60,000 
refugees have been permitted to return dur
ing the past two decades as part of a P.1'9-
gram to reunite families. In addition, Israel 
has released all $12 million in bank ac
counts and safe deposit boxes belonging to 
the 1948 refugees and has agreed to 
consider compensation for abandoned 
property, provided payments go into a UN 
fund for resettlement. Since June 1967, 
Israel has contributed about $7 million to 
UNRWA and other refugee services in the 
territories under its control. 

What happened to Jews in Arab lands after 
the 1948 war? 

During and after the war, anti-Jewish 
pogroms broke out in Libya and other 
Arab countries. In Libya, out of a Jewish· 
community of 40,000 before World War II, 
all but 6,000 fled after 1948. 
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In Iraq, Jewish residents were classified 
as enemy aliens, and their property was 
sequestered. The overwhelming majority of 
Iraq's Jewish population of 120,000 emi
grated to Israel. 

In Syria, soldiers and civil servants were 
forbidden to trade in Jewish shops; Jews 
needed special travel permits to move 
about and could not sell their property. 

In Yemen, mob violence and government 
persecution forced virtually the entire.Jew
ish population to flee to Israel. Even in 
moderate Tunisia, the Jewish population 
fell from 100,000 to 20,000 in less than 
two decades after Israel's War of Independ
ence in 1948. 

In addition to the more than 600,000 
Jewish refugees from the Arab countries 
who migrated to Israel since 1948, more 
than a quarter of a million Jews from 
North Africa fled to France and other 
Western countries. With few exceptions, 
their homes, property, bank accounts and 
other tangible assets were confiscated or 
sequestered without compensation. 

What is the UN position on the Arab 
refugee problem? 

Both the UN and the United States 
believe a workable compromise can be 
found in the context of an overall peace 
settlement, involving repatriation for some 
refugees and resettleme_nt with compensa
tion for the great majority. 

In December 1948, the UN General 
Assembly established a Conciliation Com-
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m1ss1on for Palestine and called on the 
Arab States and Israel "to seek agreement 
by negotiation conducted either with the 
Conciliation Commission or directly' with a 
view to the final settlement of all questions 
outstanding between them." 

The resolution also called for efforts to 
"facilitate the repatriation, resettlement 
and economic and social rehabilitation of 
the refugees," and declared that "refugees 
wishing to return to their homes and live at 
peace with their -neighbors should be per
mitted to do so at the earliest practicable 
date and that compensation should be paid 
for the property of those choosing not to 
return." 

On November 22, 1967 a resolution 
unanimously adopted by the UN Security 
Council cited the need "for achieving a just 
settlement of the refugee problem" as one 
of the elements in an overall peace package. 

What progress has been made toward ab
sorption of refugees in Arab lands? 

UNR WA reports indicate that half the 
refugees of the 1948 war were either 
economically self-sufficient or on their way 
to becoming so by 1964, thanks largely to 
UN-sponsored education and training pro
grams and increasing employment oppor
tunities resulting from economic develop
ment in the region. 

More than 100,000 · Palestinians have 
found employment outside the host coun
tries, primarily in the oil-producing Arab 
states. However, Jordan is the only host 
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country that has granted citizenship to the 
refugees as well as allowed them to work. 
In Lebanon, they may work but cannot 
become citizens; in Syria, they have found 
employment but are often discriminated 
against. In the Egypt-controlled Gaza Strip 
most refugees suffered discrimination and 
repression, very few were allowed to emi
grate, and virtually none to Egypt itself. 

What position do the Arab states and Israel 
take on refugee resettlement? 

The Arab states demand that Israel 
repatriate all refugees wishing to return and 
compensate the others for all properties 
abandoned. 
· Israel maintains that the Arab states are 

using the refugees as a political football and 
argues that the return of a million embit
tered refugees would create a potential 
"fifth column" close to half the size of her 
own population. 

However, Israel has declared a willing
ness to re-examine the entire refugee prob
lem in the context of negotiations for a 
permanent peace settlement. In September 
1969, Foreign Minister Abba Eban pro
posed a conference of Mideast states, gov
ernments contributing to refugee relief and 
UN specialized agencies "to chart a five 
year plan under regional and international 
responsibility for the solution of the refu
gee problem in the framework of a lasting 
peace and the integration of refugees into 
productive life." And in March 1970, Prime 
Minister Meir reaffirmed Israel's readiness · 
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to pay compensation for just refugee claims 
in the context of a peace settlement. 

JERUSALEM: HOLY CITY 
OF THREE FAITHS 

What are the historical, political and reli
gious claims of Jews and Arabs to the city 
of Jerusalem? 

The Israelis point out that Jerusalem has 
been a focus of Jewish tradition, national 
aspiration and worship since Biblical times; 
that it was the Jewish capital from the time 
of King David all through antiquity and 
that Jews have lived there for millennia. 
They also point out that during the last 
century Jews have consistently been a 
majority in Jerusalem. 

The Arabs claim that Jerusalem has been 
primarily an Arab city for many centuries, 
and includes the third most holy Moslem 
religious site. They also contend that their 
conquest of the Old City in the 1948 war 
re-established their right to it. 

What are the Israeli and Arab positions on 
internationalization of Jerusalem? 

Israel accepted the 194 7 Partition Plan 
as a whole, including the internationaliza
tion proposal, on the assumption that the 
Arabs too would accept Partition as a 
whole. Instead the Arabs rejected the cre
ation of a Jewish state and besieged Jeru
salem's Jewish quarter. Jordan captured the 
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Old City in 1948. On December 6, 1949, 
the Jordanian delegate told the UN Ad Hoc 
Committee: "My delegation believes that 
no form of internationalization ... serves 
any purpose, as the Holy Places ... are safe 
and secure, without any necessity for a 
special regime." 

When the Trusteeship Council met in 
1950 to draw up a new statute for Jeru
salem, Israel offered a proposal for UN 
supervision of the Holy Places, while 
Jordan refused to appear. Some Arab 
states, led by Egypt and Syria, opposed 
Jordan's annexation of the Old City. 

Today Israel and the Arab States are all 
opposed to internationalization, and Israel 
has declared she will never permit a redivid
ing of the city. 

On the issue of the Holy Places, Abba 
Eban reiterated Israel's position in a state
ment to the UN on October 8, 1968: 

Israel does not seek to exercise unilateral 
jurisdiction in the Holy Plaqes of Chris
tianity and Islam . . . . Christian and 
Moslem Holy Places should.come under 
the responsibility of those who hold 
them in reverence. 

How did Jordan and Israel deal with the 
shrines under their jurisdiction between 
1948 and 1967? How does Israel treat the 
shrines today? 

Although the armistice agreements stipu
lated free access to all religious shrines, 
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Jordan barred all Jews from its territory, 
closing off the revered Western (Wailing) 
Wall and Mount of Olives in Jerusalem, the 
Tomb of Rachel near Bethlehem, and the 
Tomb of the Patriarchs where the Jews had 
buried their dead for 2,500 years. Israeli 
Christians were permitted to visit the Old 
City at Christmas, but Israeli Moslems were 
barred at all times. 

All synagogues in the ancient Jewish 
quarter of Jerusalem were demolished. The 
Jewish cemetery at Hebron was destroyed, 
and the entrance to the Tomb of the 
Patriarchs was mined. To promote tourism, 
Jordan built a road to a new hotel across 
the Mount of Olives cemetery, destroying 
and desecrating hundreds of Jewish graves. 

Immediately after the Six-Day War, on 
June 27, 1967, the Knesset adopted a 

·Protection of Holy Places Law, providing 
for full freedom of access to persons of all 
faiths and imposing stiff prison terms for 
desecration. Copies of the law, in Hebrew, 
Arabic and English, are conspicuously post
ed throughout the country and regulations 
on proper conduct and decorum are posted 
at the entrances to all sites. 

Since the war, various religious leaders 
have reported to the UN's fact-finding 
repre.sentative that Israeli authorities are 
honoring "the principles ... laid down 
with respect to the Holy Places." 
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THE MIDDLE EAST, cradle of many ancient civiliza
tions, is an area of cultural, social and political diversity. 
and historic rivalries. It includes 18 independent Arab 
states extending over 4.6 million sq. mi., with a total 
populatio11 of 113 million; and 8 non-Arab states 
(Afghanistan, Cyprus, Ethiopia, Greece, Iran, Israel, 
Turkey and Pakistan) with 2 million sq. mi. and a popu
lation of 237 million. Islam, the predominant religion, 
is divided into many sects; in Cyprus, Ethiopia and 
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Greece, the majority are Christians, as are about half 
the Lebanese; Israel has a Jewish majority. The region 
also includes such minorities as Kurds, Copts, Berbers, 
and various Turkic tribes. Political organization ranges 
from traditional sheikhdoms in the Persian Gulf to con
stitutional monarchies as in Iran and Morocco, and from 
one-party military republics as in Egypt, Syria and Iraq, 
to the unique multi-faith democracy of Lebanon and 
the Western-style democracies of Israel and Turkey. 
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THE SUEZ CRISIS AND 
THE SINAI CAMPAIGN 

What international agreements govern free
dom of shipping through the Suez Canal? 

The Constantinople Convention of 1888, 
signed by Great Britain, Germany, Austria, 
Spain, France, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Russia and Turkey-which then included 
Egypt-stated that the Canal would "al
ways be free and open, in time of war as in 
time of peace, to every vessel of commerce 
or of war, without distinction of flag." 
However, the Convention permits Egypt to 
bar the shipping of countries with which 
she is at war, and Egypt has used the 
absence of an Arab-Israel peace treaty to 
bar shipping to and from Israel. 

The UN Security Council in September 
1951 rejected this position, pointing out 
that the Egyptian-Israeli armistice agree
ment of 1949 contained specific pledges 
"against any further acts of hostility." 
Declaring that "neither party can reason
ably assert that it is actively a belligerent," 
the Security Council ordered Egypt to 
cease the blockade. The Egyptians refused. 

What was the Soviet position in the UN? 

While Soviet aid encouraged anti-Israel 
militancy among the Arab states, Israeli 
complaints to the UN about border raids 
and loss of life were blocked by Soviet 
vetoes. In 1954, the Soviet Union vetoed a 
Security Council resolution rei~erating its 
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1951 vote ordering Egypt to open the Suez 
Canal to Israeli shipping. 

What precipitated the Sinai Campaign? 

For several years, Egypt continued to 
tighten her blockade against shipping to 
and from Israel through the Suez Canal, in 
violation of the 1951 Security Council 
resolution. In 1954, Egypt also began to 
shell ships travelling through the Straits of 
Tiran t.o Eilat, Israel's port at the northern 
end of the Gulf of Aqaba. 

Meanwhile, Egyptian terrorist raids 
against Israeli border settlements grew 
more frequent, Israel's retaliation became 
more intense and the UN Mixed Armistice 
Commission was unable to prevent the 
increasing border violence. 

In 1955 the Soviet Union began massive 
arms shipments to Egypt and Syria, and in 
1956 Jordan, Syria and Egypt formed a 
joint military command, directed against 
Israel. On October 29, to destroy terrorist 
bases and break the tightening noose, Israel 
moved into the Sinai, advancing through 
the desert to the Suez. As the Egyptians 
fled, the Gaza Strip and Sharm-el-Sheikh, 
at the entrance to the Gulf of Aqaba, came 
under Israeli control. 

What was the role of the Western Powers in 
the Sinai crisis? · 

On July 26, 1956, Egypt's President 
Nasser unilaterally nationalized the Suez 
Canal and declared that Egypt would 
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henceforth use Canal tolls to build the 
Aswan Dam. England and France, largely 
dependent on Middle East oil, mobilized 
troops and prepared to restore inter
national control of the Canal by force if 
diplomatic efforts failed. The U.S., while 
objecting to Egypt's action, opposed the 
use of force. Two international conferences 
and a series of .UN Security Council ses
sions failed to persuade Egypt to accept 
international supervision of the Canal. 

On October 30, 1956, when Israeli · 
troops were advancing toward the Canal, 
England and France issued an ultimatum to 
Egypt and Israel, warni:ilg that unless both 
sides ceased fire within 12 hours, British 
and French troops would occupy the Canal 
area - ostensibly in order to separate the 
belligerents. Israel accepted the ultimatum; 
Egypt refused. On October 31, the British 
and French began air bombardment of 
Egyptian airfields. Five days later they 
invaded. the Port Said area, later with
drawing under U.S. and Soviet pressure. 

What was the final outcome of the Sinai 
Campaign? 

On November 2, 1956, after heated 
debates in the United Nations, an emer
gency session of the General Assembly 
voted overwhelmingly for a cease-fire and 
ordered Israel to withdraw to the 1949 
armistice lines. The General Assembly cre
ated a UN Emergency Force .. to secure and 
supervise the cessation of hostilities." 

In 1957, after receiving assurances from 
the U.S. and 16 other maritime powers 
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concerning her rights of passage through 
international waterways, Israel withdrew 
her troops from all territories taken the 
previous October. For 10 years UN troops 
were stationed at Sharm-el-Sheikh, at the · 
entrance to the Gulf of Aqaba, and in the 
Gaza Strip. The Egyptian border was rela
tively quiet, and there was free n.avigation 
through the Gulf of Aqaba. 

What was the Soviet Union's political and 
propaganda role? 

For more than 200 years, access to 
warm-water ports in the strategic Mediter
ranean and the Persian Gulf has been a 
primary goal of Russian foreign policy. In 
1946, Soviet troops tried to take over the 
Azerbaijan region of Iran, but withdrew at 
the threat of U.S. ·and British intervention. 

Although the Soviet Union had voted in 
the UN for the creation of a Jewish state in 
1948, Moscow turned against Israel when it 
became clear that she would not become a 
Soviet satellite and represented an obstacle 
to Soviet aspirations in the Middle East. 

In the mid-1950's the Soviet Union 
embarked on an intensive campaign to 
undermine Western interests and gain the 
support of Arab nationalists. The Russians 
supported Egyptian President Nasser's ef
forts to counteract the Westem·sponsored 
Baghdad Pact which united Iraq, Turkey, 
Iran, Pakistan and Great Britain in the 
"northern· tier" mutual defense agreement. 

In 1955, while Nasser· was encouraging 
competitive bids from England, the U.S. 
and the World Bank for low-cost loans to 
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build the Aswan Darn, the U.S.S.R. made a 
large arms-for-cotton deal with Egypt and 
subsequently agreed to finance the Aswan 
project. Massive Russian arms to Egypt and 
Syria were accompanied by Soviet advisors, 
expanded economic ties, student exchanges 
and cultural missions to these and other 
Middle East states. 

THE SIX-DAY WAR 

What precipitated the 1967 War? 

In May 1967, Egyptian President Nasser 
moved 100,000 troops and 1,000 tanks 
into Sinai and insisted that the UN with
draw its peace-keeping force from the Gaza 
Strip and the Sinai frontier with Israel. The 
pretext for these moves was an alleged 
Israeli troop concentration along the Syrian 
border, where Syrians stationed on the 
Golan Heights were shelling Israeli agricul
tural villages in the valley below. The UN 
Secretary-General confirmed that no such 
troop concentration existed. 

On May 19, the UN forces began to 
leave, and Egypt immediately occupied 
Sharm-el-Sheikh, commanding the Straits 
of Tuan. On May 22, Nasser closed the 
Gulf of Aqaba to shipping bound for Israel. 

UN Secretary-General Thant expressed 
his deep concern to the Egyptian govern· 
ment regarding "the dangerous conse
quences which could ensue from restricting 
innocent passage of ships in the Strait of 
Tiran." He warned the UN on May 27 that 
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"a clash between the United Arab Republic 
and Israel over this issue, in the present 
circumstances, will inevitably set off a 
general conflict in the Near·· East." 

President Johnson, on May 23, termed 
the Egyptian blockade "illegal and poten
tially disastrous to the cause of peace." 
President Nasser told his air force in Sinai 
on May 22 that he realized that his actions 
meant "a confrontation with Israel," 
adding, "We are ready for war." 

What international agreements govern rights 
of passage through the Straits of Ti ran? 

A 1958 Geneva Convention adopted by 
the UN Conference on the Law of the Sea, 
by a vote of 62-1, with the Soviet Union 
joining in the majority, clearly states: 

There. shall be no suspension of the 
innocent passage of foreign ships 
through the straits which are used for 
international navigation between one 
part of the high seas and another part of 
the high seas or the territorial sea of a 
foreign state. 

How did the Arab states respond to Egypt's 
moves? 

Cairo Radio, May 16, 1967: "The exist
ence of Israel has continued too long ... 
we welcome the battle ... we shall destroy 
Israel." 

President Aref of Iraq, May 31, 1967: 
"Our goal is clear - to wipe Israel off the 
map." 
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King Hussein of Jordan, June 2, 19f)7: 
"Our increased cooperation with Egypt and 
other Arab states ... will lead us to the 
erasure of the shame and the liberation of 
Palestine." 

Ahmed Shukeiry, head of the Palestine 
Liberation Army, June 3, 1967 (when 
questioned about the fate of the Jews if the 
Arabs won): "I think none of them will be 
left alive." 

How did Israel react? 

On May 28, Israel Prime Minister Eshkol 
called the blockade "tantamount to aggres
sion" and announced an immediate mobili
zation of reserves. Foreign Minister Eban 
flew to the UN and to Washington, London 
and Paris to ask for concerted diplomatic 
action by the maritime powers in line with 
their 1957 pledges to assure Israel's right of 
free passage. The international response 
was slow and ineffective. The blockade 
continued and more Egyptian forces moved 
into Sinai. 

On May 30, Jordan placed its army 
under Egyptian command; on June 4, Iraq 
did the same. Saudi Arabia, Algeria and 
Kuwait also contributed unit.s for a jihad, 
or holy war. Egyptian artillery and Pales
tine Liberation Army guerrillas in the Gaza 
Strip began shelling agricultural settlements 
on the Israeli side of the border. 

On June 5, Israel launched a preemptive 
air strike against major military airports in 
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Egypt and against Egyptian troop concen
trations in Sinai and Gaza. Israel appealed 
to Jordan through the UN to remain out of 
the conflict, but King Hussein refused and 
his forces continued to shell the New City 
of Jerus~em. 

The war was then extended to Jordan 
and Syria. When it ended on June 11, Israel 
held the Gaza Strip, the Sinai Peninsula and 
Sharm-el-Sheikh, formerly under Egyptian 
rule; the Old City of Jerusalem and the 
West Bank of the Jordan River, controlled 
by Jordan since the 1949 armistice agree
ments; and the Golan Heights of Syria. (See 
map facing p. 48.) 

How are territories occupied by Israel 
administered? 

All the occupied territories are governed 
by a Military Administration. Health care, 
social services and old-age assistance pro
grams are supervised by civilians from 
Israeli ministries. 

On the West Bank, Arab judges preside 
over civil and criminal courts, which are 
open to the public. Arabs run their own 
schools, . according to their former curric
ula, and in their language, but anti-Israel 
passages in textbooks have been expunged. 

The border between the East and West 
Bank is guarded but open, and commerce 
between the two areas totalled nearly 
$50 million in 1969. Taxes continue at 
Jordanian rates, far lower than Israel's. 
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Permits are issued for travel to Israel or to 
Arab countries. In 1969, more than 
300,000 Arabs went to and from Jordan; 
many others commute to jobs in Israel, 
where they often earn considerably more 
than they did under Jordanian rule. Israeli 
agronomists have set up experimental farms 
to teach advanced farming methods. 

In Jerusalem, Arabs and Jews move 
freely through the unified city. Old City 
Arabs now receive the same services avail
able in the New City - including running 
water seven days a week instead of two, 
old-age assistance, insured medical services, 
free schooling to age 14. Most former 
employees of the Jordanian Old City 
administration work for the Greater Jeru
salem municipality at Israeli salaries. Labor 
exchanges and branches of the Histadrut, 
Israel's national labor federation, have been 
opened to the Arab workers. Israeli author
ities are working on a broad urban rehabili
tation and slum clearance program. 

Whereas, under - Jordanian rule, only 
male property owners with assets over 
$3,500 could vote, all male and female 
residents over 18 are now eligible; despite 
Arab propaganda urging a boycott of the 
city election, and death threats from terror
ist groups, 10,000 Old City Arabs went to 
the polls in October 1969. 

In the Golan Heights, the overwhelming 
majority of the population of 100,000 fled 
during the June 1967 fighting. Only about 
6,000 people, mostly Druzes, remain. 
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Of the Gaza Strip's 358,000 inhabitants, 
approximately 175,000 are refugees of the 
1948 war or their children, most of whom 
have been living in UN-supported camps for 
20 years. Laws preceding the occupation 
are still in force. The Supreme Court. 
formerly dominated by Egyptians, is now 
composed of Palestinian residents of the 
Gaza Strip. Israel has imposed a series of 
security measures against terrorist activity, 
but military courts apply traditional West
ern safeguards for the rights of the accused. 
Captured terrorists receive stiff prison sen
tences and the homes of persons believed 
to have harbored or aided terrorists have 
been demolished. But not a single con
victed terrorist has been executed. 

Since the Six-Day War ended, Israel has 
brought many new social, educational, 
health and welfare services, including a 
building program of residential housing and 
public institutions, into the area. However, 
Arab terrorists treat acceptance of Israeli 
services as political collaboration, and some 
residents in the Gaza Strip and the other 
occupied territories have hesitated to work 
closely with the Israeli Administration for 
fear of reprisal or assassination by the Pal
estinian guerrilla groups. 

What was the effect of the Six-Day War on 
the Arab refugee problem? 

Fear of being caught in the heavy fight
ing, and uncertainty about their fate under 
occupation, prompted an estimated 
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300,000 Arabs - over a third of them 
refugees for the second time in 20 years -
to leave their homes. About 150,000 
Jordanians left the West Bank during the 
fighting and in voluntary migrations in the 
following weeks; between 80,000 and 
100,000 Syrians left the Golan Heights 
before and during the fierce battle in this 
area; and an estimated 35,000 crossed the 
Suez Canal into Egypt from the Gaza Strip 
and Sinai. 

Within a month after the war, Israel 
announced that persons who had left the 
West Bank could apply to return. Under 
programs negotiated with the Jordanian 
government and the International Red 
Cross, and the "family reunion" plan, 
about 15,000 displaced people came back 
to the West Bank by the end of 1969, more 
than 2,500 to Gaza, and about 450 to the 
Golan Heights. Syrian Druzes, who assem
bled outside the line of fire during the 
battle, quickly returned to their homes and 
farms when the fighting died down. How
ever, several thousand re-entry permits 
remain unused. 

The new refugees have strained the 
facilities and resources of UNRWA and of 
Jordan . and Syria. The Syrians, however, 
refuse to enter into any discussions what
ever with Israel. Solution of the overall 
refugee problem still depends on a compre
hensive peace settlement between Israel 
and its Arab neighbors. 
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What happened to Jews in Arab countries 
during and after the 1967 crisis? 

Anti-Jewish outbreaks erupted in a num
ber of Arab states before and during the 
Six-Day War. 

In Iraq and Syria, where Jews have long 
been subjected to economic discrimination, 
police harassment and restrictions on travel 
and citizenship, the governments them
selves initiated anti-Jewish rneasµres. With 
the June war, arrests, interrogations and 
beatings became more frequent and scores 
of Jews were imprisoned. Some 60 Iraqi 
Jews are still held without charges, and at 
least 19 were killed, including 11 who were 
publicly hanged as "spies" in 1969. 

·The overwhelming majority of the Close 
to 7,000 Jews in Syria and Iraq are eager to 
emigrate, but the two governments have for
bidden them to leave. UN Secretary-Gen
eral U Thant, in September 1969, expressed 
his concern for this "group of helpless 
persons," and urged the Arab governments 
to permit their departure. To date, his · 
appeal has not be~n heeded. 

In Egypt, in June 1967, police rounded 
up most adult Jewish males in Cairo and 
Alexandria, including the elderly and in· 
firm, and carted them off to prison where 
they were beaten and humiliated. Late in 
1967, through the interce$ion of West 
European governments, most of the several 
hundred prisoners were released on condi-
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tion that they leave Egypt and give up their 
assets, but as of April 1970, some 80 Jews 
were still imprisoned. During the past three 
years, Egypt's Jewish population has 
declined from 2,500 to less than 1,000. 

In Libya, the first week of June 1967 
was officially designated "Palestine Week," 
and sermons were delivered in the mosques 
calling for a jihad, or holy war, against the 
Jews. On June 5, Libyan mobs murdered at 
least 10 Jews, destroyed synagogues and a 
Jewish school, and burned most Jewish 
stores in Tripoli to the ground. From June 
1967 to the end of 1969, actual or feared 
persecution led all but 200 of Libya's 
4,000 Jews to flee the country. 

In Aden, Arab mobs attacked the Jewish 
quarter, beating an elderly Jewish leader to 
death. The entire Jewish community was 
later evacuated. 

Even in generally moderate Morocco and 
Tunisia, there were violent demonstrations 
in which several Jews were killed and 
synagogues and communal institutions 
damaged. Authorities in both countries 
condemned the outrages and moved to 
prevent recurrences, and the Lebanese and 
Algerian governments took steps to prevent 
outbreaks against their Jewish minorities. 
Nevertheless, 20,000 Jews have left 
Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria, in fear. 
Some 3,000 persons - half of the Jewish 
community - have left traditionally toler
ant Lebanon since June 1967. 

Virtually all the refugees from these 
countries had to leave everything they 
owned behind when they fled. 
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· ARAB TERRORISM AGAINST ISRAEL 

How long have Arab terroris1s been active 
against Israel? 

In violation of the 1949 armistice, 
Egyptian-trained marauders (fedayeen) at
tacked Israeli border settlements until 
1956, when Israeli forces destroyed the 
·fedayeen bases during the Sinai Campaign. 
Since 1964, another violent-action group, 
the Palestine Liberation Organization 
(PLO), has been training refugees in Gaza, 
Syria and Iraq for a "Palestinian Liberation 
Army," as a vanguard "for the liberation of 
the usurped part of Palestine." 

Syria used her army units to shell Israeli 
border settlements before the 1967 war 
and continues to aid Arab terrorist bands . . 
The most active of these is the Fatah, 
whose storm troops, El Asifa, have made 
repeated terrorist raids on Israel from 
Jordan and Lebanon since early 1965, 
bombing homes and sabotaging railroads 
and other public utilities. 

In May 1967, UN Secretary-General 
Thant told the Security Council that "Al 
Fatah activities ... [were] a major factor" 
in the Middle East crisis, and noted that 
"some recerit incidents ... seemed to indi
cate a new level of organization and train
ing" among the terrorists. 

Fatah recruits are exempted from mili
tary service by various Arab states. Libya 
has levied a special income tax to finance 
the jihad, or holy war, against Israel, and 
Algeria and Communist China have pro-
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vided training for terrorist leaders. Other 
funds for guerrilla salaries and anns come 
from the oil-rich Arab states. Kuwait and 
Iraq grant their government employees 
leave to enlist. 

Since the Six-Day War, the Fatah and 
PLO have merged, drawing increasing sup
port from Palestinian refugees in Jordan 
and Lebanon. Relations between the com
mando groups and the governments in 
these two countries have been strained and 
there have been occasional armed clashes. 

Several newer terrorist groups are cur
rently competing with the Fatah-PLO for 
Arab support. One of the most militant is 
the Popular Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine, which has damaged the American 
Embassy and U.S. banks, refineries, and 
other facilities in Lebanon. The Front also 
claims credit for supermarket, school and 
tourist bus bombings in Israel, as well as for 
the spate of hijacking and bombing of 
planes bound for Israel. 

What is the chronology of Arab terrorist 
attacks against airline service to Israel? 

July 23, 1968: An El Al plane bound 
from Rome to Tel Aviv was hijacked to 
Algiers; 21 Israelis aboard were held pris
oner for ·a month and were finally ex
changed for guerrilla prisoners in Israel. 

December 26, 1969: An El Al plane was 
attacked at the Athens airport; one pas
senger was killed and a stewardess injured. 
(On December 28, 1968, Israel retaliated, 
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destroying 13 plapes at the Beirut airport, 
but causing no injuries or loss of life.) 

February 18, 1969: An El Al plane at 
Zurich was ambushed; one of the pilots was 
killed, and five other persons were wound
ed. (An Israeli security guard on board 
killed one of the four attackers.) 

August 29, 1969: A TWA plane bound 
from Rome to Tel Aviv was hijacked to 
Damascus; Israeli women and children were 
detained for several days and two Israeli 
passengers were held prisoner for four 
months before being exchanged in Decem
ber for 13 Syrian prisoners in Israel. 

September 8, 1969: Two Arabs threw 
grenades into El Al's Brussels office, injur
ing two people. 

November 11, 1969: An Arab grenade 
blew up El Al's Athens office and killed a 
two-year-old Greek boy. 

December 22, 1969: . At the Athens 
airport, three Arabs were arrested carrying 
guns, grenades and mimeographed plans for 
hijacking a TWA flight to Israel. 

February 10, 1970: At the Munich 
airport, Arab terrorists opened fire on 
passengers waiting to board an El Al plane 
to Tel Aviv, killing one Israeli and i.njuring 
11 other persons. 

February 21, 1970: A Swissair plane 
bound for Tel Aviv exploded and crashed 
soon after takeoff; all 4 7 people aboard 
were killed. 

February 21, 1970: An Austrian plane 
carrying mail to Israel was damaged by an 
explosion en route to Vienna. 
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How successful are the terrorist activities 
against Israel? 

Despite occasional, much-publicized de
struction and bloodshed, terrorist attacks 
have not disrupted normal life in Israel, nor 
affected the increasing flow of tourists to 
the country. Most neutral observers believe 
the terrorists do not pose a significant 
military threat. 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

What steps did the UN urge after the June 
1967 war to assure peace? 

After protracted debate, the UN Secur
ity Council, on November 22, 1967, unani
mously adopted a British resolution calling 
for both "withdrawal of !lsraeli armed 
forces from territories occupied in the 
recent conflict" and an end to "all claims 
or states of belligerency" with "respect for 
and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, 
territorial integrity and political independ· 
ence of every state in the area and their 
right to ·live in peace within secure and 
recognized boundaries free from threats or 
acts of force." 

The resolution also calls for guaranteed 
"freedom of navigation through inter
national waterways in the area" and "a just 
settlement of the refugee problem." 

The Secretary-General was asked to ap
point a Special Representative to go to the 
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Middle East "to establish and maintain 
contacts" with the Arab states and Israel 
"in order to promote agreement and assist 
efforts to achieve a peaceful and accepted 
settlement" in line with the resolution. 

What has been the result of the UN efforts? 

Dr. Gunnar V. Jarring, the Special Rep
resentative appointed by Secretary-General 
Thant, held numerous meetings with offi
cials of Israel, Jordan and the United Arab 
Republic, the states which had accepted 
the November 1967 resolution. (Syria, 
which denounced the resolution, refused to 
see him.) Efforts by Dr. Jarring to bring the 
parties together under his auspices at a 
neutral location were vetoed by UAR 
President Nasser. 

Since 1969, in an attempt to end the 
stalemate, the United States and the Soviet 
Union have held bilateral talks and the UN 
representatives of England, France, the 
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. also began a series of 
discussions. The Big Four agreed that any 
settlement would have to be "a package 
deal" solving all outstanding issues. How
ever, as of April 1970, the major powers 
and the belligerents were still far apart on 
many issues. 

Jordan and Egypt have refused to end 
their state of belligerence unless Israel 
withdraws its forces from all occupied 
territories and implements earlier resolu
tions on refugees. Israel and the U.S. argue 
that the November 1967 resolution is not 
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self-implementing, but requires negoti
ations between Israel and the Arab states to 
reconcile their differences. After a binding 
peace treaty is· negotiated, Israel says, she · 
will withdraw her forces to the "secure and 
recognized boundaries" mutually agreed 
upon in these treaties. 

What factors are responsible for the arms 
race in the Middle East? 

In 1950, the U.S., England and France 
pledged joint efforts to bar forcible change 
in the Arab-Israel frontiers and to maintain 
a military balance between Israel and the 
Arab states. Intensification of the Cold 
War, however, · led to renewed Soviet chal
lenge of Western political and economic 
influence in the Middle East. 

Military experts estimate that between 
1955 and June 1967 the U.S.S.R; and 
Czechoslovakia supplied the "revolution
ary" Arab states of Egypt, Syria, Iraq and 
Algeria with $21h to $3 billion in arms. In 
response, the United States and its Euro
pean allies provided nearly $1 billion in 
arms to pro-Western Arab states, including 
Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia 
and Morocco, and also sold about $1 bil
lion in arms to Israel. 

Since June 1967, France has imposed an 
embargo on all arms sales to Israel but has 
sold 110 supersonic Mirage jets to Libya. 
The Soviet Union has rearmed Egypt and 
Syria and has rejected repeated American 
proposals for a Great Power agreement to 
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MILITARY STRENGTH OF ISRAEL AND THE ARAB STATES 
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curb the Mideast arms race. By May 1970, 
there were reported to be some 10,000 
Soviet military advisors in Egypt, including 
150 Soviet pilots flying Egyptian planes. 

What solution do the Palestinian com
mandos propose for the Middle East crisis? 

At a conference in Cairo in July 1968, 
the Palestine Liberation Organization 
(PLO), which includes Al Fatah, adopted a 
Palestine National Covenant proposing the 
dissolution of the state of· Israel and its 
replacement by a "democratic state" of 
Palestine which would be "part of the Arab 
Nation." The Covenant declares that only 
those "Jews who were living permanently in 
Palestine until the beginning of the Zionist 
invasion will be considered Palestinians." 

A PLO spokesman in Beirut in January 
1970 proposed that Israeli Jews of Euro
pean origin emigrate and that Jews of 
Middle East origin - who today constitute 
the majority of Israel's population - be 
invited back to the Arab countries from 
which they fled. 

Israelis regard the Palestinian plan as a 
propaganda tactic designed to project a 
liberal and humanitarian image abroad and 
to overcome worldwide revulsion at earlier 
Arab threats to destroy Israel and "drive 
the Jews into the sea.,, Other Middle East 
observers point out that though some of 
the younger Palestinians may well be sin
cere in their desire to establish a tolerant, 
pluralistic society, the record of the Arab 
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states in the treatment of minorities 
Jewish and Christian - under their control 
offers scant confidence in the possibility of 
achieving such a goal. 

Why does Israel reject proposals for a 
bi-national Arab-Jewish state? 

Israelis point out that earlier proposals 
for a bi-national state had long been re
jected as unrealistic by most neutral observ
ers, and that this was why the UN Partition 
Plan envisioned separate Arab and Jewish 
states in Palestine. The bulk of the territory 
allocated for an Arab state was seized by 
Transjordan and Egypt in 1948. They also 
point out that there are 18 independent 
Arab states already in existence ~ most of 
them Moslem by law and tradition - and 
that Palestinian Arabs constitute two-thirds 
of the population of Jordan and hold key 
positions in its government. 

"We want this country to be a Jewish 
nation the way France 'is French, Ghana is 
Ghanaian, Argentina is Argentinian," For
eign Minister Abba Eban told a group of 
American newsmen in November 1969. 
"Of course we are a pluralistic society, not 
homogeneous. There is a Moslem popula
tion and a Christian population. We want 
the Arabs to keep their language, culture 
and pride. We want the Christians to keep 
their identity. The basic aim of the State of 
Israel is to have one independent state 
among 126 which expresses the Jewish 
culture, tradition and heritage." 
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What kind of help does Israel want from 
the United States? 

Israel . has sought economic loar:is to 
develop its economy, and permission to 
purchase U.S. military equipment. for its 
defense. Israeli leaders have repeatedly 
made clear that they do not want direct 
American military aid: 

We know that if we wish to preserve our 
freedom and independence we must 
learn to do everything we need by 
ourselves. . . . If we are attacked, we 
must defend ourselves. And if defense 
calls for sacrifice, it must be our blood 
that is offered up in sacrifice and not the 
blood of anyone else. 

-The late Prime Minister Levi Eshkol 
January 1968 

What are Israel's .objectives in the Middle 
East? 

Our answer is . . . to reiterate the funda
mental principles of our policy: the 
cease-fire, negotiations, a final and recog

.nized definition of frontiers, discussion 
of the refugee questio.n at an inter
national Leve~ and the establishment of a 
permanent peace with a view to setting 
up a community of sovereign states in 
the Middle East. 
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AD.DKESS BY AI\.iJi.<..EW~ J'. YOUNG 
NATIONAL EMERGENCY CONFERENCE 

FOR PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

JANUARY 25, 1970 

' It is probably fair to say that shifts in middle East policies are lubricated 

by a very considerable amount of oil. Governments are never easily swayed by mere 

r.11.oral considerations and they can become impossibly materialistic and opportunistic 

where one of the earth's major oil reserves is concerned. We would be performing 

one of the great acts of self deception i£ we ignore the oil interests involved in the 

current re-examination of American Middle East polieies. 

As a Black Man, I have agonized for the past year over the tragic spectacle 

of Black Men killing each other. knowing that if there were no oil in Biafra, the inte.nsity 

~nd tenacity of the confll.ct would have been infinitely less. Both sides would have had 

few concerned allies <.if tribal rivalries alone were the main issue rather than oil. 

'-...... We ar_e witnessing in the United States a naked and blatant interventio11 of 
......_ __ 

big corporate influence in international policy. This is perilous because by definition, 

they are strictly centered in profits. 

Such intervention has made a mockery of the Constitution and relegated 

serious foreign policy decisions to third and fourth level "management men" operatin g 

abroad. This is especially true of our Latin American policy, with the Dominican 
tJC>~ .~lj ,·._ rli.~o.fi sc.~ ... r.·~~ ,'"'"'&~ .. "~'-'"J ~:\ "{~•:. J.-.; ~ .• J, 

~ntervention b_eing a classic example. b,,,Ji u\\ A-Nt-.-...i•Co)~ ~.ziG i::i ~O'li~~ ~"'~ A '"'""ll•~co ..,?..,.-Lr.-.: \.: 
e.~J:)cJ<..:-o-..1l'J b1 C.oR-~~~ 0 1Nk.n..fu1t.er<c:.,:; irJ -;(.: ci.C}.,·:1'. c? 
..,.,..l;'\ox-s. 

If a small nation is in the way of a mega-multi-national corporation, that 

small nation may well be sacrificed on the altar of corrupt power and influence which 

stands at the center of goverrunental agencies. With two highly secret agencies 

operating in foreign affairs - the CIA .. and FBI - no Congressman or Senator can be 

sure where decisions are- coming fr'om and on what they are based. 



We must never forget that we have hundreds of COFporation·s that are in 

themselves richer and more powerful thC!-n over b?-lf the nations of the world. It is 
' - ' 

naive to assume that they .do n9t have active intelligence and foreign policy sections 

· and that they do not work aggressively to create political and military sltuations which 

are in their own selfish ~nterest. Israel_ is threatened by this .tragic process. She 1a s 

no oil to barter fo:r; her national independence. There is very little about Israel to 

I 

make it ;interesting to the oil cartels, iri fact, she bas threatened.their ability to 

ezj:>loit the Arab world by coming into an arid wasteland and creating a modern 
I 

. . ' . 
· industri~l state. There she stands as a constant reminder to the· Arab world that a 

o/'I!.~ . .. . : · Sh~ h.c:.:·d'-"'""'Ufo)" .. \-."t,;,\~~ '-~-R:iJ .i.r.:~ ... \ ch:>::?ck t.l~~J €\:; 
·better life is possible~in the middle East .. t:''~dE ~~~·,k- .n'l~ ""\f.:11+ l>"""ac·'.~ ,d,;•"-;'t.~ .<J,1-!'~ . 

· . ,\\,6r.:::.u\ c:l•"-·:;; uo\:: ~::_n"'4;;lQC:::s.)\ ~J-.:;.I.~::. .;\- G.,:,:;h .. ~;;:.C: 
. : . . . . -·'. . . . '~ ~.~.s: J M\.1.A!e:- :;:.,,.~~. . 

· · · I_ could get into a discussion of the many complex questions that are involved 

in the Israeli- Arab conflict. There are border questions, refugee~, religious shrines 

· -. :::.and .age old antagonisms. However, only one ciuestion is crucia.l, the· right of Israel 

:- -~.:_:::. to survive · as a state in Peace. The oil "interests are at pest indifferent to this -- - · . 
~-, ......... ./

! 

.·-·--
·-.f.':l:n_d_amental question and some may even be .h~stile. --·It is also my thinking that the 

Nixon Administration is more receptive to corporate influence than any· ·administrati0n 

in my lifetime. --.:· --- ---.. 
The outlook is bleak unless the great corporations 1 influen:e is neutralized 

?Ya greater force--- - the. conscience of the people of the nation. 

This administration is admittedly up- imaginative and wanting for conscience, 

yet it is incontestably prudent and calculating. It has seen .how clos·e to disaster a 

previous administration came when it dis - regarded warnings and plunged head long 

· into 'the Vietnamese obscenity. 
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We should be able to convince President Nixon that an overwhelming 

majority of the American people are uncompromisingly determined that Israel's 

right to survive should not be traded ~or barrels of oil. Jews and Gentiles alike 

would be greatly disturbed by back-door deals which trade off a proud and oft-

persecuted people for oil reserves. 

On this issue the American people will stand firm. We are not likely to 

stand by and wring our hands amid another genocidal plot. Blacks especially, are 

sensitive to the issue of survival ani the attempts at manipulation of th~ir des.tiny 
~..P~Jt. "-"""o.:.~/ £~ ~""! ut-JA.:<:.d~~e. M~ bee.-J ~tl.c:ob"'~J \>~~\?II\. ~cr,.}+.o-~J. , , r ~-='\':.l't:"'IJ ~eo""'n.' 

by corporate influences. /\ 'i.!'.'"m-eften, ho:::~~~. they have felt that .Anlerican Jewry 

has been their exploiter rather than their ally. Israel as a nation has a far better 

the oppressed, However, we must a.void panic over such trifles as supposed Black 

anti-semitism which exaggerate tensions rather than ameliorate them. There is 

~ .. an objective record which indicates that Blacks are no more guilty of predjudiced 
. ~~..l "~.b £1f .s\ .. .,Jail. cB.-:. .. ..... ~J.,.e~k .... .-a.f' lc"\~fs; +t?1c;.. \$di\ ··l<'~ t."i..'"QG· f2C~ocLQ{l i"J '('1~~ 

attitudes toward JewsAi~?~·of the fact that the Black man is thrown in direct 

contact with Jews who are struggling desperately to make it in a hi~ly competetive 

and ruthless business world. There is no threat to American Jewry-even in 

the deep South where they are in a very small minority. 

We~ summon the strength of the American people in behalf of Israel's 

survival and neutraiize or subdue the~power of corporate influenc_e. The issues must 



be kept clear and to the point. The security and safety of Israel must be -the 

dominant :·.note to reach the greatest number ·of Americans of Good ~11. Thi.s 

need not compromise the right of Israel to do it's own negotiating • 
. (\ . 
. ~ .. ~~1.::.<1·.:i'S . ' 

We should have learned from Vietnam that the North Vietnamese 

cannot speak for the Viet Co.hg and th:at the U. S. is limited in it 1 s ability to 

set 'terms of ·compromise for -the South Vietnamese. 

Israel is n ,ot dealing with secure natiOn states that can control and 

-. 4~.scipline the Pale·stine Liberation .Fr0nt. The influence of the so c 'alled major 
' . 

powers is of little value in a hostile i~urilla enclave, arid ls·rael is afforded little 

securHy by such top level agreem·ents. 

. . . 
There can be Peace in the middle east but only iD: terms worked out in 

··.,detail by the beligerents themselves. 
-~ ·- ' ' . . 

·-.. : . For Israel, Peace means security. 

.· 

It is their ·right to survive and 

.. . 
continue to grow as a nation. 

For Arabs, Peace is developm~nt. Their real war is against hunger, 

--- dis_~_~§~ -~<l .illiteracy. The ·real issue in the Arab world is survival of a people · 

. against the enemies of their enviorment and dome;:;tic life. I suspect there will be 

no·;peace and Security for IsraeLuntil there is Peace and Devel,0pment ·for the 

Arab World. 

This : is a conflict for which there is no military solution~ In the fi.Ilal 

· analysis Peace in the middle east must come from the minds and hearts and hands 

of men. It cannot come from the barrel of a gun. 



.... 

PAGE FIVE 

It is an audacious assumption fo suggest to a people in a minority 

and surrcUnded by hostile nations ~hat their survival can only be assured through 

non-violence. I dare to make that suggestion. 

Negotiations must replace armed conflict and non-military aid must 

move through out the middle East so that the hungry might be fed. the homeless 

housed, the sick healed and the blind given sight to see that those·whom they 

thought to be enemies are really their brothers . 

. . 
".;• 

... 
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Rabbi Tanenbaum- - WINS 

- It was reported in Cairo last week that the Arab 

- - · j o-+ en~ 1 nt--lr"viJ-,tJ\( 
Ieague~s information committee had begun a week-long meeting to~~ 

campaign against Israel and to discuss proposals for a pan-Arab public relations 

company. 

Those ~ wm have observed the ·workings of Arab 

propagandists in the United States are hard:cy convinced that the Arabs have 

waited for the outcome of the Cairo conference before be~g their .aotivi. ties 
I\ (<C<-.~ S~&"( ~ -~o~-~ 5~e.~ The J"u~~ lctC,1 ~1\'fi\c:t- 1 Prt'nb \..e'\,~\.t~ ~ovei'n~-e.~ ~v'e 
S~""--t, \~ ~~ U-M--td St-Q...t°OO' SoVW\'( $ /0 M\'llrD11 .fo< Gtl\-ti- "fj>t-()\d r Nf "'~(il ..... ,t!-1.., 

here.,... In New York City, 'for e~-ample, pro-il.rab front groups 1 headed by-sseo~: a1a1t~ 
. ~~ . 

· essay .S 
Protestant clergymen, h~ recently published and distributed widely ....,...plmrinnnmillm 

-e:no\1=\''j~d "'t:! lKe,, 'did =te.nAw:tt<X' -z:,,o~nt '?" l.Vf••~ 'i, 61 6\ut kt(l'e.Q..k> m•'-Y~·.u·:y-
. ' ' ~ to ptrove that there is no continuity between modern Israel and ancient Israel. B~ 1:.. 

~-'"Q./l . -• l'('M r, 

~~.. ..s/ - - '-
~- Ju~~~ th:l-se..- doe"llDlenr insist,, has been superseded by Christianity, which is the • 

new _ , Israelo 
Ol. fe.') <e..SS\'":U 

s is tl1~/19th century, pre-ecumenical view of 

""'~ Is \,~9 ~~ to_) 
Judaism.~ {ar~19 there ---is no religious and historic basis for the Jewish cla:im 

- I\ - ' -. i 
-_ - ,..; 

to modern Israel. 
. -~ th.~ 

5/ 
The debate in the UN Security Council last week/also 

" 
,demonstrated how religion and politics can be used and abused. Here, too, Arab 



Tanenba~ WINS 
<;""c~ , 

- ~. 
f • (1;:: \ f L+.s t>~ th.<-
ID a. .51 _ c.. ....._ <.. 

2 

delegates attacked~ - Jewish religion in order to malre their political points. 
,..... 

Sadly~ this kind of attack_ has won some. accepta.roe in Cbr.iStian circ1es. 

Unfortunately, since the June, 1967 Middle East ·conflict, a 

'"'"ti \v\~~ 'co~ G\.~v'~V\.t~;} ~v--£," (~<s ~ if.. M·~t\{~ ull\.J.:~-il! f-a«.ele-•j ~ ~ 
series of contradictions have marked Jewish Christian relationships f On the one tf.vv , 

aU("'"'4t/w 
band, a growing nuni>er of Cat~lic and Protestant bodies ha:ve taken significant 

.· steps to combat anti-Semitism. Leading Christian scholars have stressed the 
. e~ (Y'-'t.lV\t.""* \fo..\\Aia. io i\ct: ieco\f 1'~ "he\)'"''"(: pla...._ Mtl~) 

fact. that" Judaism is a living tradition~ and that Israel and the city of Jerusalem 

have unique historic, cultural and religiol:.s meaning for the Jewish people. 

On the other hand, a small but vigorous minority of Christian 

cle~gy with missionary interests in the Arab countries is sponso,!_ing_arui,.-----
t...zti;~:-; hd -~S" of\ ~vi.-. f()k h-

~-~·;-;:t;Semin~g nrntutrein Arab anti-Israel propagandatjj Cv'~~-c.t-S""' \I\.~ "- \,aslc ~od"I:(, ~ 
~4.<·"~6. ·," ~-ee(o~~ t-<.v~$ .w\\~·c(,.. d~i·'jv~ ~4.~~:~~,"-~-:: ~~. (¥..-S~(:,\c.~ 6 f:. J..r=t"A<( 

ideas, t~ Ar~ gove:rllllEnts and their sympathizers have a right to make their 

case. The anxiety in the Jewish community grows out of the fact that much of 

"'<''"'* 1,.. 1si:'."1 ·~~~·~f:·· ~1 ...,,.~>lt·!"'::·j .. i:I-' ~""«•+ 
• ~ ~ C'f•• t' 

this propaganda spilJe eve1 hito @lti Jewi attacks~• bV\r du J ~ "-: i @ w 1 1 I. 
~. \J "' I A<·WL-- ---\-- 'u'd-«J Jk11J £ 

•v-r~, 

The problem must be faced. The current Middle East crisis 

is obviously a source of concern to all people wro seek peace and justice for 
i h ~.Au d..t-""' h-..-ca... ~\.. V-<t-~ j.('_c.s o...v.1>.. ~~ ov-e~ 0:0.V.s 1~ 1~6 e.e '-'"t -fvl.ecz., 

all ll'embers of the human family' It is to be hoped that responsible Christians 

• 
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_ pfa't _~ ~ -~ 
-{'-CfJ 

and Jiewa will seek to reconcil' Arabs and Israelis rather than allow the . . /\ 

continued polarization that this Arab propaganda fosters. 



Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum 
The American Jewish Committee 
165 Ea.et 56th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

Dear Ra~bi Tanenbaum, 

51 Plympton Roa~ 
Sudbury, Mass. 01776 
November 15, 1970 

Here is a more recent edition of the paper I sent 
you a few. weeks ago entitled A:n. Alternative to War in 
the Middle East. l think it· more adequately reflects 
the opinion on both sides of the issue. 

Is there any possibility that I might come to see 
you .at your office? ~would like very.much to hear 
your views on my proposal. For a~~~-~eek~,.-~.~~_!-!!g-. 
on the 18th of November, I wilIDe in New York. I'll 
call yoU"r'secre:ta'ry to·-<see about arranging an appointment. 

Ric~d H. Forbes 
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An Al terna ti ve to War in the Middle .1'.B.st 

by Richard R. Forbes 

November 10, 1970 



In searching for a peaceful settlement in the Middle East 

it is important to recognize the need for extraordinary measures, 

for the world is witnessing a confrontation between some of the 

most powerful emotional, ideological and spiritual forces of our 

time. The atmosphere of violent hatred and mistrust which character-

izes the relations between the belligerents, combined with the deter-

mination of the superpowers; to stand firm in the defense of what 

they consider to be their vital economic and political interests 

has produced one of the most dangerous international situations of 

modern times, a situation in which the greatest military powers: in 

history could be drawn by events outside of their direct control 

into an armed confrontation. SUch a confrontation could well be 

the beginning of a third world ~ar. 

While the gravity of the situation has certainly not been 

ign~Sed and, indeed, would appear to have resulted in the exercise 

of considerable restraint on both sides, it must, nevertheless, be 

admitted that until the issues behind the conflict are resolved 

to everybody's satisfaction the Middle Ea.st will continue to be a 

'breeding ground for international hostilities of all kinds. Al-

though "restraint" may be the watchword of the moment, there is no 

guarantee that it will continue to be so in the future. It is, 

therefore, vital that advantage be taken of the current cease fire 

to put forward a plan for the resolution of the differences between 

the two sides a.nd the creation of a framework which will help prevent 

conflict in the future. 
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As a minimum such a plan should lead to the accomplishment of 

the following goals: 

1 - Ea.ch nation in the area must have the right to live 
without threat of attack or extinction. 

2 - More than one million Palestinian Arab refugee5 must be 
settled justly. Their legitimate political and economic 
aspirations must be recognized. 

3 - Rights of passage through international waterways must be 
preserved for all nations. 

4 - Secure and recognized territorial boundaries muet be 
established in order to achieve respect for the political 
and territorial integrity of all states in the region. 

There is no quick or easy way to achieve these goals, no way 

to impose a solution or produce a skillfully engineered diplomatic 

agreement. Any such solution would inevitably break down with the 

first minor infraction of the terms. The gulf of hatred and fear 

is far too wide. 

If a peaceful settlement is ever to be achieved it must be done 

by developing. a wholly new approach which will be capable of pro-

viding the nations of the Middle East with a positive alternative to 

war -- a.n incentive to forget the past and look to the future. 

There is a way in which this might be done. It would involve 

the nations of the world in a major cooperative effort and would 

require an extensive commitment of resources, but because the long 

term benefits would be very great it would be a workable plan. 
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THE PLAN 

The northwestern corner of the Sinai Peninsula, an area of 

approximately twenty square miles, would be purchased from Egypt 

by the United Nations. This area, which includes an undeveloped 

natural harbor, would provide the base for an international city-

etate to be d~veloped and governed by the U.N. and to serve, eventually, 

as the international organization's neY home. 

The rest of the Sinai Peninsula would be leased to the U.N. by 

Egypt, contingent upon the withdrawal of all Israeli forces. This 

lease would give the United Nations the right to occupy and develop 

the peninsula, and the U .N. would agre·e to pay Egypt a fixed percentage 

of all income thus generated. Egypt would resume political and eco

nomic authority over all population groups and economic concessions 

which existed on the Sinai prior to the 1967 war a.nd would have ex

clusive rights to all income derived from these sources. Income 

generated in the international city (the twenty square miles) would 

belong exclusively to the U.N. 

Since the Sinai Peninsula is mostly uninhabited, except for the 

Israelis, it could provide a truly neutral home for the United Nations. 

It would: give the U .N. a viable geographical and political ba.se and, 

in time, a viable economic base. The U.N. would be centrally located 

in an area that could eventually proVide a true b:ridge between .East 

and West. In addition, because it would be totally new the city 

could be conceived and constructed as a model incorporating the best 

ideas from all over the world. It could become a true synthesis of 

all cultures, all races, all technologies, a.11 art forms and all 
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political and economic systems. With the passage of time such a 

city might even become the center of a true world government. 

Once the U.N. took over control of the Sinai Peninsula many 

of the moat important causes of the current conflict would disappear. 

An effective buffer state would be created between Israel and Egypt, 

thus allowing Israel to withdraw her forces and providing the Egyptian 

·government with a persuasive reason for not pursuing the war. 

As a result of its authority over the Sinai the U.N. would 
I 

control the Straits of Tiran and would share control of the Suez Canal. 

Thus, the Egyptian government would no longer be in the uncomfortable 

position of having to exclude Israeli shipping from these two vital 

waterways in order to placate Arab public opinion. Once Israel was 

guaranteed access to the Suez Canal a.nd the Straits of Tiran one of 

the most serious obstacles to peace would be removed. 

In addition, it oan be assumed that the construction of an 

international city and t he development of the Sinai would provide 

the entire region with real economic advantages. To begin with, 

such activity would create quantities of jobs for people who despar-

ately need them ~ especially the Palestinian ref'ugees. It would be 

quite possible for the U.N . to create an agency for the training and 

.job placement of these people. Such an agency might also be given the 

responsibility of providing housing for the workers and education for 

their children until such time as these things could be provided 

through the normal channels of economic and political activity. 

Another economic advantage would be the "overflow" from the 

development of the resources of the peninsula. The whole area could 
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become a "proving ground" where the vast technological resources of 

the world could be applied to such diverse fields as hydrology, de

salinization, ecology, pollution control, mining, agriculture and 

industry in much the same way that the United States and Russia 

developed the tecbnolo~ of space. In this instance, however, dupli

cation of effort would be minimized. 

One final economic advantage which could result from the plan 

would be the stimulation of trade, bot'h in the region itself and 

with the rest of the world. The United Nations would be well suited 

to serve as a neutral medium for communications, transportation and 

commerce between the hostile nations, thereby hastening the develoP

ment of mutually advantageous normal relations. In addition, it is 

more than likely that the new city-state would become an important 

center for international trade since it would be able to offer 

important ~ographical advantages for manufacturing, business, and, 

especially, shipping. 

THE POLITICAL SETTLEMENT 

While the merits of the plan may appear obvious from a purely 

logical point of View, it must be ad.mi tted that logic is not. enough 

to calm the hatred and fear which are the primary motivating forces 

behind the struggle. The fiercely emotional climate has grown out of 

a seemingly irreconcilable conflict between the dual nationalisms of 

the Arabs and the Jews, greatly compounded by the existence of a large 

body of homeless Arab refugees which can not and will not be absorbed 

by the nations surrounding Israel. As recent events have illustrated, 

these refugees have developed a militant nationalist feeling, and in 

the frustration of their economic and political ambitions they have 
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become quite desparate. Until a political settlement is worked out 

for this particularly difficult problem, it is unlikely that the plan 

presented here will ever gain acceptance in the A.rab World. 

It is, therefore, vital that the implementation of the plan be 

contingent upon the resumption of peace talks with fUll participation 

by the leaders of the refugees. The plan wciuld provide a mu.ch needed 

incentive for the successful conclusion of such talks by holding out 

to them a promise of great future benefits for their people, many of 

whom could be absorbed by the new city-state and given decent homes 

and good jobs. If, at the same time, Israel could be encouraged by 

offers of long term loans and other forms of assistance to offer the 

refugees a choice of accepting substantial reparations payments or 

being resettled with full economic and political rights in either 

Israel or a new Palestinian state which could be created on the West 

Bank of the Jordan, th.en there would no longer be any reason for war. 

Israel could be recognized as a sovereign state, and boundary disputes 

could finally be settled. The Palestinian guerillas now held prisoner 

could be released, and all the nations of the Middle F.:ast could, at 

last, begin to devote their :full attention to sol'Ving their vital 

economic and social problems. In doing so they would be safe in the 

knowledge that their rights to self-determination rrere being protected 

by the new international city-state whose presenc,e would insure the 

access of all nations to the region while prohibiting its domination 

by any one power. 

For centuries the economic, political and social development of 

the Arabs has been blocked by the struggles of great powers to domi

nate the Middle Ea.st. Such a struggle is currently taking place between 
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the United States and Russia. The reasons are not difficult to 

understand, for aside from the vast economic potential of the region 

itself, the SUez Canal and the Sinai Peninsula provide the only links 

between two of the most important bodies of water in the world, on the 

one hand, and between the world's two largest land masses on the other. 

As History has amply shown, any power which ha.a been able to dominate 

the Middle East has been able to dominate much of the globe. Con

versely, failure to control the region has almost invariably led to 

the swift dissolution of even the mightiest of em~ires. 

If the world is ever to live in peace and, in particular, if the 

nations of the Middle East are ever to be left free to determine their 

own futures, it is essential that this most Vital of all regions become 

the center of a new kind of international cooperation. Otherwise, 

continued international competition will lead us inevitably to eelf

destruction. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN 

The implementation of this plan will not be easy. To begin 

with, the United Nations in its current form is not well equipped 

f'or such an undertaking. Plagued by one of the world's most cumber

some bureaucracies and hamstrung by the insidious power of the veto, 

this organization which was once the hope of the world h~.s gradually 

slipped into disrepute. As one diplomat said, according to the 

September 28th edition of Newsweek, "It's an achievement of sorts 

to endure 25 years. But it's always now that counts, and right now 

we're in trouble. Hope and energy drain away over the years. I'm 

tired. And so is the United Nations. We need a transfusion and we 

need it soon." 
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The plan presented here can provide the nec,essary transfusion. 

However, the question still remaina, can the patient respond to the 

treatment? Is the U.N. capable of rising to the challenge? The only 

sure way to answer this question is to let the United Nations decide 

for itself. 

If the U.N. does decide to implement the plan certain things· 

- will have to be done. Initially, a commission will have to be appointed 

to prepare an in-depth study of the proposal, including detailed 

surveys of the land area, analyses of diplomatic and legal questions, 

site plans, cost estimates and so on. Such a study will present no 

insoluble problem. 

A problem of much greater magnitude will arise when and if the 

decision is made to follow through, for it will then become necessary 

to generate large amounts of capita.1 and develop an effective admin

istrative structure capable of carrying out the :plan without the 

usual bureaucratic red tape. Either the U.N. will have to substantially 

alter its charter (highly unlikely) or it will have to create a separate 

and independant political body with complete authority to raise and 

spend money for the project. Ideally, the delegates to such a body 

should be elected directly by either the governments or by the people 

of the member states and should be free to exercise their votes as 

ind.iViduals - without direct control by their governments - during 

their term of office. This body should continue to have exclusive 

authority over the city-state after it is built, whil~ the present 

body should maintain its authority over all other issues• 

There will be many initial problems that will have to be solved 
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before the city can be built. To begin with, it will be nec,essary 

to develop sufficient sources of both water and power. Unti.l these _ 

are in existeno~ the city-state will probably have to depend on Egypt 

via the Nile and the Aswan Da.m. Harbor fa.cili ties and an airport 

·will also have to be developed before much else c:a.n be done. 

These and other problems stemming from the isolation and deso

lation of the Sinai Peninsula will all have to be solved. Some will 

probably present serious obstacles. Nevertheless, there is ample 

eVidence to indicate that such difficulties a.re not insurmountable. 

A particularly relevant case in point is. Israel which has accomplished 

wonders in a similar enVironment with nothing like the resources- that 

wi_ll be available to the U .N. 

One final problem which must be considered stems from the fact 

that Israel will most likely be reluctant to withdraw from the 

peninsula until the project is well under way. At the same time, 

it is doubtful that much can be accomplished until she has withdra:wll. 

Luckily, a solution to this dilemma has already been suggested by 

Amitai Etzioni, Director of the Center for Policy Research in New 

York. 

In an article which appeared in the September 18th edition of 

the Washington E.2!1, Dr. Etzioni, who is considered pre>-Israel by 

most Arab sympathizers, proposed that Israel could, without greatly 

damaging her defensive positions, withdraw the Bar Lev Line the 

string of fortified bunkers which constitutes her frontline to a 

position some 30 odd miles from the Suez bank. This- would have the 

advantage of placing the line out of range of the :Egyptian artillery 
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and missiles while providing the w_orlct (and Egypt) with a solid 

indication of Israel's good intentions. 

United Nations peacekeeping forces of the tradi tionai variety 

could then be stationed in the buffer zone which would thus be created 

between the two armies, and work would be able to proceed on the city. 

Once the U.N. had established itself on the peninsula, Israeli forces 

would withdraw entirely. 

CONCLUSION 

One of the sad ironies of the current situation in the Middle 

East is that the United lfa.tions was the instrument most immediately 

responsible for the creation of the State of Israel, and thus, for the 

existing state of war. At the same time, the U.N. has thus far been 

totally unable to maintain peace in the area~ though it has tried 

valiently on numerous fronts and on numerous occasions. 

The problem is that the organization has no real power and never 

will have as long as it is obliged to rely entirely on moral force, 

persuasion and diplomacy. Until the United Nations acquires a real, 

viable, self-sustaining economic base, it will never be a real power 

in the world. For this ·reason it is vital to the U.N. and vital to 

the cause of peace that this plan be implemented. 

Once the United Nations holds and develops ·the Sinai Peninsula 

it will begin to exercise an important influence over international 

affairs. Imperceptibly at first, but then, as the political and 

economic benefits of the city-state become ·more apparent and as the 

city becomes increasingly important as a central market place for the 

world, the United Nations will acquire some re~ muscle to back up its 
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moral pronouncements. When this happens, we will have a base, not 

only for a peace-keeping force in the Middle East, but for a true 

world government. 
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Clovis Maksoud 

On Wednesday night, November 11th, I attended a small dinner given 
in a private home, for ·Clovis Maksoud, the Assistant 3ditor Jl Ahram, 
the Egyptian newspaper. After the dinner, he spoke and answered 
questions from the audience of 30-40 guests. 

Maksoud's basic theme was the need for better United States understanding 
of th·e Arab position in the Middle East. After enumerating some of the 
theoretical and psychological reasons motivating United · States support 
of Israel (e.g., western guilt for the holocaust), he went on to enum
erate What·he believed were the obstacles to better ·u.s. - Arab relations. 

The first obstacle is to .be found in the manner that Israel plays upon 
American politicians (according to Maksoud). Dividing United States 
Senators and Congressman into conservative legislators on the basis . 
of "the cold war logic of the 1950's." That is, by constantly harping 
on the menace of Russian intervention 'in .the Middle East, and the need 
to counter it with a strong Israel, the .Israelis are thus able to 
mobilize conservative political support for their cause. 

Regarding . the liber.als, while they too respond in tE!rms of American 
interests in the Middle East, their real reason for . doing so, (according 
to Maks~ud), is that if they fail to respond, th~y~ll be accused of 
anti-Semitism, an accusation which no good liberal could abide. Though 
he didn't say so, in effect, it sounded to me as if he was claiming 
that 'While the Israelis speak to the liberals in terms of American 
interes·ts, their hidden agenda with them is the threat of labeling 
them as anti-Semites. 

Regarding liberal Senator s, who support Israel, yet oppose the war 
in Viet Nam (as examples he cited Senators McGovern, and Kennedy), 
Maksoud said in an off-the-record and unofficial statement that he 
considered such attitudes "hypocritical", and the result of a 
'!double standard." 

Also in the mattet of political support for Israel, Maksoud spoke 
at length about the ''Zionist lobby", which, he claimed, goes into 
action as soon .as there is any wavering in Uri.it~d States support 
for Israel. To document the charge of · a "Zionist lobby 11

, he 
refer~ed to the fact that many Jews financially · support the cam
paigns of certain Congressmen and Senators, thus obligating these 
legislators to respond to pressures from their Jewish constituents 
on matters of importance to Israel. Maksoud cited two examples. 
The first .was the repetition of part of a conversation he allegedly 
had with Congressman Henry Fowler of .Washington, in which Fowler 
said, according to Maksoud, that regardless of the rightness or 
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wrongness of the Arab position on the Middle East, he had to 
support Israel because of his large number of Jewish contributors. 
Maksoud also claimed that in a recent (unspecified) television 
program, _ Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield said he supported 
Israel because cif a large Jewish constituency. 

Although Maksoud said he believed the Arabs had an uphill climb 
in the battle for public opinion, he believed especially in terms 
of America, that they would gain strength. He pinned· this hope 
on three circumstances.. The first was the gr:_owing support of the 
academic community. While he admitted that college professors do 
not yield a great deal of political influence, nonetheless, he felt 
their support was i_mportant. Secondly, Maksoud said that the growing 
identification of black people in the United States who are struggling 
for equality would come to identify in growing numbers with the 
''oppressed'' Arabs who are also "struggling" for equa:J,.i ty against 
the 11 racialistic" doctrine of Zionism. 

Thirdly, Maksoud said he was heartened by the growing number of . 
·young Jews who are rejecting the concept of a special Jewish relationship 
to Israel. Fourth and finally, he stated that he was heartened by 
what he called the ''Polftics of the New Generation", which has become 
more skeptical and examining of American Foreign policy (as in · 
Viet Nam and elsewhere), aqn which he believes will become increas-
ingly skeptical of the American commitment to Israel • . 

The speaker also made nu,merous references to the usual propaganda 
concetning all~ged Israeli ~trociti~s, the .ihterpretation of Israel 
as being a _state 'Which is .. usurping legitimate Arab lands, etc. 

I 

Accompanying· Maksoud was Hassan Abdullah, the Director of the Arab 
·Information Office in Chicago, and to whom the speaker.referred 
to as the "Jordan Consul General", a position that I was not pre-
viously aware he held. · 

I must grudgingly confess that Maksoud was extremely effective. 
Most of the individuals who attended the m·eeting were no sophis
ticated about the Middle East, and were quite swayed by his ability 
to articulate the Arab course. 

On the whole, it was not a very pieasant evening. · 

JG:pc 

cc: Simon Segal 
George Grueri 
Will Katz · 
Isaiah Terman 
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LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE SEARCH FOR PEACE 
IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

By Eugene V. Rostow* 

The topic set for the discussion tonight - legal as
pects of the search for peace in the Middle East - must of course 
be examined, like any other legal problem, in the context of his
tory and policy. The processes .of politics which have been at 
work in the Middle East for more than sixty y,ears make the famous 
Near Eastern Question of the nineteenth century seem like a chil
dren's game. The Near East has in fact. plagued world politics 
for centuries. Disraeli's celebrated remark could have been made 
by nearly all his predecessors, and by all ·his successors. Over 
and over again, local rivalries, conflicts and enmities, bitter 
in themselves, . have become irreconcilable when linked to the 
conflicting aspirations and fears of world Powers. 

Since the _focal point of our. concern is the present 
and the future, I shall do no more than ·recall the break-up of 
the Turkish Empire, and the rise of Zionism and of Arab nation
alism, during the first World War; the dissolution of French and 
British security positions, during and after the Second World War; 
the emergence of Soviet ambition in the area, apd its connection 
first with the Zionist cause, as a device to drive the British 
out of the Eastern Mediterranean, qnd then with the Arab dream 
of destroying Israel, as the catalyst for transformations greatly 
in its interest; and the special role of the Utiited Nations in the 
creation of Israel in 1947, and in the wars and controversies 
which have swirled around it ev_er sine~. 

Against this background, and that of customary -inter
national law, the effort to achieve a condition of peace in the 
Middle East - or at lea.st a condition of peace between Israel 
and its neighbors . - is taking place within a sharply defined 
legal franework. Three sets of documents are of primary impor
tance in delineating that framework: the .Armistice Agreements 
of . 1949, 1 the Cea.se...:.Fire Resolutions of the Security Council, 

* Sterling Professor of Law and Public Affairs, Yale University. 

1. 42 U.N. Treaty Series 303, No. 656 (1949) (with Jordan); ibid., 
327, No. 657 (1949) (with Syria); ibid., 2·s1, No. 654 (1949"')" 
(with Egypt); ibid., 287, No. 65S----rf949) (with Lebanon). 
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of . June, 1967; and . the S.ecurity Council Resolution . of November· 2~, 
1961.3 · Other documents· and rul~S ' of .. law· are· germane - · the Tripartite 
Declaration of -19 50, 4 for example, .. and successor statements, . in
cludir:ig the Eisenhower Middle East Resolut~on · of March 9, 1957, 
which was amended and · reaffirmed in 1961;5 the Security .Council 
resolutions · on . belligerency~ the .' Suez . Canel, and many other sub
jects ; .. and the 19 5 8 Convention · oh the Territorial . Sea. 6 But . 
the three documents I first · lis.ted <;loininate the problem, because 
they represen.t . and-·- embody rare monrents of· agreement on basic 
issues ·, made by th~ parties, anq supported by . the great . Powers. 

In view of my invo).vez:nent .. in these problems · for a time 
as an official of our. Government, ·1et me-~ make· expli'cit what will 
in any event be · plain; that . I · shall'. take· :a · position here whi9h 
represents .. not only· my personal· and:.:profe·s·s·ional opinions, but 
those of American policy_ as we11 · - · Ainerican policy, be it said, 
increc;tSingly . conscious of Soviet : .. p-ep:e·tration of the Midldle East, 
and· necessarily·concerned to· prevent .. Soviet hegemony. 

I shall start, if I · may.', wi.th Security Council Resolu
tion No. 242, of November. 22 ", · 196·7.·~ . :for.' I cons·ider it to be 
primary. Tha.t : resolutio~ was achieved after more than five 
mont!lsof intensive· diplomatic effort .on tjle part of the United 
States, · Great .Britain·, Denmark1 Canada, and a · number of other 
c9untries~ The· history of. that. effort gives the text a very 
plain mea~irig indeed. 

It will .be recalled that when large-scale ·hostilities 
erupred on June 5,, 19 6.7-i ' the ' Sovie.t: Uni·on . blocked American cease- ·. 
fire proposals for SeVe±-ci.l days I · until it realized What WaS hap
pening ih the field. Then, when' ·the Cease•Fire Resolutions were . 

2. Secu~ity Couhcil Re~~ 233, 234, 235, 236 (1967); 62 A.J~I.L. 
--'3 0 3-3 0 4 ( 19 6 8 ) . 

3~ Security Council . Res. 242 (1967); 62 A.J.I.L • . 482 (1968). 

4. 22 .oept. of State · Bulletin 886 (1950). 

5. 7i Stat. 5; P.L. 87-5, . March 9, 1957; 75 Stat. 463, P.L. 87-195, 
Sept. 4, 1961. 

6 •. 15 U.S. Treaties 1606., T.I.A.S., No. 5639; 516 U.N. Treaty 
Series 205; 52 A.J.I ·.L. 834 · (1958). 
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finally in place, a major .diploi;natic campaign, extending around 
the world, was brought. into focus first in the Security Council; 
then in the General Assembly; then at Glassboro; and finally 
back in the s·ec·uri ty · Council. 

A number of positions emerged. Their interplay, and 
the resolution of that interpl·ay, is ref'lected ·in the resolution 
itself. 

The Soviet Uniori and its· .chief Arab as·sociates wished 
to have Israel declared the. aggressor and required, under 
Chapter VII if possible, to withdraw to the Armistice Demarca
tion Lines as they stood on June 5th, in exchange for the fewest 
possible assurances;? that after withdrawal, Israeli maritime 
rights in the Strait of Tiran would be "no problem" (sometimes 
the same thought was expressed. about the Suez Canal as well) ; 
and that after Israeli withdrawal: the possibility could be dis
cussed of a document that might be filed with the Secretary 
General,. or of a Security,. Council resolution, that would 
finally end any possibility of claiming that a "state of 
belligerency" existed between Israel and her neighbors. 

The Israeli .position was that the Arab governments 
had repudiated the Armistice ·Agr.eernents of 1949 by going to 
war;. that the parties should meet alone, and draw up a treaty 
of peace; and that until negotiations for that purpose began, 
Israel would not weaken its bargaining position by publicly 
revealing its peace aims, although the Prime Minister and 
the Foreign Minister did state publicly and officially that 
Israel had no territorial' claims ... as su·ch, but was interested 
in the territorial problem only insofar as issues of security 
and maritime rights, and, of course, the problem of Jerusalem, 
were concerned. Meanwhile, Israel began its administration of 
Jerusalem, the West Bank, the Golan Heights, the Gaza Strip 

- and Sinai as the occupying Power . under the Ce.ase-Fire Resolu
tions, justifying its policies "at the municipal level," and 
without annexations, in the perspective of that branch of 
international law.8 

7. See, ~·, U.N. Doc. S/PV.1351, pp. 21-27, June 8, 1967 . 

8. Stone, No Peace - No War in the Middle East 7-20 (1969); 
E • . Lauterpacht., _Jerusalem .and the Holy Places 50-51 (1968); 
McNair and Watts, The Legal Effects of War, Ch. 17 (1966): 
Gutteridge, "The Protection ·of Civilians in Occupied Terri
tory," The Yearbook of World Affairs 290 (1951); Stone, The 
Middle-East under Cease Fire 10-13 (1967); Gazit, Israel's 
Policy in the Administered Territories (1969); Government 
of.Israel, Two Years of Military Government, 1967-1969, 
(1969). 
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The United States, Canada, most of the West European 
and Latin American. nations, and a large number· of nations from 
other parts of the world, supported a different approach, which 
ultimately prevailed. 

In view of the taut circumstances of May and June, 1967, 
no majority could be obtained, either· in the ·security Council or 
the General Assembly, to· declare Isr.ael ~the aggressor. The ques
tion of who fired the first shot, diff·icult enough to resolve in 
itself, had to be examined as part of a sequence of Byzantine 
complex± ty: the false. reports_· of Israeli mobilization against 
Syria; the removal of U.N.E.F. forces from the Sinai and the 
Gaza Strip; the closing of the Strait of Tiran; the mobilization 
of Arab forces around Israel, and· the establishment of a unified 
command; and the cycle of statements, propaganda·, speeches and 
diplomatic efforts which marked the final weeks before June 5. 
B:efore that mystery, sober opinion refused to reach the conclu
sion that Israel was the aggress·or. NO" serious attempt was made 
to obtain a resolution declaring the· United Arab Republic to be 
the aggressor. 

Secondly, the majority . opinion both in the General 
Assembly and in the Security Council supported the American 
view, first announced on June 5, 1967,9 and stated more fully 
on June 19, 1967,10 that after twe:nty bitter and tragic years 
of . "war," "belligerency," and guerrilla activity in the Middle 
East, the . quarrel had become a buiden to world peace, and that 
the world community shou.:)..d finally insist on the establishment 
of a condition of peace, flowing from the agreement of the parties. 

Third! the experience of the international community 
with the understandings which ended the Suez Crisis of 1956-1957 
led -·to the conclusion that 'rsrael should not be required to with
draw from the cease-fire lines exc.ept as part of a firm prior 
agreement which dealt with all the major issues in the contro
versy; justice for the refugees, guarantees of security for 
Israel's border, and her maritime rights in the Gulf of Aqaba 
and the Suez Canal;· a solution for Jerusa.le m which met the 
legitimate interests of Jordan . and of Israel, and of. the three 
world religions which regard Jerusalem as a Holy City; and the 
establishment of a condition of peace~ 

9. 56 Dept . of State Bull~tirr 9~9-953 (1967). 

10. President Johnson, "Principles for Peace in the Middle East ·' 11 

57 Dept . of State Bulletin 31 (1967) . 
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In 19 5 7, in defe.z::ence: ... to: Arab:: s :ensitivi ty about 
seeming publicly to "recogp:ize_" .Is:ra:el-, .to . "negotiate" with 
Israel,' or to make "peace"' -with .. Isr.ael·,_-_ the- United States took 
the lead in negotiating understand:ings which led to the with
drawal of Israeli troops fronr; the Sinai, and the s.tationing 
of U.N.E.F. forces along~ .the Sin-ai · border, in the Gaza Strip, 
and at Sharm-el-Sheikh. The terms·· of: .that understanding were 
spelled out in a carefully planned . se"i:·ies ~· of statements made 
by the governments both in their capitols; and before the 
General Assembly. Egyptian . comrniqnents of th·e period were 
broken one by one, the last .heing··the· request · for the removal 
of U.N.E.F. and the closing of the Strait of- Tiran· to Israeli 
shipping in May, 1967. That step, it was clear from the 
international understandings :·of 1957, jus·tified Israeli1~ilitary action under Article 51 as an-act: of self-defense. 

( 

Fourth, while the majority .approach always linked 
Israeli withdrawal to the establishment of a condition of 
peace through an agreement among the -par.ties which would 
also resolve long-standing cont~oversies about the refugees, 
maritime rights, and Jerusalem, - the · question remained, "To 
what boundaries should Israer withdraw?" On this :· issue, the 
American position was sharply drawn, and rested on a critical 
provision of the Armistice Ag+eernen·ts of 1949. Those agree
ments provided in each _ case tha.t · the.-. Armistice Demarcation tine 
"is not to be construed in any sense as a political -or terri
_torial boundary, and is delineated without prejudice to rights, 
claims or positions of either Party to the Armistice as regards 
ultimate settlement of the Palestine question. 11 12 Many other 
provisions of each Agreement make it clear that the purpose of 
the Armistice was "to facilitate the transition from the present 
truce to permanent peace in Palestine" and that all such non
military "rights, claims, or interest" were subject to "later 
settlement" by· agreement of the parties, as part of the transi
tion from armistice to peace . 13 These paragraphs, which were 

11. Many of the critical. documents appear in Department of 
State , United Stat es . Pol icy· in · .the Middle East, September, 
1956-June, 1957 (1957, esp~ pp •. 332-342; United States 
Congress, Senci.te Committee on Foreign Relations, "A Select 
Chronology -and Background Documents Relating to the Middle 
East," prepared by th~ Library. of Congress, Legislative 
Reference Service (1967, rev. ed. 1969). See also H. Finer, 
Dulles over Suez (1964), Chs. 17 and 18. 

12. 42 U.N. Treaty Series, 256, Art. v, par. 2 (1949). 

13~ Ibid., Preamble, p. 252; Art. I, p. 252; Art. IV, par. 3, 
~56; Art. XI and Art. XII, p. 268. 
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put into the agreements -at: Arab : .. ins~is.tenc:e, ·were: ·the· legal founda
tion for the contro.versies:- ov·er:~ .. the.-.:~wording· :· of· ·paragraphs 1 and 3 
of· Security Council Resolution 2-42··,. of November 22, 1967 ~14 

That resolution, p~o;!l'lµl-gated .: under: Chapter VI of the 
Charter·, fin ally received :the ul)a~dmous· . support' of . the Council. 
It was . backed in advance by the: assuranc~:f ·of · the .key countries 
that .they would accept the resolution and work with Ambassador 
Jarring to implement it. 

It is important to recai1 what . the resolution requires. 
It calls upon the parties to . reacn ·,~a : .. peacefu·1·. and .acc_e_pted II 
agreement which would· def:in:itiv:ely· s .ettl'e-.-.the .Arab"'.--:Israeli con
troversy, and establish condit.iop;s-, _of '~just and lasting _peace" 
in the area in accordal)ce with-.. the _-'!provisions· and principles" 
stated in the resolution . The agre·ement requ·ireci by ·paragraph 3 
of the resolution, the Security Coutidil said, should establish 
"secure and recognized boundaries" ·between Israel and its neigh
bors "free .from threats or acts of force," to replace the Armistice 
Demarcation Lines established in i9-49, and the cease-fire lines of 

14. "The· Security Council 

"(1) Affirms ~at the fulfillment of: Charter principles 
requ~res the establishffi·ent. .of.:.a .. ju~t- .and .lasting peace in 

. the Middle East which:· should include the application of 
both the following principles: 

(i} Withdrawal· of· Is:r..;iel·L .armed -.forces· from terri
tories occup·i ·eq .. ip· . tlie::. recent conflict; 

(ii.} Terminatic;m .of .a11·: .. ci:aims or. states of bellig- . 
erency and respect for. and -acknowledgement of .. 
the sovereignty·, territorial integrity and 
political independence of every State in the 
area and their . right .to live in peace· within 
secure and recognized boundaries free from 
threats or acts of force; 

11 (2) Affirms further the necessity 

(a) 

(b) 

. ( c) 

For guaranteeing freedom of navigation through 
international waterways in the area; 
For achieving a just settlement of the refugee 
problem; 
For .guaranteeing the territorial inviolability 
and po.li tic al independence of every State in 
the area, .through measures including the estab
lishment of demilitarized zones. 11 
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June, 1967. The· Israeli armed .:forces ... should . withdraw to such 
lines, as part.· of a ·comprehensive agreement, : se·ttling all the 
issues me.-itioned in the resolution, and in a · condition of 
peace ·. 

On this point, . the American position has· been the same 
under both th~ Johnson and the Nixon Administration~. The new 
and definitive political boundaries should not represent "the 
weight. of conquest, 11 both. Administrations have said; on the. 
other hand, under the policy and .language of the Armistice 
Agreements of 1949, and of, the Security Council Resolution 
of November 22, 1967, they need not be the same as the 
Armistice. Demarcation Lines.15 The walls and machine guns 
that divided . Jerusalem need not 0be restored. And adjustments 
can be made by agreement, under paragraph. 2 of Security Council 
Resolution 242, to guarantee maritime rights "through inter
national waterways in the area," and, equally, to guarantee 
"the territorial inviolability and political independence of 
every State· in . the area, through measures including the estab
lishment of demilitarized zones. 1116 

· This is the legal significance of the omission of the 
word· "the" from paragraph 1 ( i) ·of. the· resolution, whi'ch calls 
for the withdra.wal of Israeli armed forces "from territories 
occupied in the. recent. conflict, 11 and not . . "from the territories 
occupied in the recent conflict. 11 Repeated attempts to amend 
this sentence by inserting the word. 11 the 11 failed in the Security 
Council. It · is therefore. not. legally possible· to assert that 
the · provision requires Israeli withdrawal. from all the terr.i
tories now occupied under the Cease-.Fire Resolutions to the 
Armistice Dem~rcation Lines. 

This aspect of the relationship between the Security 
~ouncil Resolution of November 22, 1967, and the Armistice 
Agreements of 1949 likewise explains the reference inthe reso- . 
lution to the rather murky principle of "the. inadmissibility of 
the acquisition of territory by war. 11 17 Whatever· the. full 

15. Speech by President Johnson, Sept. 10, 1968, 59 Dept . of 
State . Bulletin. 348 (19 6 8) ; Spe.ech . by· Secretary Rogers, 
Dec. 9, 1969, 6~ Dept . of ·State Bulletin 7 (1970). 

16 . See note 14. 

17. Security Council Res. 242 (1967), Preamble. 
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implications . of that obscure idea may be, it would clearly permit 
the te;:i;it<;>rial adjustments and .. speci~l security provisions called 
for by the · Security Council resolutionl8 andthe Armistice Agree
ments of 1949. 

The resolution provided that the Secretary General 
should· appoint a representative to consult with the parties, 
and assist them in· reaching the agreement required by paragraph 
3 of the resolution. 

I might add a word on the much moot~d question of who 
has · "accepted" the resolution. · As I indicated earlier, · th.is is 
not a. real issue, since the key parties to the hostilities -had 
given advance assurances that they would cooperate · with the 
Secretary General's representa.tive to . promote the agreement 
ca~1ed for by the resolution • . Shortly after . Ambassador Jarring 
had begun his consultations in the area, however, the question 
emerged 1 j,n the form of A-rab insistence that Israel: indicate its 
"acceptance" of the resolution, ·or its "implementation" of the 
agreement; before discussions could proceed. · One version of 
these proposals would· be that Israel withdraw to the Armistice 
Demarcation Lines; as they stood on. June 4, 1967, in advance. 
of negotiations on any other problems of the resolution. This 
position, of course, would violate the text of the resolution, . 
and the experience of broken promises which the text reflects. 

A good deal of the diplomatic history of this problem 
is reported in Fore.fgn Minister Eban's comprehensive speech to 
the General Assembly on October 8, 1968.19 The Israeli posi-

· tion · is summarized in the statement of May · l, 1968·, made to 
the Security Council by the Israeli Permanent Representative 
to the United Nations: 

"In declarations and statements made publicly 
and to Mr. Jarring; my Government has indicated 
its .acceptance of the Security Council resoluti9n 
for th~ p~omotion of agreement . on the establish- · 
ment of a just and lasting peace. I am also 
authorized to reaffirm that we are willing to 
seek agreement with each. Arab · State on all · mat-

. ters "includea in that: resolution." · 

18. S~e s . M. Schwebel, "What Weight to Conquest? ... , 64 A.J.I.L. 
344 (1970). 

19 . U.N . Genera1Assembly, .230th Plenary Session, p. 1686. 
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On May 31, 1968, Foreign Minister Eban reiterated this statement 
in the Israeli Parli~ment. 

Corresponding statements have been made publicly and · 
privately by other parties to the conflict, but without specific 
reference.to the requirement of "agreement" in paragraph 3 of 
the resolution. The Government of ~he United Arab Republic has 
repeatedly said that it accepts the ·resolution as requiring "a 
package deal," but it has thus far rejected procedures for con
sultation and negotiation accepted by other parties to the 
conflict. · ·· 

There is great skepticism among the parties: a skep
ticism altogether natural against the background of . more than 
~wenty years of history. The Arabs fear that Israel has no 
intention of withdrawing, even to secure and recognized bounda
ries; Israel fears that the Arabs have no intention of making 
peace. 

But Israel has said repeatedly and officially that it 
has no territorial claims as such; that its sole interest in the 
territorial problem is to assure its security, and to obtain 
viable guarantees of its maritime rights; and that,. even on the 
difficult issue.of Jerusalem, it is willing to stretch its ima
gination in the interest of accommodating Jordanian and inter
national interests in the Holy City. 

These assurances by Israel have been the t'oundation 
and the predicate of the American position in the long months 
since June, 1967. If the Arabs are skeptical of Israeli pro
fessions, their remedy is obvious: put them to· the test of 
negotiation. They could be sure, as Prime Minister . Golda Me~r 
remarked the other day, that the position of the United States 
in the negotiating process would come more than half way to 
meet their claims. 

To this point, however, it has proved impossible to 
initiate the final stages of the processes of consultation and 
negotiation which are necessary to the fulfillment of. the reso
lution. The reason for the stalemate is simple. The Government 
of. the United. Arab Republic has refused to implement- the resolu
tion • . And thus far it has been backed in that posture by the 
Soviet Union. President Nasser could not long persist in this 
stand against the will of the Soviet Union. Under these circum
stances, and in the nature of Arab opinion, no other party to · 
the conflict can move towards peace. 

In this connection, Secretary Rogers' ~ecent comment 
is illuminating. He stated: 
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"We have nev~r· suggested .. any .withdrawal 
until there was a final, binding, written 
agreement that satisfied all aspects of the 
Security Council resolution. 

"In other words, we have never suggested 
that a withdrawal occur before there was a 
contractual agreement entered into by the 
parties, signed by the parties in each other's 
presence, an agreement that would provide full 
assurances to Israel that the Arabs would 
admit that Israel had a right to exist in 
peace. 

nNow, that is what has been · lacking in 
the past . The Arabs have never been willing 
to do that; and if that could be done, we · 
think it would be a tremendous boon to the 
world. 

"Now, we have also provided that the 
security arrangements would be left to the 
parties to negotiate, ·such as Sharm-al-Shaykh, 
and the Gaza Strip, the demilitarized zone, 
and ·so forth. 11 2[1 

It is easy to understand the Soviet position, and 
that of the United Arab Republic, in terms of a policy of 
political and military expansion which threatens not only 
Israel, but Jordan, Lebanon, . Saudi Arabia and the states of 
the Persian Gulf. It is not, however, a posture easy to recon
cile with the terms and purposes of the S~curity Council Reso
lution of November 22, 1967. 

20. 62 Dept. of State Bulletin 218-219 (1970) . 
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QUESTIONS. RAISING SOME TYPICAL ARAB CONTENTIONS 

(Questions follow the organization of th~ syllabus) 

I. Political and Legal Aspects of Relations 
Between Israel and the Arab World. 

1. Israel's establishment as a state was supported by 
the international community to compensate the Jews 
for the decimation of their numbers during World 

· War II. Why should the Arabs have to pay for 
Christian sins? 

2. Wasn't the creation of the St~te of Israel contrary 
to the principle of national self-determination 
(Article 80 of the U.N. Charter), since the parti
tion decision was arrived at by the.General Assembly 
of the United Nations and not by choice of the people 
of P?ilestine.'2 

3. If you accept the inadvisability of the acquisition 
of territory by war, shouldn't Israel be required to 
return to the United Nations established boundaries 
of 1947? 

4. If Israel were not bent on territorial expansion, 
then why did it annex East Jerusalem? 

5. If Israel were not determined to retain the territory 
it conquered . in the June War of 1967, why has it been 
so reluctant to participate in U. N.-sponsored talks 
aimed at returning the territories to their rightful 
owners? 

6 . . If Israel is not inherently aggressive and expansion
ist, why did Israel attack Egypt in October 1956 and 
in J ·une 1967 when there· was room for diplomatic -ef
forts to settle the issues in dispute? 

7. Why has Israel, which owes its establishment to the 
United Nations, flagrantly defied numerous United 
Nations resolutions? 

8. What right did the Jews, who owned only a: small per.,. 
centage of the land in Palestine, have to establish 
a state embracing large areas of non-Jewish land? 
Moreover, the growth of the Jewish settlements in 

,._ ... 



Palestine always encompassed ipjustibes, even though 
they paid for the land, because Jewish settlements 
expanded through land transactions that displaced 
Arab farmers and smallholders. Therefore, how can 
the sovereign expression of that enterprise be legi
timate if its inception and -stages · o.f development 
were based on a series of injustices mete~ out to 
the native population? 

9. Why · isn't Israel willing to submit the issues to 
the International Court of Justice? 

10. Is it not true that Israel threatens world peace 
because of its present policies? If not, why does 
Israel try to aggravate the tensions between the 
Soviet Union and the United States for its own 
selfish interests regardless of threats to world 
peace and the dangers of an outbreak of .a third 
world war? 

11. Why do the Americans support Israeli political 
positions so strongly when American interests in 
a d~tente with the Soviets are thereby . harmed? 

12. Why does the United States persist in its pro
Israel policy when that policy endangers vital 
American economic interests in the Arab world? 

13. Poes not Israel's participation and escalation 
of the ·arms race with American weapons enable 
the Soviets to increase ~heir influence in the 
Middle East at American expense via arms deliveries 
to the Arabs? 

14. Israel is clearly allied with the forces of· reaction 
in the world and in the Middle East. [Did not the 
crisis of May 1967 begin because the Israelis were 
trying to overturn the socialist government of Syria?] 
Did not the Israelis attempt to initiate a rebellion 
against the government of the late President Nasser 
through its penetration raids deep into Egyptian 
territory in the fall and winter of 1969-1970. [More 
generally, is it not evident that Israel has become 
a tool of the U.S. imperialism and capitalist 
exploitation?] 
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II. Issues Conce~ning the Arab Minority, the 
Occupied Territories and the Refugees. 

15. 

16 . 
• 

17. 

18. 

Who is responsible for the existence of the 
Palestinian refugees? W~r~ the refugees not 
born out of fear of Jewish · terrorism in the 
1940's? Did their numbers nqt grow because 
of the Israel Army's policy in the War of 
1948 of expelling Arabs from their homes in 
cities newly conquered by them? 

Israel's creation solved one refugee problem 
but simultaneously produced another. Is jus
tice served by fulfilling the national .aspira
tions of the Jews and ignoring the legitimate 
national aspirations of the Palestinian Arabs? 

Why hasn't Israel taken back the refugees it 
drove from their homes, or at least offered 
to: compensate them? 

How can one justify Israel's violations of 
fundamental human rights in the.occupied terri
tories by such acts as the' destruction of homes 
of civilians, reports of . torture, expulsions and 
the co.ntinued administrative detention of several 
thousand Arabs? Does Israel recognize the Geneva 
Convention? 

III. Implications of Isr~el as a Jewish sta~e. 

19. How can Israel live at peace with its neighbors 
since, by definition, it is a state dedicated to 
the ingathering ·of the Jews of the world and thus 
to inevitable territorial expansion to mee~ the 
needs of its growing population? 

20. Does not the character of Israel as a Jewish State 
preclude the establishment of pegce between Arabs 
and Israelis in the Middle East? Moreover, does 
this ideological commitment not stifle nationalist 
expression and identification for Israel's non
Jewish minorities.? How can Israeli Arabs, for· 
example, be expected to consider a Jewish State 
as their national home? 

-3- . 
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21. · Why is the Jewish claim to Palestine any stronger 
than . t:he Christian or Muslim claims.? 

22. How can Jewish nationhood _be deemed legitimate 
when under the principle of self-determination 
Palestine should belong· th the Arab Palestinians 
which consti tute its majority? Since the origin 
of the great majority of Jewish Israelis is in 
other coun.tries, in contrast to the Palestinians 
who have lived. in Pale~tine for centuries, why 
should the Palestinians allow the Jews to deter.,. 
mine ·the national character of the country? 

23. Israel's Law of Return grants auto~atic citizen
ship to ·~Y Jew wishing to go to Israel. Doesn't 
this ·place Jews in other cou.ntries in a position 
of having dual loyalties? 

24. If Israel is a Jewish State with ties to world . 
Judaism, can.American Jews be trusted to consider . 
Mid-East problems in terms of the American national 
interest? 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH. COMMITTEE 

date 

to 

from 

subiect 

Decembe~ 1, 1970 

Staff Task Force 

. Phyllis Sherman 

on the Middle East 

The Task Force will hoid its next meeting on Thursday, 

December ·10, at 3:00 p.m. in Room SOOA. Sidney Liskofsky .and 

Ge~rge Gruen will repo~t on -the recently held Lawyer~· Workshop 

. on Legal · Issues ·iil the Middle East and the plans for follow-up · 

on the Conference·. 

En.closed for your information are some of the documents 

~ich wete made available ·for the participants. A paper on the 

princip~l issues in the Middle East was presented at ·the meeting 
. . . 

by Ambassador Shabtai Rossenne of the Israeli Missionto the 

United Nations. This is a rather bulky document Which is not 
. . 

available . in sufficient quantities for distributlon. : However·, 

if any of you are interestea; you may borrow copies from S~dney . 

Liskofsky or George Gruen. 

PS :la · 

.Eµclosure 
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LAWYERS' WORKSHOP ON LEGAL ISSUES IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

November 21-22, 1970 

Union of American Hebrew Congregat~ons 

888 Fifth ·Avenue, New York City 

. General Chairman: BERNARD G. SEGAL, ESQ. 
Immediate Past President, 
American Bar Association 

Opening Session: Saturday, November 21 - 6:00 P.M - 10:00 P.M. 

Chairman-Moderator: BERNARD G. SEGAL, ESQ. 

Dinner: 6:00 P.M. 

Discussion : 7:30-10:00 P.M. 

Topic: 

Speaker: 

"Political and Legal .Aspects of Relations 
Between Israel and the Arab World" 

AMBASSADOR SHABTAI ROSENNE 
Deputy Permanent Representative· 
of Israel to the United Nations 

Sunday Morning Session: November 22 - 9:30 A.M. 

Chairrnan~Moderator: JUDGE JUSTINE WISE POLIER 

Topiq : 

Past Chairman, 
American Jewish Congress 
National Executive Commit.tee 

"Issues CoI)cerning the Arab Minority, the 
Occupied Territories and the Refugees" 

Speakers : HONORABLE ZVI T.ERLO 
Director-General, 
Israel Ministry of Justice 

AMBASSADOR 'NETANEL LORCH 
Director,. Latin American Division, 
Israel Ministry for Foreign Affairs; 
Delegate to U.N. General Assembly 



.~ ..: ..... - -

Sunday· Lu_nch Session: November 22 - 12:30 P.M. - ~:30 P . M. 

Chairman: 
' . I 

JEROME J. ·SHESTACK, ESQ. 

'J:'opic: 

Spea}<er: 

Co-Chairman, Committee on International . 
Organizations, American Jewish Committee 

"Major Mid-East Issues at the Current 
U.N . General Assembly Session" 

AMBASSADOR YOSEF TEKOAH 
Permanent Representative of 
Israel to the United Nations 

Sunday Afternoon Session: November 21 - 2:30 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. 

Chairman-Moderator: HONORABLE MOSES L. KOVE 
National Chairman, 
ADL European Affairs Committee 

Topic: "Implications of Israel as a Jewish 
State -- For Jews Inside Israel and 
For Jewish Communities Outside" 

Spea.kers: HONORABLE ZVI TERLO 
Director-General, 
Israel Ministry of Jus·tice 

RABBI. ARTHUR HERTZBERG 
President, Conference of · 
Jewish Social Studies; 
Lecturer in History, 
Columbia University 

. Qi_s~uss'ion of future plans - JEROME J. SHES TACK I ESQ. 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH CQMMITTEE 

elate 

to 

from · 

subject 

October 1,. l973 :· 

Rabbi .Marc" ·Ta:nenbaUIJl 
.:·- ~ . . ~ ; . :·~'. -:. .. . . r. ·t-. . 

: Rabbi- .. A.~~-. James _..Rud1n 
-. -~ . . . 

.. 

. URGENT AND · CONFIDENTIAL 

. . 
Bill Harter called me -this, ·morning to t~ll ·Die that he and 

four others ·will be leaving this evening (October 1st) .on Alitalia 
at 7 :30 PM for a tour· of .. tfo~· Middle East. This group will also 
include Peter ·J0hns0n, Nancy Krasa, Dean -Lewis and Syngman Rhee. 

This group represents the -Middle East Task ~orce and is a 
fellowup to Ellwyn Smith !-s and Don. Wilson's trip. They will be 

-. spending-.5 days in E:aili0, 3 . in Amman, .s· in Beirut, 1 in Cypress 
and 7 ·in Isi;ael.· ·In addition, Bill will be joined by his wife for_ 
an additional week"in -Israel.. They will be arriv:i,ng .in Israel on 
October 14th and the group will leave on the ·20th • . Lynda Harter · 

. is sending me the ex?ct -itinerary .. _but ·while ill. Israel they will · be 
sttaying .. at the Tel Aviv Hilto_n -~nd the East · Jerusalein. Y.MGA .. with a 
one day trip to Tiberius -t:o visit :At;chbish0p Raya. · · · · · 

· Rhee is the new Middle -_ Eash~·i.~ .. pecialist -wi~h - · the Uni;ted 
Presbyterian Mission Council.. · ije ~·ii's~·! a Korean .and · 1eans ·towards 
the Third World ideology but - ~ccor<t~ip.g ta Hartei; is a -.'"tough-minded 
independent :thinker." Johnsen .is.:·a ·'··classie "New :··LefE type •wh0: has 
a lov~/hate relationship with Israel and Harter ·. s :ay,s ·Israel is 
Johnson's personal crisis. . Krasa . is the former .. e~itor 0£ the Union 
Theological Quarterly, is a close ·friend of ArthUr . ·Hertzberg and . 
thus ·the ·"ri,ght :way" regarding the-Middle East • . Dean Lewis, : is of 
course, well known to us ·as the Executive Secretary of the United 
Presbyterian Division of -Church and Society . ... He has become much 
more favorable to Israel with passing ·time, ., partly as a result of 
his ·own growth and. partly because of the bitter attacks that the 
overseas missionaries .have made upon him and the report • 

. According to Harter it .will be "very rough going" s-ince the 
anti-Israel lobby is not even interested in the content :of the 
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present report, nor of any updating report . As long as the .Presby
terian document is not 100% pro-Arab and anti-Israel, the attacks . 
will come not on substance but on process . Here we are in .good 
shape, since Lewis is a master process man. 

The 1974 United Presbyterian General Assembly will be held in 
Puerto Rico and the Middle East Report will be voted at at that 
time. Again, according to Harter it promises to be a bitter, angry 
floor fight, and he urges us to make sure that ·our Presbyterian 
friends ·are well represented in the various ··delegations. 

Bill said that :his group has a meeting scheduled with Michael 
Pragai, but that he would like Bernie Resnikoff .to arrange some 
meetings with Arthur Lurie, Amnon Rubinste;in, and with a "Shashar 
type" regarding the administrat;ed territories. According to Harter 

·the group did not want to arrange a hard and fast itinerary in 
Israel, both because of the Succoth p~riod and because they wanted 
their freedom of movement. Hence they did not want Bernie to arrange 
a complete itinerary a la American Baptist tour. 

Here are my comments on all of this: 

1. This trip has been planned for over a month but we were not in
formed about it until the· very day the group is leaving. 

2. It appears that we will derive very little good from this trip 
since the makeup of .the group tilts towards a more radical Third 
World basically anti-Israel position. By the time they reach 
Israel the group will have had 13 days in .Arab countries and one 
day on Cyprus . ... . Dliring. this time you may be assured they will be 
beset with all shades and forms ·of .anti-Israel opinion, ranging from 
overseas missionaries to ''moderate Arab Christians", and of -course 
including .Palestinian guerrillas and apologists for terrorism. 

3. The Israel end of the trip seems deliberately to have been left 
fluid by design. I suspect that Bill Harter himself is arranging 
all the contacts. He has come to us very late and wants only a 
minimal amount of help from our off ice. 

4. We need to contact Bernie at· once regarding this trip and then, 
of course , we must sit down with Dean, Bill and perhaps Nancy Krasa 
to discuss future developments with them when they return, but it is 
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clear that the ·Middle East Task Force Report is in great jeopardy 
and that it will be a long and difficult ·fi,ght to salvage even '.t .he 
little good that has already been accomplished. 

AJR:FM 

cc: Judith Banki 
Inge Gibel 
Gerald Strober 
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Af'..:ERICAN JEilISH- COiiMI'nEE 

. . · 
March 16, 1971 

Staff Task Eorce on Middle East 

Morris Fine 

SUBJECT; Progr~ Plans 

This is to confirm the time and place of our next meeting 
'.f~ursday., Ma.rah 18th. at 2:30 p.m. ~ !!) 

We sha1l discuss program plans in the light of the. recent 
political developments. ·Tha latest Emb~ssy "Pink Sheats0

2 

which have been ~idely circulated to the pl'es$ are attached. 

·. 
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TH£ · C-OMPONENTS Of A SECURE PEACE 

1. On March 5, 1971, UN Secretary General U Thant issued a report 

to the Security Council on the Jarring talks. In it he referred to · 

the most recent documents which Egypt and Israel had transmitted to 

Ambassador Jarring. Both . documents, the Egyptian (february 15, 

1971), and the Israeli (februery 26, 1971), comprise the basic 

positions of the respective parties as submitted to Jarring in 

response to his secret Aide ~emoire of February a, 1971 . The 

central proposi tion of his paper was that: 

"Israel would give a commitment to withdraw its forces 
from ·occupied UAR territory to the former international 
boundary between Egypt and the British Mandate of 
Palestine. The UAR would give a commitment to enter 
into a peace agreement with Ieraai and to make explicitly 
therein to Israel on a reciprocal basis various . under
takings and acknowledgements arising directly or 
indirectly from para9r~ph 1(11) of S~curity Council 
resolution 242 (1967) . " · 

The Secretary Genara~ . made the above public in hie report (para: ~) 

and then went on to iaaua the following judgement. (para. 14): 

"I -.iish, moreover , t .o note with satisfaction the positive 
rapl~ given by the UAR to Ambeeeador Jarring's initiative. 
However, tha Government of Israel haa so far not responded 
to the . requeet of Ambassador Jarring that it should give 
a commitment on withdrawal to the international boundary 
of the UAR.'* 

And in paragraph 15 he went on to say: 

· "I appeal, therefore, to the Government of Israel to give 
further consideration ta this question and to respond 
favor~6ly to Ambassador Jarring'a initiative." 

2. Treated in the following pages is an analysis of: 

~) The boundary prihciple aa related to Security Council 

resolution 242; 

b) The substance of th~ Egyptian reply to Amba~sador Jarring, · 

february 15, 1971; 

cl The Soviet posture in light of the ~gyptien document; 

d) · The Egyptian-Soviet political strategy in the current 

diplomatic phase; 
e) The Israel i reply to Ambaeeedor Jarring, . rabrua~y 26~ 1971 . 

The Boundary Principle 

3. The authority of the UN S~cretary General ie defined by the 

United Nations Charter. It does not include the right to determine . 

Israel's future boundary. It is not th~ UN Secretary General ~ho 
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will have to live with Egypt once those boundaries, whatever they 

are, are delineated. Iirael and Egypt are the parties to the talks 
-··~-'--

that have hardly got under way, and it will be they alone who 
will determine what their mutual boundary shall be in negotietio~. 

Thie remains true, notwlthstanding the persistent efforts of the 

Soviets and the £gyptians to cultivat~ en international climate in 

support of en imposed settlement in keeping with the 1957 precedent . 

At that time, it will ba recalled, the UN was employed as the 
instrument of impoai ti on upon Israel under the im'petue of the 

Russian threat of force and the American threat of sanctions. 

Egypt and the Soviet Union cannot but draw encouragement now from: 

the kind of value judgement the Secretary General has publ.<ly 

uttered on the positions of the respective sides. 

The . Conception of the Resolution 

4. By arbitrarily determining that Israel "should give a commit

ment on vithdrawal to . the international boundary of the UAR, 11 Israel 
is denied the right of even presenting its territorial case in a 

· negotiation with £gypt. (The 1 interPational boundary' referred to 

i~ one and the same ae the 5th of June 1967 line. Any impre~eion 
that ' the withdrawal envisaged does not include the ~aza Strip ie 

erroneous. The intention is to effect a total Israel withdrawal.) 

5. Nowhere in Security Council resolution 242, uhich is the _baeie 

of the Jarring talks, is it stated that the border of which the 

Secretary General speaks is the "secure and recognized boundary" of 

~hich the resolution speaks. That boundary, according to the reso

lution, is to be delineated in negotiation between the parties. 

As ite sponsors have publicly affirmed, the resolution uaa 

deliberately phrased so ea to permit a genuine border negotiation. 
Its author, the then British Ambassador to the UN, Lord Ceradon , 

said in the Security Coµncil on November 22, 1967, when the resolu

tion ues presented, that "any action to be taken must be within the 

ftemeuork of permanent peace end withdrawal must be to secure 
boundaries." No lees an eminent authority than Eugene Rostou, the 

then u.s. Under Secretary of Stats , reaffirmed very recently the 

centrality of the territorial negotiation as conceived by the reeo~ 
lution. He wrote: 

" ••• Paragraph 1(1) of- the resolution calls for the 
withdrawal of Israeli armed forces 'from territories 
occupied in the recent conflict', and not 'from the 
territories occupied in the recent conflict.'. ~
Repeated attempts to amend this sentence by inserting 
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the word 'the' failed in tha Security Council. It 
is therefore not legally possible to assert that 
the provision requirea Israeli ~ithdrawal from all 
the territories nou occupied under the ceasefire 
resolution to the armistice demarcation lines." 
(American Journal of International Law, Vol 64, 
1970, p. 69} 

Israel accepted the resolution and agreed to cooperate with the 

Jarring mission precisely becauea it linked the establishment of a 

"Juat and lasting .peace" with the establishment of "secure and 

recognized boundaries," other than the June 5, 1967 lines. 

Israel's Fundamental Policy on the Boundary gueation 

6. Under no circum~tancea will Israel surrender its right '~ a 
free negotiation with Egypt of this moat crucial of issues. It will 

resist all pressures, from whatever the source, be they military or 

~olitical, that aim at resurrecting Israel's peat territorial vu1- · 
nerability by precluding the negotiation of future secure bounda

ries . Israel permitted this to happen once before by acquiescing in 

the ·imposed solution in 1957. It will not squander its territorial 

security again. Israel ie ready, in peace, to withdrew fro• the 
ceasefire lines . But thie time the withdrawal will be to boundaries 
that .are secure, and shall be rendered so by geography~ As stated 

on March 7, . 1971 by Prime Minister Golda Meir in an interview with 
the British Independent Television: 

"We eey that a ~ew b~rder, a negotiated border, will 
be somewhere between the ceasefire line and the June 
4 line, 1967. " · 

This is the me~ning of the provision ·contained in paragraph 4 .of 

Israel's document to Amb~esador Jarring of February 26, 1971. 

(see attached paper) It reads: 

"Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from the Israel-UAR 
ceasefire line to ·the secure, recognized and agreed 
boundaries to be established in the peace agreement. · 
Israel will not withdraw to the pre-June 5, 1967 lines." 

At a press conference in Jerusalem on March 7, following the pubii
cation of tha U Thant report, Foreign Minister Eben again reiterated 

this fundamental principle of policy: "Our position," he empha- . 
sized, "is and remains as stated on the 26th of February 1971, in 

Paragraph Four of that document." 

Ths ·Territorial Security Concept 

7. Uhen Isreal speaks of eecure boundaries .it means; above all, 

the elimination once and for all of those territorial focii of past 

aggression; the removal of those geographic conditions that have in 
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thH paet tempted attack on vulnerable frontiers and on exposed 

shipping lanes. · Consider, as an example, the case of the Straits 

of Tiran. Twice in ten years the Straits uare subjected to Egyptian 

blockade~ so easily· facilitated by control of Sharm el-Sheikh . And 
. . ' . 

_twice did·euch Egyptian aggression trigger major confrontations 

between the two countries, in 1956 end 1967. 

In 1957 Is~ael, faced by a jpint Soviet-American front a~ainst 

it, yielded to pressure and withdrew from Sharm el-Sheikh and ·the 

rest of Sinai and the Gaza Strip,. l;l,f,lck to ~he old exposed arlRistice 

line and thus was deprived of the opportunity to conclude a secure 

peace with Egypt. Israel accepted under duress a mixed . bag of 

international arrangements and aaaurancaa that were designed to 
buttress its fragile frontier ~ith Egypt, but ~hich . were to ·ctillapse 

upon their very first testing in May-June 1967. 

Israel will have nothing to do uith conceptions of this kind 

~gain. It will not withdraw from and eurr~nder a loc~tion such as 
Sharm el~Shaikh to the protection of international arrangements and 

guarantees that, by their very eubatance cannot but be tenuoue. 

After two wars and intermittent tension between them, lerael has the 

right to maintain with its own .forces the security of Sharm el
Sheikh, its only link with East Africa and Aeia. 

The Substance of the Egyptian Document 

8. In its reply to Jarring of February 15, 1971, Egypt stated that 

it is prepared, under certain conditiona, to enter into a peace 
agreement with lereel. Ae will be seen in the attached Israeli 

document to Ambaesador Jarring of February 26, -1971, Israel welcomed 

this readines~ on the part of Egypt to entertain, after 22 ye~re · of 

beiligerency, the conclusion of a peace agreement between th~ two 

countries~· Normal ~nt~rnational procedure would e~ggast that, 

having presents~ their basic positions, Egypt and Israel should 

proceed now, under Ambassador Jarring'e auspices, towards a detailed 
and concrete negotiation on their respective terms with a view to 

reconciling their differences and drawing up their peace agreement . 

9. ' The £gyptian conditions for a peace e9reament with Israel are 
ultimative. Unlike the leraeli proposal, they make no ~llowanc~ for 
a negot£ation process to bridge the profound differancae tn~t inevi
tably exist· after more than two decades of h·oatility. In ihe 

. . 
Egyptian document, Israel is required ta carry out e total with-

drawal from Sinai and the Gaza Strip, indeed from all the territo~ 

ries on every front. It is, furthermore, expected to renounce its 

sovereign rights on the refugee issue end give entry to a mess Arab 
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~nflux. (President Sadat in his address of March 7 1 1971, uhen he 

announced the abrogation of the ceasefire, referred to the above 

two clauses when he said: "Egypt's~ S!:!.! .!!.Q.!!. conditions are: 
complete withdrawal from all territories occupied in June 1967, 

and the observance of the _ legitimat~ rlghts of the people of Pales

tine.") With reapec"t to the obligations Egypt itself would be pre

pared to assume towards Israel, nowhere is there any _direct commit

ment to Israel on the crucial question of freedom of navigation 

through the Straits 'of Jiran and through the Suez Canal. And. as 

the instrument of guarante_e of the Egyptian ve_rsion of a settlement, 

Egypt conceives of international security arrangements much in line 

uith those of 1957. 

The ~saning of the UAR Terms · 

10. But for the expression of willingness to enter into a peace 
agreement, the UAR response to Ambassador Jarring reveals that 

Egypt's position has not changed one iota from its traditional 

posture. Ite terms ere a restatement. without deviation, of · Egypt's 

classic political doctrine. As they stand, they are devoid of 

practical expression of what normal peaceful relations between 
states are supposed to mean. Above all, they fail to address them

selves to the elimination of the root cause of the past conflict 
which is the key to a future peace that will ba secure. That root 

cause is the boundary issue. Ae its condition for peace, Egypt 

would have Israel restore its past territorial vulnerability. Thie 
Israel uill never do. It will not do so because the political and 

military realities of the present and the political and military 

contingencies of the future are such that a settlement without rea

sonable geographic security would be a paper peace alone. 

The Soviet Posture and the Egypt~an Proposal 

11. The Egyptian propoaal is not an independently conceived docu

ment. Its conception, if not its language, wee devisad<in close 

consultation with the Soviet Union in th$ furtherance of a common 
st~ategy. The extant of the intimacy of military and political 
coordination batueen Moscow end Cairo was alluded to by the Egyp
tian President himself in his address of March 7, 1971. Divulging 

_that on the eve of the £gyptian termination of the ceasafira he 
had made, at the invitation of the Soviet leaders. a se~ret ~rip 

to Moscow on March 1-2, 1971~ Sadat declared: 

"Every&ody knows the role the Soviet Union hes play~d 
until now ••• I wish to expreea my absolute satisfaction 
with my diacueeions in l'loscow which covered all subjects. 
The USSR will continua "its full end positive support of 
the UAR. 11 · 
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12. The primary Soviet goal in involving itself ea decisively in 

every major (gyptian move, is its quest to maintain and consolidate 

its power position in the Middle East, with Egypt as the bass. T~ 

achie~e this, it must ~aintain its credibility in Arab eyes by hold

ing out to them the real hope that it can delivei the political 

victory they seek over Israel, i.e. total Israeli withdra~al. With

out that, Soviet influence in Egypt and throughout the Middle East 

is ultimately threatened. Russia was ready,in the Spring of 1969J 

to encourage Egypt to employ limited military action ~ war of attri

tion - in the attempt to put teeth into the effort to achieve the 

goal of total withdrawal. It gave Egypt every backing in the attri

tion campaign and when, in the winter of 1970, Nasser found himself 

on the verge of tbtal collapse, the S~viat Union moved in and 

inv6lved itself directly on a combatant baais with ground personnel, 
missiles and pilots. · lhe fighting escalated ·and so did the risks of 

a uider confrontation, whi~e the results justified neither. The 

Soviet Union accordingly advised ite client state to shift, for the · 

time being, the emphasis from the m~litary to . the diplomatic. 

The Diplomatic Strategy 

' 13. This is the backdrop against which the (gyptian respanee 

to the American peace initiative and later; the decision "to enter 

into a peace agreement" ori the c6ndition of a total Israeli with

drawal, should be aeen. The object remains ae before: the eviction 

of Isreal from nll the occupied territories through the imposition 
of an Egyptian-Soviet style settlement. Having shelved for the time 

being the military option, the Soviets and the Egyptians have nou 
set themaelvee the teak of winning American pressure on Israel so as 

to compel it to ..rithdraw totally, thus racraat.ing the interneti?nal 

conditions the~ had made 1957 possible. This is the etrategic· goal 

in which President Sadat. in coordination with the Soviets; is · 

currently engaged. 

14. In a speech before the representatives of the Palestinian 
terrorist organizations in Cairo on F~bruary 28, 1971, Sadat 9um~ed 

up in the following words the objectives of hie strategy as: 

"aJ The deepening of the commitment of our friend. 
b The neutralization of the adversary. 
c · The isolation of the enemy." 

(In the UAR politic~! lexicon, the Soviet Union ie "the friend", the 

U.S. ia the »adversary" and Iarael, "the enemy.") 
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15. :central to the implementation of this strategy is the driving 

of a wedge betueen the United States and Israel as occurred in 1957. 

Once done; Israel is rendered isolated both in the international 

councils, and perhaps, too, in the field. The conditions would then 

be set to enable Russia to activate the Security Council end/or the 

four Pouer forum_ on behalf of an Arab interpretation of Security 

Council resolution 242. Thus, the ground~ork would be laid for an 

imposed int~rnational poiitical arrangement and, Failing that. the 

possible condonement of a Soviet-Egyptian military effort to impose 

the arrangement by force. That was the scenario of 1957. 

16. The tactical ploy which Sadat hae utili~ed in his attempt to 

drive a wedge between Israel and the United States is his acceptance 

of en invitation "to enter into a peace agreement with Israel." 

Jhat offer is made subject to a central condition which Egypt and 

the Soviet Union know Iar~el will never accept and will be even 

prepared to fight over if necessary: the iaeue of total withdrawal. 

Egypt and the Soviet Union understand that the only prospect of aver 

possibly. winning a total withdrawal _would be through imposition. 

for this to happen Israel has to be rendered internationally isola
ted, and for that to occur a U.S. movement away from Israel is 
required. Then th~ prospect would be opened for a four Power _common 

front- aQainst Israel and the conditions created for an imposed 

political arrangement. It was to facilitate this prospect that 

Egypt and t~e USSR introduced a new element into the political dis
cussion. It is a semantic one: the uaa of the term 'peace agree

ment', presented ae though it were- an unpracede~ted concession. 

Having used the term, Egypt is now demanding of the U.S. that it 

deliver Israel on the territorial matter. "The U.S.," Sadat e~id 

~n hie epeech - ~f March 7, "will not be able to evade this 

~bligatiori." 

fruit of Joint Iarael-U.S. Policy 

17. Unlike those of Egypt and the USSR, the policies of Israel and 
the U.S. are not identical~ But. aver since 1967. they have met on 
the ~riticel principle that this time there will be no imposition 
of a settlement, but a true peace, one that is freely ·negotiated 

between the parties. That principle hae generated policies end 
actions on the part of Ieraal and _the United States that have pro

duced results which have advanced the peace process. Israel's 

tenacious stand in the field; the U.S. maintenance of the iocal 

military balance of power through the sale of weapons to Israel; 

the overall US political stance; and ite deterrent actions t~at 
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uere applied during the second half of 1970 - these together have 

been the policies that compelled Egypt and Russia to turn, for the 

time being at least, from the military option to the diplomatic 

one. Now, an Arab leader has used the words, "peace agreement 

uith Isr~sl." Leaving aside for the moement the tactical motive 

.which inspired the · uords, the fact is that for the first time in 

22 years they have been uttered. (for 22 years it was widely 

au9gested that were an Arab leader to even pronounce euch words, 

his political and physical assassination would automatically 

follow') 

18. This is movement. It ie progress of a kind that would have 

been thought inconceivable a year and more ago. Surely, if fur
ther movement ie to be registered beyond the realm of semantics 

· and into the arena of a genuine peace with security, it will be, 

in the first instance, by keeping to these proven polic~ee. In 
1969-70 Egypt and the Soviet Union tried the option of uar end 

failed. They turned to diplomacy. Now they ere trying, through 

diplomacy, to achieve their goal of a total Israeli withdrawal by 

means of an imposed settlement. This too must be made to fail if 
they are to ever contemplate the option of a genuine peace with 

security, freely negotiated between the parties, that will eradi

cate the conflict once and for all. The United States can help 
bring this about by continuing to atand feat against any attempt 

to impose a settle~ent. 

Peace With Security 

19. The essence of lasting peace is the creation Qf a new pattern 

~f relations betueen Israel and its neighbors. This uill never be 

achie~ed if Iereel i~ to be made strategically vulnerable again. 

The only .kind of peace which will prove credible and therefore 

lasting is the one that offers Israel territorial eecurity, th~re
by removing the temptation of future a~graesion. Israel will not 

flinch in its insistence on the ·establishment of new and secure 
boundaries through. a free exchange with Egypt. It uill not wit~ 

drau as it did in 1957, unless it is to boundaries that have been 
freely negotiated and that replace the irrational and exposed 

demarcation lines uhich served in the past ae the true invitation to 

attack. After three uars of survival fought alone and 22 years of 
insecure and unrecognized borders, Ia~eel ie resolved this time to 

aettle for nothing lees then a peace which also offers it a rea

sonable margin of territorial security. This is the .essence of the 

Israeli peace proposal of February 26, 1971, the text of whic~ is 

attached. 
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TEXT Of DOCUMENi TRA NSMITTED BY THE ISRAEL AMBASSADOR TO 
THE U.N. , MR YOSEf TEKOAH, TO AMBASSADOR GUNNAR JARRING, 

FEBRUARY 26, 1971 

Pursuant to our meetings on 8 February and 17 February, I am 
instructed t o convey to you, and through you to the UAR, the 
following: 

Israel views favorably the expression by the UAR of its 
readiness to enter into a peace agreement with Israel and 
reiterates that it is prepared for meaningful negotiations 
on all subjects relevant to a peace agreement between the two 
countries. 

The Government of Israel wishes to state that the peace 
agreement to be concluded between Israel and the UAR should 
inter alia - include the provisions set out below. 

A) Israel would give undertakings covering the following : 

1. Declared and explicit decision to regard the conflict 
between Israel and the UAR es f~nelly ended, and termination 
of all claims and states of war and acte of hostility or 
belligerency between Israel and the UAR. 

2. Respect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, 
territorial integrity and political independence of the UAR. 

3. Respect for and acknowledgement of the rights of the UAR 
to live in peace within eecure and recognized boundaries. 

4. Withdrawal of Israel Armed Forces from the Israel-UAR 
cease-fire line to the secure, recognized and agreed bounda
ries to be established in the peace agreement. Israel will 
not uithdrsw to the pre-June 5, 1967 lines. 

5. In the matter of the refugees and the claims of both 
parties in this connection, Israel is prepared to negotiate 
uith the Governments directly involved on: 

a) The payment of compensation for abandoned lands and 
property . 

b) Participation in the planning of the rehabilitation 
of the refugees in the region. Once the obligations of 
th~ parties touarda the eettlameht of the refugee issue 
have been agreed neither party shall be under claims 
from the other inconsistent with its sovereignty. 

6 . The responsibility for ensuring that no warlike act, or 
act of violence . by any organization, group or individual 
originates from or is committed in the territory of Israel 
against the population, armed forces or property of the UAR. 

7. Non~interference in the domestic affairs of the UAR . 

8. Non-participation by Israel in hostile alliances against 
the UAR and the prohibition or stationing of troops of other 
parties uhich maintain e atete or belligerency against the 
UAR. 
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B. · The UAR undertakings in the peace agreement ~ith Israel 
would include: 

1. Declared and explicit decision to regard the conflict 
between the UAR and Israel as finally ended and termination 
of all claims and states of war and ~eta of ~ostility or 
belligerency between the UAR and Israel. 

2. . Respect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, 
territorial integrity and political independence of Israel • 

. 3. Respect for and acknowledgement of the right of Israel 
to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries to 
be determined in the peace agreement. 

4. The responsibility for ensuring that no warlike act or 
act of violence, by any organization, group or individual 
originates from or is committed in the territory of the UAR 
against the population, armed forces or property of 1ar~el. 

5. Non-interference in the domestic affairs of Israel. 

6. An explicit undertaking to guarantee free passage "for 
Israel ships and c~rgoee thrDugh the Suez Canal . 

7. Termination of economic warfare, in all. its manifesta
tions, "including· boycott, end of interference in the no~mal 
international relations of Israel. 

8. Non-participation by tt·.s UAR in hoatile alliances · 
against Israel and the · prohibition of stationing of troops 
of other parties which maintain a state of belligerency 
against Iara~!. · · · 

The UAR and Israel .should enter into a peace agreement 
with each other to be expreaaed in a binding treaty in 
accordan~e uith normal international law and precedent; end 
containing the above undertakings. 

The Government of Israel believes that now that the 
UAR hae, through Ambassador Jarring, expressed its willi~g
nees to enter into a peace agreement ·with Israel, and both 
parties have presented their baaic po~itions, they should 
now pu"rsue their negotiations in a detailed and concrete 
manner without prior conditions so ae to cover ell the 
points listed in their respective documents with a view to 
concluding a peace agreement. · 

*** 
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Watergate Trauma for Washington and the country ... 

May 8, 1973 
Issue 73-2 

... This place is so breathlessly beautiful -- and damned 
ugly. I could just cry ••• " 

Of the .millions of words spoken or written about Watergate, these few may best sum up 
the m:xxl in Washington these days. They were spoken by a middle-aged Missouri tourist on 
the steps of the Capitol, as reported by the New York Times last nonth. 

Many Washingtonians find it eaey to identify with the anguish of that Missouri lady. 
April in .the nation's capital is excrutiatingly beautiful and wondrous. Though it happens 
every year, it never fails to evoke exhilerating joy the day that first crocus pushes through 
the front lawn, foll<:Med in a day or two by that first cherry blossan, then that first for
sythia and jonquil and tulip and dogwood in seemingly never-ending succession of surprises. 
Magnificent displays of Spring beauty surrmmding the White House and the Capitol, t;pe art 
galleries and the historic nonurrents, attest to a capital that appreciates the beauties of 
nature. ·· 

But April of 1973 brought other kinds of daily surprises, daily revelations, daily 
discoveries. carpeting with the wondrous beauties of nature each day were ugly evidences of 
man's frailties. And on the last day of that April, the President of the united States went 
to the American people and ackncwledged that ugliness. F.arlier that day, his principal aides 
had been fired or "resigned. " The vital business of governrrentw he revealed, had been side
tracked. Confidence in the American "system" had been shaken, perhaps destroyed. 

The first days of May -- as this is being written -- have been filled with talk of 
indictments and irrpeachrnents, of conspiracies and corruption, of trials and mistrials. "The 
worst," everyl:x:xly by this time has gotten used to saying -- sane in hope, nost in fear -- . 
"is yet to cx:irre." 

There have been traumas before in this nation's capital. Ten years earlier, as the 
procession of kings and presidents and prirre ministers fella-Jed the bier of President Kennedy, 
people wondered whether our system would survive that shock. Five years Iater, the sight of 
armed troops patrolling the White House as Sll\'.)ke bill<:Med forth from riot-tom streets a few 
blocks <May -- in the wake of the assassination of Martin ·Luther King -- made many wonder 
whether Washington would ever be the same. 

But the trauma of 1973, though free from physical violenc:e or threat, has been even 
more shattering. The others may have reflecte::l unsolved prcblerns in our society, but these 
crises essentially were touched off by personal, senseless acts. Watergate symbolized an 
organized perversion and corruption of the political system itself - by po.verful individuals 
who knew, or should have kno..m, better. And it carre at the very beginning of the second term 
of an Administration that had won a spectacular victory at the polls, an Administration that 
was preparing to use its pcMer and its prestige for the next steps in its historic break
throughs in foreign policy. A President whose place in history had seerred assured for build-
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ing ne,; relationships with China and the soviet Union na.v had to worry about what his staff 
was saying to a grand jury! 

If develcprents continue to pile up day by day as they have these past five weeks, this 
letter may soon be ·overtaken by events. But, at this tirre - with due regard to the presurcp
tion of innocence of individuals unless guilt is proven - this seems to be the oontext in 
which the story has been and is still unfolding: 

The effort to re-elect the President was started early in 1971. It seared then not to 
be an easy prospect. Plans were evidently laid for a long, tough carrpai.gn. Those plans 
either consciously inclu:led or pennitted to happen a whole series of actions that ranged frcm 
the unethical to the clearly criminal. They involved not only &Mn-the-line operatives of the 
canpaign apparatus but nen at the very highest levels of the Federal govei:nment; already im
plicated in either the initial crimes or subsequent oover-up are several of the President's 
very closest White House aides, a former Attorney General, P fonrer Secretary of Ccmnerce, 
the acting FBI Director and even the CIA. They embraced not only obvious criminal acts like 
burglary and bugging, but interference with justice. They were financed by countless and 
unaccounted millions of dollars in carrpaign funds both raised and spent in ways that appeared 
to violate numerous . laws. What remains ·unclear and unknown at this writing is th~ extent to 
which this range of criminal actions was kna.vn to the President him.self, if at all, and when. 
He has repeatedly denied advance kna.vledge of these crjroeg, and has condenmed them. 

He is not the only Pepl.lblican to condetm them. Even before the full grQvity of the 
story was known, OOP leaders like Senators Goldwater, party Chaix:man George Bush, and his 
predecessor Robert Dole, and Presidential Counsellor Ann Armstrong were demanding full dis
closure. And totally untouched by charges or even insinuations were rrost rrernbers of the 
Cabinet and other top appointees. Irtplicated were primarily members of the tight circle of 
personal Presidential aides and officials of. the Cormri.ttee to Pe-elect the President. Though 
not a party affair as such, hc:Mever, the political significance was unmistakeable. 

Watergate once meant.only a clum.Sy atterrpt to eavesdrop on Derrocratic headquarters. 
Seven~ had been found guilty of that "caper." But na.v "Watergate" was a symbol of a much 
broader conspiracy and its atterrpted cover-up, a major effort by pcMerful officials, still not 
fully identified, to prevent the defeat_ of an incumbent Administration. It is unprecedented 
in American history. 

Did the "System" Fail? 

"Politicians are all crooks, anyway .•• Li.ke they say, all's 
fair in love and war. This tine they just got caught, 
that's all ••• " 

Tifese are the words of another Washington tourist as reported by the New York Times, 
these after the President's speech. One Wondered to what extent this attitude was prcrcpted 
by the President's CMn ccmnent the night before that "it can be very easy under intense 
pressure to fall into shady tactics .•• both of our great parties have been guilty of such 
tactics in the past. " . · 

It was this observation that evoked the greatest criticism of Mr. Nixon's speech. 
Man¥ were quick to point out that in fact neither of the great·parties had ever been charged ' 
with tactics that care anywhere near what ha5 cane to be symbolized by ''Watergate." As . .in
dicated earlier, the Pepublican party itself appears to be innocent of any wrong-doing. Acy 
suggestion that Watergate is merely a current version, only a little more serious than usual, 
of a regular American practice, these critics say, is to defaire the American political system. 

President Nixon was on much stronger ground when he declared that "Anerica must not 
again fall into the trap of letting the end, no matter how great, justify the ireans. " ~ 

. jecting any suggestion that Watergate rreah.s the bankruptcy of our political system, the 
President declared. that "it was the system that has brought the facts to light and that will 
bring those guilty to justice - a system that in this case has included a determined grand 
jury, honest prosecutors, a courageous judge, and a vigorous free p~s." 
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"Politicians are all crooks anyway ... " 

The most recent polls tell us that many Arrericans share this view. The conviction of 
a fo:rmer Democratic Govemor of Illinois and current charges against a top associate of 
OU.cago's Mayor Daley will undoubtedly reinforce this judgrrent. To sore, moreover, personal 
crilres of avarice may seem more serious than those motivated by political, presumably im
personal, m:>tivati.ons. It is this failure to distinguish between violations of law -- criti
cal as they are, especially when camnitted by goverranent officials - and the corruption of 
the political and legal process itself that concerns many of the observers of the Watergate 
scene. William Sharmon points out that Watergate does not involve outsiders trying to a:>rrupt 
members of the governnent ••• it is a conspiracy by insiders to crush their. "political opponents 
and maintain themselves in pao.ier." 

;'All's fair in love and war ..• " 

This oldest of cliches may go far to ~lain Watergate. Whoever the specific cu.lprits 
may turn out to be, it is already quite clear that their actions were indeed pursued in an 
atm:>sphere of war, not poll tical rivalry. Those who opposed the President "Were not opponents; 
they -were enemies. War is dirty business. Spying, lying, forgery, infiltration, bribing, 
burgling .•• who would not use these to win a war? 

Herein lies perhaps the tragic neani.ng of Watergate and fran this trauma, hopefuJLly, 
may cane better understanding and a better future. The American political system pennits 
't:c\lgh battles for pc:Mer, but there are limits beyQnd which such battles cannot go without de
stroying the essence of our derrocratic system and the basic unity of the nation. In a total
itarian society, the ruling pa.re.r is, by definition, at war with the opposition. But the 
American system was designed to be one of tolerance, of noderatian, of cx:rnpranise. Alexander 
Hamilton said it well: "We are forming a republican governnent. Real liberty is neither 
fotmd in despotism or the extremes of dem:>cracy, but in noderate govenirrent. " .Abraham Lincoln 
told a divided nation that, despite the pending conflict, his countrymen would have to work 
with one another. "We are not enemies, but friends," he said. · 

It didn't take Watergate to make many absei:vers of the Washington scene note and con-
plain about this "war" psychology that rrotivated sare of Mr. Nixon's principal aides. Fre
quently, the substance and the achieverrents of the Administration were ignored or dCMngraded 
because of the style, the rocxx1 of its key figures. They were not only loyal to the President, 
they not only believed fervently in him and his policies, they would brook no sugg€$tion that 
he was less than perfect or that his policies oould stand any m::xlification. 

With sorre admirable exceptions, it has been widely noted, the White House crew seerred 
to lack carpassion, telerance, a sense of hurror, a sense of proportion. Jokes about the 
Prussians in the palace guard rould not disguise a deep resentnent shared by Cabinet ne:rd:>ers, 
Senators, and by other White House figures. Perhaps nothing better illustrated the no
nonsense, you' re""W'i th-us-or-against-us mentali t:Y of the President's chief managers than the 
mimeo:;Jraphed, oold-blooded demands for resignations fran Presidential appointees, and their 
uncererrvnious acoe:ptances in many more cases than anticipated, just two days after the elec
tion. There must be many foriner Administration officials nav deriving quiet satisfaction 
from sane of the recent develoµnents. 

Has the Nixon Administration Become "Inoperative"? 

Perhaps the rrost canforting aspect of the Watergate trauma is precisely that IiDderation 
of which Hamilton spoke. Despite speculation about impeadu'nent and sc:ine I - told- you-so talk 
here and there, there are very few people of influence in this ta.-m tcx:1ay who want to see 
the Nixon administr:ation "fall." If we had a parliamentary system that provided a system for 
doing so, the Wa~gate developments would certainly have seriously threatened the continuation 
of the govenirrent. But there i s no such system, and rrost observers - including the most ar
dent Democrats - - do not wish to see a crippled presidency. They demand full disclosure, but 
they pray that that full disclosure will not reveal a President who personally and directly 
was involved in either the initiation, the execution or the cover-up of serious crilres. Both 
of Mr . Nixon is pre sidential opponents, Hubert Hurrphrey and George Mdklvern, have made noder-
ate, conciliatocy statements. _ · 
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It is one of the ironies of this nanent in history that last week the arch-oonserva
tive William ~ley should write, 11For such reasons, it is critical to begin IXM to focus on 
what punishment should be rreted out if it should be established that President Nixon was 
guilty, as so widely believed, of obstructing justice, 11 while the arch-liberal John Osborne 
wrote in the New Republic that 11 A degree of ccmpassion is in order. · There is tragedy in 
the spectacle. of a President daneaned, a presidency :i!rperiled." 

Jews have traditionally been adrronished to"pray for the welfare of the goverrnnent~" 
This observer believes .-- barring sudl develOfIOOI'lts that would make ·any speculation rroot-
that the. White House has been seriously hurt, but that it need not be permanently crippled 
and inoperative. It may seem naive and tmrealistic to invoke Shakespeare's canforting t.."1ought 
about "sweet uses of adVersity." But traumas do sometimes lead to greater i.mderstanding and 
greater sensitivity. Individuals do sanetimes errerge stronger after reoovery from injury or 
disease. From the ugliness and despair of Watergate sane basic truths and precepts are being 
redisoovered, scree hopeful new beginnings are arerging. 

** 'lbe syst.em has. worked,. not failed. Men wile only weeks ago were at the pinnacle of 
p::Mer are having to justify their actions before grand juries and Senate investigators. 
For those who continue, pcMer is less likely to be arrogantly held and exercised. 
Every Alrerican, from the President dcwn, ba.s been reminded that nobody is above the 
law, that po.-rer remains subject to the popular grant. 

** The new cast of characters is enoouraging. The first iren assigned to new tasks by the 
President in the wake of these developnents -- Elliot Ricnardson, Leonard Garmmt, 
William Ruck.leshouse, General Hague -- are widely respected nen, oonsid.ered by rrost 
as being rrore gentle, hum;me, IOOderate, rea5onable, tolerant than sare 'of those al
ready gone. If this pattem ,continues, and if he brings in new, attractive, and m:xier
ate men and waren fran outside his present entourage, a new sense of IOOderation and 
co-operation oould anerge that would do rnudl to bring renewed a:mfidenre and respect 
for the Administration. 

** A hew relationship with the press is em:.rg'ing. The President's reference to a 
"vigorous, free press," Ron Ziegler's apology to the Washington Post, and Mr. Agnew's 
frank repudiation of his own foDtlfer attacks on the press, attest to a more construc
tive relationship. Rarely has the rreaning of a free press been rcore dramatically 
dsocmstrated. 

** Political refonn.s will be advanced. The President himself has na# declared that ''we 
rm.tSt reform our political process." It may nCM be easier to get truly effective con
trols on canpaign funds and expenditures --· perhaps even direct ·Federal funding to 
replace the present system. Changes in law or not, the next campaigns are certain to 
be freer of scandal and. skulduggery. 

** Acccm:xicitions with the Congress mre likely. Both the White House and the Congress 
will wish to work closer tcgether no.v. Already, the insistence on unlimited use of 
the executive privilege has been rrodified. Co-operation with the Senate investigation 
of Watergate seans assured. 

The Watergate crisis canes at a very significant tine -- sare would say fortuitous 
time. The first rronths of 1973 were dlaracterized by a historic clash between the Administra
tion and the Congress --- and between the Administration .and many segrrents of Iurerican life. 
Everybody seared to be itching for a fight. On issues of foreign policy -- the banbing of 
carnbodia, for exanple -- and i.npoundrrent of funds and tennination of ongoing programs, it was 
widely and loudly asserted that the Administration was shc:Ming arrogant use of pc:Mer, a self
righteousness that tolerated no disser..t, and a detennination to use any rte.ans to achieve its 
goals. 

If Watergate creates a rrore aca:rrodating attitude, a greater readiness to ccropromise, 
a less arbitrary rejection of alternative views, this may well. be one of the sweetest uses 
of the Watergate adversity. Few wish to see the Administration humbled, but many would wel
a::irre a greater humility. And n<:Mlere is there a greater need for new approaches, new oo
operation, new accx::m:>dation than in the whole area of darestic social policy. 
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.The Battles over Social Policy ... 

· Watergate has pushed alrrost everything else in Washington off the front pages, but 
the historic changes in dcrrestic policy proposed by t:he Administration have resulted in a 
series of clashes, legal actions, legislative counterproposals, and, nostly1 lots of t.alk. 
It is too soon to take score. The decisive votes and actions have yet to be taken. But 
there are indications that -- at least until the Watergate explosions - the .Administration 
was operating from strength in the main areas of the battle. 

Power of the Veto ---

The main weapon Mr. Nixon has in hi.s fight with Congress is the veto. When the Con
gress ignores his wishes and enacts a program he doesn • t like, or puts too much m:mey in a 
program, the President says no -- and all he needs then to sustain his veto is one-third of 
the members of only one house of Congress. H:O.V easy it is for him to get this kind of support 
was made quite clear on the very first test this year when, on March 27, the senate failed 
to override the veto of a bill that alm:>st everybody had thou:;iht Was so popular no Senator 
or Congressman would dare to vote against it -- a vocational rehabilitation act that was rrore 
expensive than the President had wanted. And a fe.v days later, the Congress failed to over
ride another supposed "sacred et:M" -- a rural water and sewer bill. Little matter that 
solid majorities were yoting in favor of these pn:qrams; one-third in one house was enough 
to kill them. To get the President's final approval, then, either capitulation or canpromise 
is necessary. 

--- and Impoundment 

The President's advantage in the battle continues even if the Congress should over
ride him. His right. to impound funds voted by the Congress against his will has caused 
ho.vls and legislative proposals, but thus far no actual legislation and no decisive court 
order. Each house of Congress has developed a proposal that would give Congress sam; control 
over what the President could impound. But there is a big differenre in the proposals· and 
the likelihood of early agreerrent is rarote. And if the .tl-Jo should agree, there's that veto 
threat again! 

With the pc:Merful support of Appropriatioos Catmittee Chah:man Geroge Mahon and Speak
er Carl Albert, the House has been considering an anti-:irnpoundrrent law that would grant Con
gress the right to disapprove any impoundrrent, but would. pennit the :irnpoundnent to stand if 
no action was taken in 60 days. The bill has the support of the leadership Conference on 
Civil ·Rights and many other groups because it has such ~ul Congressional spbnsorship 
and would constitute at least sore protection against unilateral action by the President. 
But the process involved would admitredly be a tough one to invoke sucressfully. On the 
Senate ~ide, another version was developed by senator Sam Ervin, one that would tenninate any 
irrpoundrrent within 60 days unless both Houses by maj ority votes approve the action. This 
would make the cancellation of an :irnpoundrrent substantially easier than the House version. 

The Ervin version has been adopted by the full Senate, along with a very key addition. 
Proposed by Senator Muskie, the Senate added a reiling on Federal expenditures for fiscal 
1974 of $268 billion -- some $700 million less than the President's CMn budget. The Muskie 
rrove was needed to satisfy those critics of anti-irrpo'lm.dnent legislation who argued that with
out a ceiling, successful reversals of ixrpoundrrents would lead to 'lm.acceptable deficits. 

--- and Threats of Inflation 

This, of course, is the principal argurrent the Administration has been invoking in 
opposition to any legislation it feels is too expensive -- ·and in defense of Presidential 
:impoundments. It is the Administration's judgnent that inflation will be even worse than it 
is now if rrore than $250 billions is spent by Uncle Sam this year, or $268.7 billion in the 
year starting July 1. The extent to which the Administration is prepared to push this argu
ment was made dramatic last rronth, at the height of ooncem over meat prires, when John Ebr
lichman, the recently resigned Chief of I::X::mastic Policy at the White House, declared that if 
all of the pending Democratic proposals were enacted, it would rrean a 15% increase in taxes 
for everyone or higher prices on everything. 
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Critics of the Administration say. there just is no basis for such a charge, that it 
is trai-lsparent scare tactics. Econo:nic behavior is simply not that precise, they say. In
flation ·bas been galloping along precisely during the period in which the President is having 
his wey both as to inflation controls and in budgetary restraints. Federal revenues-;-rrore
over, have actually been running at a much higher rate than anticipated, so the deficit pros
pect is not as serious as predicted. 

Nevertheless, Congr~s is working to rooet the fiscal argurrent of the Administration. 
The one positive developnent that's cane out of the whole cqntroversy is substantial agree
ment that Congress must change its present appropriations process. The present system does 
not provide any mechanism for over-all control of expenditures by the Congress. Liberals 
and conservatives may disagree on how high Federal expenditures, and revenues, can be set; 
they may disagree on how to apportion the available funds anong cx:ropeting demands; but they 
do agree on the need to resist inflationary pressures - and. fri.is requires better control of 
fiscal policies. 

Congress takes Historic Step 

· Last rronth, a special Joint Budget Ccmnittee of the House and Senate reccmrended major 
changes in the appropriations process. Widely hailed in both houses and in both parties, and 
by the press, it nevertheless faoes a tough battle for adoption. Already, cries of alann have 
been heard both from those in the Congress who would have to yield their present influence 
over particular segments of the Budget -- and fran liberal eletrents who claim that the pro
posal would not provide adequate opportunities for those who wish to give higher priorities 
to social programs. 

But the basic idea is challe?)ged. by very few: Congress would create professional ma
chinery that would pennit it to do a carparable job to what is done by the Office of Mana,ge
ment and Budget for the President. By March l, a House Budget Camtl.ttee would be required to 
report on overall appropriation ceilings, revenue targets, and allocation anong all the appro
dation subcaranittees. By May 1, the entire Congressional process in both houses woW.d have 
to be cx::rrpleted or, failing that 1 the President's budget would pr~vail. A second st.aqe of 
the process takes place at the end of the year, reflecting changed conditions. 

Such a process obviously cannot be available for Fiscal 1974 -- and it w:::>uld be a mir
acle to have it operative for Fiscal 1975. So less ambitious proposals have been made which 
would help in this year's deliberations. The Muskie arrendrrent was noted above. Senator 
Hubert Humphrey has pending a Senate resolution that aims at putting the Congress on record 
in favor of both fiscal responsibility and a re-ordering of national priorities. It states 
simply that in order to stay within the President's budget of $268.7 billion for Fiscal 1974, 
and in order to be able to finance about $10 or $12 billions worth of social program nON 
threatened by veto, inq;>O'lmdrrent, or termination, the Congress intends to (1) reduce defense 
~ditures by $5 to $7 billion, and (2) increase revenues by $5 to $7 billion through tax 
reform. 

The Priorities Issue ---

The Ht.Irrphrey resolution may never be adopted, but it does at least hit the central 
issue. Once agrearent is reached on overall expenditures, a fair and infonred debate is 
needed on how best to use the available funds - the priorities issue. And it is here that 
the trouble starts . F\mds added to one program llU.lSt a::ne out of another. 

Thus, there are many supporters of social programs who are not in favor of reduced de
fense expenditures. Organized labor, for exarl!'le. 'Ihe recently announced closings of defense 
installations across the oountry broo;ht howls fran sare of the rrost "dovish" ITBtbers of the· 
Congress! But it isn't only ·self-interest that has kept sare fran supporting defense cuts. 
Even anong those wt:o- fought hard against our involverrent in Vietnam, there are some who sup
~ ".l i;;trong Arrericar: defense posture, as a guarantee against withdrawal from world respon
sibili~es anc;1 a wa:ru119 to those who would endanger the security of nations we are camtitted 
to.befr~end, ~eluding Israel. But there are many students of defense and international pol
icies, l.l'lclllding Senator Humphrey and Paul Warnke, who believe that Arrerican strength would 
not be jeopardized by a reasonable reduction of the "fat" in the present budget, and by re-
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sisting urmecessary new weapons systems. 

After years of general rhetoric about national priori ties, then, we face real, tough 
decisions on priori ties. In his Budget recannendations , the President has made his choices. 
NCM, the Congress and the many "special interests" in the oountry are seeking ways :to affect 
those choices. 

The Social Programs 

The argurrent over social programs continues unabated. It is largely, but not only, a 
"priorities" debat.e. The President's vetoes and irnpomldrrents are alrrost always justified. by 
fiscal inperatives, but it is difficult to avoid the oonclusion that even if there were no 
fiscal cnmch, many of the programs would be in jeopardy anyway. Mr. Nixon has declared: 

"Arrerica is still recovering from years of extravagant, hastily passed xreasures, de
signed by central planners and oosting billions of dollars, but producing fev results • •• 
The high-oost, no-result boondoggling by the Federal governnent must end. " 

This sweeping rejection of recent Federal efforts in the social area has been bitterly 
attacked by sorre who have participated actively in the advocacy and i.Irplerrentation of such 
efforts. Vernon Jordan, the usually soft- S];Xlken rroderate head of the National Urban league, 
has characterized the President ' s budget proposals as a "counter-revolution designed to de
stroy the social refonn of the 1960' s. " He accused the Administration of offering "a blue
print for the oonversion of a national policy of 'benign neglect' into a policy of active 
hostility to the hopes, dreams, and aspirations of black Arrericans." 

Bayard Rustin, while critical himself of sane of the recent social programs, has laud
ed the efforts of the Sixties as reflecting "OOipassionat.e and profotmdly humane view of 
social problems" and has argued that they "proved significantly rrore effective at resolving 
these problems than local governrrents could ever hope to be." 

In a major Carmentary article that has already stirred much canm=nt, Ben Wattenberg 
and Richard Scarmon argue convincingly that, despite the great gaps that still exist and 
must be eliminated, the plight of America's. minori.ties and poor has been inproving signifi
cantly, and that Federal social programs had much to do with that inproverrent. 

The Administration' s proposals have started a major national discussion on the use
fulness of our recent efforts - as well as the econoori.c consequences of najor Federal ex
penditures to support them. This reporter finds it gratifying that even arrong the rrost rabid 
critics of the Administration's proposals , there is recognition that sane programs have in
deed not worked or worked well , that new solutions must be found . 

.Mtl.dst the shrill voices on both sides of the argurrent, objective and serious analysis 
is energing. (An excellent series of articles will be found in Carmentary for May -- entitled 
Nixon, the Great Society ;;md the Future of social Pol.icy. ) 

'Ihe Jewish ccmnunity is participating actively in this great national debate. In our 
CMn Arrerican Jewish Ccrranittee -- at the Board of Governors, the Danestic Affairs cannission, 
the Washington. Advisory Panel, at Chapter meetings, and at the upcan:i..ng Annual Meeting - -: the 
subject is receiving close and open-minded consideration. A reading of the growing J,iterature, 
reinforced by personal discussion, leads this observer to note these general trends in 
"Jevish" thinking: 

** The "Jewish" interest is both particularist and universalist. Housing p:r:ojects for the 
elderly, om programs for the Jewish poor, higher costs for Medicare -- these and other 
concerns directly affect many Jews. our deep interest in inproved corrrmmity relations 
and social justice for all people makes us worry abcut the bitter resentrrents and 
further alienation being felt by the disadvantaged and minority groups. 

** A strong Federal role in praroting the social welfare remains vital, even while we 
seek ways of sharing that role with local government and the privat.e sector. F.evenue
sharing must not be permitted to weaken the basic Federal ocrnnitrrent to programs that 
prarote social justice. 
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** Present social programs should be thoroughly reviewed for possible inprovarent, .but 
there should be caution and restraint in tenninating such programs as Legal Servioes, 
camtunity Action, M:>del Cities, and Public Ehlployment, i..mless and until better programs 
are ready to asSUlre the functions for which they were created. 

** The fiscal irrplication of adequate social programs must be accepted. If it is not 
feasible or possible to reduce other ~ditures, our tax policies should be reviewed 
and perhaps m:xlified. 

** Jews must not tire in the quest for social justice; they must not pennit their irrpa
tience with the sl<Mness of progress to lead to abandonrrent of that quest; they must 
not be so disturbed by the irritation of social change and social ~imentation that 
they will be unwilling to take necessary and reasonable ri~ to meet tbe costs that 
may be required. 

* tr * tr 
Support for Jackson-Mills-Vanik Amendment Continues 

The last few weeks have seen very significantnoves in the carrpaign to secure the right 
of Soviet Jews to emigrate. A historic neeting of 10 Jewish leaders with President Nixon and 
Henry Kissinger on April 19 br~t the welc:x::m= assurances that the Soviets had abandoned, 
though not officially ~led, the education tax. In the days that follaved, satisfaction 
over that develq;m:mt was balanced off by reports that harasSITeilts against Jews and the denial 
of visas to those previously affected by the head tax were continuing. · 

For a few days, it seerred that support for the pending Jackson amendrrent {which would 
deny special trade concessions unless the Soviets permitted truly free emigration) was weak
ening, because of statements attributed to Wilbur Mills, Hugh Scott, and others. But real
iz~tion that the real issue was not a particular tax, but free emigration, not only reinforced 
support for the arr.endrrent, but brought additional, vital support. Wilbur Mills reintroduced 
his bill foll<:Ming a conference with Richard Maass. Russell long, Chairman of the key Senate 
Finance Comnittee, last week joined the 76 Senators who had earlier endorsed the Jackson 
Arrendrrent. 

Foll<Ming a May 1 rceeting with Henry Kissinger, on the eve of his departure for M:>scx:M, 
a statement was issued by Richard Maass, Max Fisher, and Jaoob Stein, exp:ressing appreciation 
to President Nixon for his efforts on behalf of Soviet Jews, oontinuing support for the Jack.
son .Amendrrent, and expressing hope that "continuing efforts by the President and the Congress 
will achieve the right of free emigration for Soviet Jews." 

818 - 18th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20006 
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August 22, 1977 

Members of National Committee on Arab Influence 
in the United States 
Ira Silverman 

PETRODOLLARS , CONT. INUED 

I am enclosing, for your information, a copy of an 
article on the impact of Petrodollar growth on the 
world economy, which appeared in yesterday's 
Washington Post. I believe it graphically tells 
the story of the significant danger · we all face 
as a result of the OPEC . nations' accumulation of 
capital surpluses. Unfortunate~y, however, the 
author comes to a mos_t gloomy conclusion in the 
article's final paragraph; we ·believe that forth
right action can be taken to . al~eviate the situation 
more effectively than simply "paying the bill . " One 
such approach is outlined in -the paper, also enclosed, 
written by our comm~tt~e me~ber, · ArnolQ. sa:e~r.- which 
I commen4 to you for its cogency . 

IS:ls 
encs .-

77-975-35 
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THE WASHINGTON POST 

The Real Oil Crisis Is Still .. To· 
Come 

We May Be Running Out of ~orrowed Time To Pay the 

By Richard J. Whalen 

W·E AMERICANS ARE inclined to live With illU· 
sions, but we have outdone ourselves when it 

comes to the economic and political consequences of the 
Arab oil cartel. 

For more than three years we have been acting" like 
cartoon characters who run off the cliff but don't fall at 
<JDce. We have deceived oursel\·es with the nolloo that 
;~on-cartel countries could merely borrow money and 
• 1me and the problem. of quadrupled oU prices somehow 
might go away, that we could manipulate paper curren-

cies and tinker with bookkeeping devices and go on Jiv. 
ing essentially as we b.ad been doing before the· winter 
of 1973-74. But we cannoL 

We and oiir allies and trading partners are in serious 
. economic difficulties, our feet still· planted firmly in 

mid·alr, and unless we recognize this (act, we are likely 
to be in for a rude descent. it Is Impossible to pttdlct 
precisely what form that descent nilght take. It could in· 
elude a new round or steep inflation·· In this country, 
causing a sharp decline In consumer purchasl.Dg p(>wer 
production and employment - in short, a new reees'. 
slon. It could Include a steady erosion In the value or the 
dollar In international currency markets~ Posstbly even a 
panicky collapse of confidence and a lllght f1:oni"the dot- · 
tar. It could result, most destructively, In an ever-widen· 
ing and bitter trade war that causes the disintegration or 
the liberal trading system created since World War IL 
. What is not in doubt Is that the oil-consuming nations, 
led by the United States, ultimately will pay a heavy 

price· for the petroleum we have burned on credit. Tlie 
question now Is whether we have the will to.attempt to 
control events as much as possible, or whether we will 
continue to let even.ts control U9. 

Prayii~g It Will Blow Over 

T HIS WILL DO~ strike many as an unduly 
. gloomy view. Alarm over the oil cartel's impact on 

the world economy was much in fashion a rew years ago, 
but now complacency reigns even though the political 
and financial strains are becoming more visible. JDfluen
tial economists are unconcerned with· the fall!ng dollar, 
spiralling debts and worsening trade frictions because, 
.in their tidy abstract world, surpluses and deficits are 
balanced to the penny within a closed global economic 
system whose stability they take !or granted. 

Tru1'. ·we appear on the surface tu have weathered the 
storm remarkably Wt!ll. without many of the painful 
change> and adjustt111mts the Cassandras bad warned 
~gainst. But that is precisely _the point: Our strate11y has 

Whalen, a former journalist for The Wall Street 
Juu~al and Fortune magazine, is currentlv an eco-
11om1c consultant and writer based in Washington. 

OPEC Bill 

ileen to skirt the storm and pray it might blow over. It is 
~ill blowing, and we may be running out or borrowed 
:Ume and money. 
: : ··Picture io your mind's· eye tbe artabJe proprietors of 
:the Organization of Petroleum Exporting countries 
~OPEC! attired as waiters. presenting the bill for the 
feast to the oil-importing countries. We and our allies 
'tlnd trading partners are aware that we could not afford 
Cris feast, that we have been living far beyond our 
:-aieans. But we have cons11med the oil and have no 
.ieboice but to pass the check from hand to haDd, watch· 
liig it grow ever more unaffordable by the moment, bop
,Sg that somehow a new economic boom will break out, 
~ a rich uncle will _suddenly appear, or something wlll. 
~ppen to prevent us from being crushed beneath a bur·· 
1fen of debt assumed to .support living standards we can 
'.iio longer afford. 
: : 'The OPEC bill by now is massive. 1D 19'17, OPEC's 
:revenues are expected to total some $130 billion, or al· 
most 10 times the cartel's oil revenues only five years 
ago, before prices we.re quadrupled. The oil-conswn.illg 
world iS collectively borrowµig about $40 billion a year 
·io-close the gap between what it owes OPEC and what it 
·eµ-ns by selling goods and services to the cartel For a 
"}'liar or two, even several years, that cumulative $40 bi!· 
~n annual borrowing mig_ht be sustained. But it cannot 
·0011tlnue indefinitely. Nations, like individuals, cannot 
~P spending or borrowing at a .far higher rate than 
~eir earnings allow. For some, the interest charges 
~neon the ev(!r·mounting debt swiftly become.as bur
:$nso_me as repaying the principal itself. Moreover, the 
i!:framld of debt upon debt becomes more unstable as 
tl'ie earnings prospects of the borrowers beoome more 
.llitd more dubious. · 
· : 'The most vulnerable countries in this over-spending, 

. -~owing and check.passing routine, as widely noted, 
ete in the developing world. They have been paying for 
ttieir oil bills mainly by borrowing funds that come from 
~:"recycling" of the surplus earnings of the oil cartel. 
J:ilor the past few years, OPEC nations have been deposit· 
·big dollars with U.S. andl otber commercial banks in ac· 
~unts that can be withd!rawn on short notice. The banks 
then use these dollars, at a handsome prom, to make me- · 
diwn-to-long-term Joans to oil..:onsumlng nations, 
~efly In the middle-income brackets or the developing 
'(Orld. 

Since 1974, according to a conservative U.S. Treasury 
estimate, OPEC's cumulative total surpluses have 
amounted to some $145 bllllon, which the banks have 
lent out or "recycled.'' But even though the appetite for 
OPEC's oil remains vigorous, tbe borrowing capacity of 
some of the Jess affluent consumers is neariy exhausted. 

· Statistics tell part of this disturbing story. Some three
fifths of tbe new borrowing by non-OPEC developing 
countries is being used to pay the interest and principal 
on. existing debts, and four·fiftbs is going to repay pJ'i. 
vate banks. According to a recent analysis by an Amert· 
can Express affiliate, hall tbe dollars borrowed by devel-· 
oping countries will be used to repay debts by 1980, and 
t W·<>-lbirds by 1ll65. 



Interest charges alone now r.ost 1he developmg toun· 
1 r:e.• al>nut $21 billion a year ' iS per .'ent tncre:i~r ~incl' 
Hi73. The International Monet:.ry Fund estimat~ tb:11 
r1ir tb~ developing countnes as~ wh11tr., lnterE'!it cbari:e:. 
"ill absurb about l"i per cent of their hard-currency 
r arnlngs from exports. For some Latin American coun· 
1 rles - Peru, Argentina, Melli.co, Sra:il - the figure is 
much hil!ber. As of mfd-1976, Brull alone owed c11mmer· 
• tal banks $17.4 billion, more than $11 billion or it to l! S. 
banks. 

But these debt-burden statlstlcs, and others even more 
Pathetic depicting the plight of the poorest of '1b.i.rd 
World oil-consumers, are not tbe most troubling parts of 
t~e crisis. What Is more worrisome, at least so far as this 
aspect of tbe problem Is concerned, is tbe wholesale re
treat of commercial bankers from tbe once lucrative but 
now too risky business of lending to oil-consuming coun
tries in the developing world. As rapidly as they can, tbe 
banks are turning tbe recycling responsibility over to 
publicly financed lending agencies, such as the IMF, 
which recenUy expanded its lending capacity. Thus, 
through our IMF contributions, U.S. taxpayers are be
ginning to 3$11me part of tbe risk borne by tbe bankers 
d'uring the initial round of oil dollar recycling. And the 
question of how to tinance OPEC-caused debt is passing 
from the abstract realm of economics and finance to the 
arena of domestic and internatlonal politics. 

For the banking system, a real danger does exist that 
one or more countries WU! default on their debts. Not 
long ago, Federal Reserve Board C!Wrman Arthur 
Burns privately tongue-lashed a group of commercla.I 
bankers for their recklessness In stuffing their vaults 
with suspect IOUs - and then turning to the Fed and 
tlie IMF for assurances of a bailout II these loans go sour. 

:\ More Ominous Problem 

B UT THJS RISK Of default, Which could be dealt 
with by stretching out repayment terms, is not tbe 

most ominous part of the overall trend in petrodollar fi· 
nance. The larger part of the problem Is that more and 
more of the oil-eonsuming wotld's total debt to OPEC is 
coming to be finilnced by U.S. over-spending and bor· 
rowing, by the United States buYing far more oil and 
other products than it can really afford and thereby put- . 
ting more dollars in tbe bands of other nations so tbey 
can purchase 011. It is as tbough the check for the oil 
feast, after passing round the table, is windillg up per· 
manenUy in Uncle Sam's hand. 

There are those who would appl.aud the poetic Ju.stiee . 
of tbe world's biggest energy consumer getting stuck 
with the check. But there ls much more to tbe unfolding 
oil finance crisis than simple (or complell) ideas of jus
tice. 

The ability of the United States to pick up tbe check 
for tbe rest of the oikonsumlng world is subject to tbe 
international money markets' judgment not merely of 
our economi.c resources, but also Of our political wisdom 
and sk:ill in managing the economy. The value of tbe dol
lar - and much ·else- depcn<ls on b<iw much long-term 
confidence dollar holders, particularly the Saudi Arabi· 
~s. have in the dollar. 

The United States currently i.s paying some $45 billion 
for imported oil. After subtracting our income from 
goods and services we sell to the world, the United 
States is running a net trade de.flcit this year of almost 
$30 billion at an annual rate. After further subtracting 
our income from foreign investments and other over
seas transactions, the United States·wiJl wind up with a 
nel balance-of-payments deficit in the $15 billion range. 
That $15 billion is used by the rest or tile world chiefly to 
pay for oil, whether the dollars go first to OPEC nations 
anJ are then lent out through the banking system, or 
whether they g() directl~ to other trading partners for 
their goods. On the first quarter of this year, for ex
ample, lhe United States ra!"I a trade defiCit of $1.8 bil· 
hon with the non-Ot'l::r dP.-elopinfl countries, in con· 
trast with a surplus alnio.<.t dS large in 1975.) 

By itself, for the lin1tt:d States to> run a $la billion defi· 
cit for a year or two is nu cause for alarm. The United 
States, by far the worhl'$ most creditworthy bOrrower, 
can readily find the money. Indeed, money seeking ref· 
uge from political insecurity has been pouring into the 
United States from Europe and the Far East. 

But in the view of many more troubled nations in lhe 
increasingly shaky world financial system, it is becom
ing essential for the United States to run a more or less 

pennanent payments deficit. Othe.rwise, those nations 
will not be able to find money to pay for their mountioR 
<>il bills. As Bra.z:il's finance minister. Mario Simmoo.sen, 
declares: "We are in the second pbase of the oil crisis -
the permanent phase." 

The United States, laowever, cannot run a a more or 
Jess "permanent" payments deficit. At some point in the 
not too distant future, that would end up undermlnlng 
the dollar. Since 1973, following two devaluations of the 
dollar, tbere have been no f!J:ed exchauge rates in the 
world flnan~ system. 'lbe relative values of major cur
rencies, including the dollar, "float" aga.lnst each other 
depending 011 the market's reaction to di!ferent coun
tries' trade and balance-of-payments positions, to tbeir 
!flow of lnyestments, and, importantly, to thelt compara
tive domestic rates of ln.flation. Central ban.ks no longer 
"peg" their currencies at fixed rates, tbougb they do In· 
tervene in tbe markets to support them. 

The virtue of flexible ezchange rates is that every ad
justment of currencies' relative values does not reqUire 
a crisis, as It did dwillg the late l960s and early 1970s. 'lb.e 
world financial S)-"litem might haye collapsed two or 
three years ago if it were still based on fixed exchange 
rates pegged to a stable dollar. Moreover, wttbout float· 
ing rates, the world economy could not bave accommo
dated tbe unprecedented and continuing financial 
strains produced by OPEC surpluses. But the defect of 
the "dollar standarcr .is the lack of an anchor in the sys
tem. The value of the dollar can fluctuate sharply, 
greatly incruslng the risks of dollar-holders such as the 
Oil-ricla Aram, • 

In any event, "floating" exchange ntes by themselves 
cannot accomplish the fundamental adjustments which 
have been foreed on the world economy by OPEC but 
which thus far have been largely delayed. 

Treasury Secretary. W. Michael Bhunenthal and other 
seruor officials recentlY have been asserting that the 
mounting U.S. payme:nts deficit Is our generous contri· 
bution to international financial stability and the collec· 
tive adjUstment to OPEC's price escalation. It is also 
politically the least painful course to follow, compared 
with belt-tighten.Ing to balance our energy budget, as 
our skeptical allies ID Bonn and Tokyo are quick to point 
out. ' 

ltJJ tbey see it, tbe Carter administration bas been de
l iberately running a deficit and thereby tactUy devalu· 
ing the dollar again - trying to gain a competitive ad· 
vantage for u.s. exports. That would tend to pass a large 
part of tbe oil checll: back to our rich trading partners. 

The· allies also accuse tbe United St.ates o1 attempting 
to shift part of the bWlien for paYing for our runaway 
oil Imports to Western European and other nations. 
CSpaln, Brazill with whlcb we are running large trade 

surpluses. Dismtsmng Washington's pretensions to inter
national virtue, they mote, a~curately, that tbe United 
States bas a uniri!le advantage in the world trading sys. 
tem: It can settle its debts by printing more dollars -
i.e., by allowing our domestic money supply to rise faster 
than the currencies of our major trading competitors 
are inflated. The West Germans, with their llyper-sensl· 
tivlty to inflation and their delight in large trade sur
pluses, are caught in an exquisite dilemma: They hold aJ. 
most twice as many dollars iD tbeir official reserves as 
we do in ours, and they accuse us of "exporting infla· 
lion" to tbem through our payments deficits. 

Our Baffled AJlies 

.. ~-

I N RECE~ MON'f!IS, the United S~tes has Pursued .. __ 
a Jdod- of dollar diplomacy that bas alternately baf. 

fled and infuriated our chief allies. For ex.ample, they 
were treated to the novel spectacle of seeing an Ameri· 
c.an Treasury Secretary throw bis weight against an 
"overvalued"' dollar in ilhe foreign exchange markets. 

In late June, Blumenthal starUed Western finance 
minister~ al a Paris meeting by declaring: "We need sig
nificant shifts - into deficit - in tbe [balance of pay· 
mentsj positions of su~h surplus countries as Japan, Ger· 
many, SW!t?C•land ;:nd the Netherlands." Blumenthal's 
blunt admonition came after fru..'"tr:ltlng months of be
hind·tlle«enes pressure on the Japanese and the Ger- · 
mans· to reduce tb~ir huge trade surpluses and allow 
their currencies to rise in value. 

Until then, despite the skyrocketing U.S. trade deficit, 
the dollar had been strong. Blum~nthal's manufactured 
"crisis" succeeded in frightening fclrelgn bankers and 
brokers and their clients - especla.JJy Arabs holding 
vast amol' nts of dollars. fTbey also hold billions of dol· 
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Jars worth or Treasury securities which have painles.<ly 
financed recent U.S. budget deficits, one of the impor
tant benefits of a stabll! dollar that Blumenthal seemed 
lo O\•erlook.) ln any event, as foreigners took the Secreta· 
ry·s advice and switched to "'stronger" currencies. lbe 
dollar plummeted. 

Despite \he pressures for a more or less permanent 
U.S. payments deficit, Secretary Blumenthal has tried to 
depict t b" OPEC-caused imbalances and dislocations in 
the world economy as passin!l phenomena. As he de. 
dared last May: 

··The present situation ls a temporary one ... The 
trade deficit is so high in 1977 because or the unusually 
heavy demand for enl'rgy in the early part or the year 
lie<:ause of the un11sually h<iu weather. Secondly, the 
trade dl'ficit is so great because the American economy 
i" ahead or the other economics in terms of its recovery . 
. . . When other countries catch up in their ccnnomir 
;.irow1l1 and developml'nt . . . [the U.S. bllance-of·pay· 
mr>nts] deficit "111 he smaller or it will be ehmlnated. 
Therefore we don' t ~e this as a permanent situation." 

Secretary Blumenthal's key assumption of more rnpid 
n .-covery abroad Is not sbarl'd by obsen•ers closer to Ute 
~taitr.~nt eccnomlt<s •>I Western Europe. who see no 
signs o! •n eventual ··catch-up·· witb the United States. 
On the contrary, the Organization for Economic Cooper
ation and Development recently revised its estimate of 
th~ 11178 grvwtb ratf' lor member countries on the Conti· 
nent downward to a mere 2.7 per cent, which would 
p11.>h poli!ically dangerous unemployment higher. In 
West Ger mani;. the prime eoononlic mover of Europe, 
1 he jObless rate is above 5 per c~nt, which is considered a 
l·risis level in that country. 

In E?Jropc, as In the Umted StJtes, busine:;:, capital 
spending. whirl! bad hPen expected to provide mcrcas
ing impetus to r ecovery, remains disappointingly slug
gish. l bere is no shortage of investment funds - only a · 
shortage of risk-takers, as Dr. Kurt Richebacher of 
Frankfurt's Dresdner Bank wrote last spring: "Just as 
water piles up behind a dam, monetary capital is accu· 
mulating in tile financial markets . .. !because] costs 
and· risks are o~ of all proportion to the prospects of 
profits." 

Jn Japan, too, busin~s activity is stagnant, invl'ntorles 
are rising and plant and equipment investmentS are flat. 
According to tbe Bank of Japan's latest figures, ship. 
ment_s of _capital goods declined in the second quarter 

. U$. year, tbe first sucb drop since 1975, and macbinery 
orders fell 7.5 per cent below the previous quarter, indi· 
eating corporate plant and equip:n~nt spending will 
sbrink. 

Under intense pressure from Was~1ington: Japanese 
monetary authorities arl! allowing the yen to appreciate, 
which in theory should make .Japanese exports. such "s 
automohil<::; and N111sumer rk·<:tronk good.~. more ex· 

pensive. But Japanese industry, witb its heavy debt, 
.. lifetime employment"' policies and llfgh fixed costs. 
typically prefers to absorb the effects of a risillot ,._ 
rate rather than increase prices and risk a decline fn 
volume. 

Throughout the industrialited world. OPEC has nulli· 
fied the principal motive for new investment - profits 
- and therefor<' greatly increased the dan~er or re
newed recl!SliiDu. 

Hoping lo Avoid a llecession 

B Y R:"ISING ENERGY costs to levels that induslries 
anu hOuseholds alike cannot afford, OPEC, in ef· 

feet, has permammtly destroyed a significant part of the 
U.S. and other non-OPEC economies. In an original anal· 
Y'is. two e.:onomJSts at the St. Louis Federal Reserve 
Bank, Robert H. Rasche and John A. Tatom, recently an
nounced this rurtling conclusion: 

·"The large increase in the price or energy in 19i4 per
manently reduced economic capacity, or the potential 
output of the U.S. economy, by 4 to;; per.cent. The pro
ductivity of existing capital and labor rewurces was 
sharply reduced .•. To maintain real output at Its origi
nal !pre-OPEC! level. commodity and industrial price~ 
must rise by the same percentage as the increased en
ergy cost to restore all relative prices to their original 
values:· 

In other words, the U.S. economy is forced to operak 
roughly $90 billion below Its 1iotential because of OPEC's 
uncompensated price increases. Under tbe Carter ad· 
mini5tration'~ eneri;y program, tbe United States would 

belatedly begin raising costs and prices to the new level 
imposed by the oil cartel, hoping the r esult would not be 
recesi.ion. Washington's freedom to apply stimulus to 
the domestic economy is limited by the plleup of dollars 
outs1de the United States. beuuse policymakers must 
fear the market's reaction to a real or potentlal rise in in· 
flation. 

With oil selling at $13..50 a barrel, tbe worldl economy 
is clearly out of balance. To restore equilillrium, the per· 
sistent OPEC trade surplus must shrink and eventually 
disappear. Either the price of oil must come down, or 
tbe consumption of oil must dramatically decline. If 
OPEC held the price steady for a few years, worldwide 
in nation obviously would reduce the real price of oil. A 
severe recession that reduced demand for oil probably 
would elimlnate OPEC's surplus or dollars, but that ben· 
efit surely would be lost in the general political Ul> 
heaval that would ensue . 

A less drastic remedy obviously would be for the oil· 
producing countries to directly finance the sale of their 
oil to consuming countries, a practice they now confine 
to tbe poorest developing lands. But the Arab oil produc
ers running the .biggest surpluses - Saudi Arabia, Ku· 
wait, and the United Arab Emirates - show little in· 
dination to transact business In any currency except 
dollars - at least up to now. 

The United States w11J run a trade deficit of roughly 
$25 billion this year, another on the order of $20 billion 
next year, and probably still another in 1979. H this 
trend continnes, the Western bankers who manage the 
Arabs· financial affairs will certainly adVise them to 
··dJversiCy and spread their r isks"' by selling dollars and 
buying German :marks. yen and Swiss francs. This would 
steadily weaken the dollar in money markets. If this ero· 
sion of tbe dollar were to snowball, it is entirely conceiv
able that substantial dumping of dollars would occur. 

The fate of the Brtttsh pound is worth.noliog ·in this 
respect. A couple of years ago, as the British allowed in· 
nation to soar and tbe e:xchange rate of the pound Cell, 
tbe OPEC nations "pulled the plug." Nigeria alone with· 
drew half Its pound reserves from London In a single 
day. 

Tht: \' iew f'row Saudi Arabia 

0 PEC IS EXCHANGING a .. real,"' non-f"enewable nat· 
ural resource - petroleum - for paper dollars 

backed solely by the world's confidence in Us. strength. 
lbe dollar is not only a.n International medium of ex
change for purchasing goods and services. For Saudi 
Arabia especially, with its unspendable surplus, the dol
lar is. also a store of value for tbe !uture, a means to pro
vide for the time when the oil runs out. 

Saudi Arabia is keenly aware o! the power of its "oil 
weapon," but the kingdom thus far shows little sign of_ 
rea.lizing that it also holds tbe balance of world financial 
power. Saudi Arabia's official reserves stood at about fl1 
billion at the end of 1976, nellrly double its $14.3 billion 
at the end or 1974. The concealed reserves of the Saudi 
Arabian Monetary Agency are believed to lift the total 
to near $55 billion, or more than the combined oUicial 
reserves of West Germany ($34.8 blllionl and the United 
States <•18. 7 billionJ. In contrast to free-wheeling Iran 
and sophisticated Kuwait, Saudi investment policy 
abroad has been very conservative. Up to now, the 
Saudis have tended to buy the kind of financial assets 
the Americans wanted to sell, such as U.S. Treasury 
bonds, just as they tended until recently to sell their oil 
on terms and in amounts favored by tbe Americans. 

But lbe Saudis who have custody of tbe kingdom's 
reserves take their long-term respoosibillty quite seri· 
ously. The staff of the monetary agency can be seen 
daily at midday, praying in the entrance hall of their 
building. If tbey should one day lose faith in American 
promises <or even worse, American foresight and intelli
gen ceJ and condude that Washington has no intention 
of imposing tough restraints on its energy consumption, 
narrowing its payments deficit or maintainilig the inter· 
national value of its currency, the Saudis m.igh.t well d~ 
clde·prudently to "lighten up"' on dollars and switch to 
otber assets. By liquidating only a modest fraction of 
tbeir dollar holdings on the foreign exchange markets, 
the Saudis could unleash tidal waves of homeless liquid· 
ity, cause unprecedented currency distortions and 
prompt the wholesale erection of restrictive interna
tional trade and financial barriers. The result of such a 
dollar crisis could be the destruction of the liberal trad-

I 
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ing system tb,at has been the West's great economic 
achievement of the past two generations. 

Alternatively, the Saudis could simply accept fewer 
dollars (and risla) .l>Y. curtailing their oil production. To 
finance their ambitious internal development program, 
the Saudis need to pump only about 4 million to 5 mil· 
lion barrels or oil a day, as opposed to their recent out
put or about 9 million barrels daily. An influential body 
of opinion witb.i.n the Saudi ruling family holds that the 
be~t way to preserve the kingdom's oil riches is in the 
ground, not in inflation-ravaged paper. 

Just now, the world supply of oil is more than ample, 
to say the least. But recent Saudi production cutbacks 
have not gone WlllOUced by secretary of Energy James 
R. Schlesinger and his top aides, who fear a future sup
ply-demand squeeze that would send oil prices soaring. 

There is no pollllcally :ittractive ~solution" to tbe mas
sive problems caused by OPEC's price increases and sur· 
pluses, which Is why it has taken so long for the United 
States to devise an energy progr.im. Indeed, there may 
be ·no solution <1f any I.ind short of ao early decline in 
the real price of oil or a drastic decline in tb.e con:;ump
tion of oil. Nations cannot keep on spending and borrow· 
ing far ~eyond their real earning ability. One way or an· 
other, we are huund to pay OPEC's blll. 

~· 
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Introduction: 

The most serious flaw in the President's energy package is its virtual silence 

about OPEC • . If the President is asking the .American people for sacrifices, then he 

should be prepared to tell them what plans he might have for at least attempting ~o 
. ' ._,... 1 

. . 
dilute the price-setting powers of the cartel. ·Present sacrifice should have the 

prospect of future reward. 

A Different Economic Perception: 

The Administration contends that the world as a whole ~s facing a physical· 

shortage of oil as early as 1985. That propositi~n · is open to question. There is 

an economic shortage in the U. S. because controls hold prices below market clea~ing 

levels. 'The U.S. may have a physical shortage at curr~mt controlled price· levels; · 

but it. is improbable that the .world as a whole is facing such a shortage. By the end 

of 1977~ OPEC will have excess capacity of 12 MMB/D, so~e 25% of non-conimunist world 

consumption. And that is only in terms of the producing capacity of proven oil reserves! 

According to even the most conservative geologists, ultimately recoverable oil reserves 

around the world are vastly in exc~ss of what the world will need for several decades. 

If world oil supplies run short in the next 20-25 years, it will be due to the politics 

of oil conflicting ~:ith its economic and engineering requirements. 

Soaring energy costs today are less the result of impending physical shortage than 

of OPEC's monopf>l:.~tic pricing practices . Until the OPEC issue is recognized, dealing 

with the physical -shortage alone may b~ costly and ineffective. 

In his energy program, the President has stressed the goal of reducing U.S. oil 

!~ports over the next eight years. Through a mix ·of energy conservation and new· 

supplies of alternate fuels, the President hopes to gradually reduce our dependence 

upon OPEC oil supplies. / .. lthough the President· did not explicitly state that one 

objective of his energy program might be to dilute t~e price-setting po~er of the oil 

cartel, the goal of reducing U.S . oil imports implicitly leads to the conclusion that 

the U.S. would like to achieve Cl. greater inf ltience over the se tt111$ of international 
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oil prices. Thus, if our contention is correct that it is,only t~e U.S. which has a 

~emporary physical shortage, sufficient oil supplies will continue to be available 

from other countrie~. Therefore, we should be able to change the mechanism by which 
·' 

we ·import our oil today, and thereby at least try to obtain better commercial terms 

for our oil imports. 

Technical Proposals 

Va~ious technical plans have been proposed for altering the oil import system. 

These range from ~ complete takeover of all oil imports by the U.S. government on the 

one hand, to granting an anti-trust exemption to the international oil companies so 

they can more effectively ·bargain with OPEC, on the.other hand. More recently, 

proposals have been made to change the system of foreign tax credits. granted to 

·American oil companies, · thereby changing ·the7 profit incentives of the companies in . 

their deaiings with OPEC. Perhaps the most widely knoW'n proposal for altering the 

oil impc:>rt mechanism is the so.-called Adelman Plan, involving a system of secret bidding 

for the right to sell foreign oil in the ·u.s. Professor Adelman of M.I.T. proposes 

that each month, the U.S. ~overnment should set an import quota and auction off import 

tickets to those who .would like to sell foreign oil in the U.S. An oil company, an · 

OPEC government, or anyone else ·who might have foreign oil to sell would have to submit 

a sealed bid as to the amount he would pay for his oil import franch~se. The U.S. 

government would collect those revenues from the sale of the imp9rt tickets and rebate 

them back to the American public. If a foreign oil exporter desired to increase his 

U.S. market share, he could increase the amount which he would pay for the impor.t ticket, 

and thereby presumably accept less on a ~et basis for his oil. The potential would .be 

created for one OPEC cou.ntry to secretly compete with the other. 

Narket Conditions: 

The "sealed bid" approach, or other .plans to stimulate competition in the international 

crude oil market, become attractive options for dealing with monopoly pricing provided 
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that market conditions exert suf f.icient pressure on some OPEC members to expand their 

. oil exports through price-cuttin.g. Since growing surpluses in the international oil 

market are likely to occur~ at least between now and 1980, the time may now be opportune 

to t_ake di~ect action to dilute the price-setting powers of the oil cartel. International 

action does not minimize the need for a stron~ domestic Energy Policy, but in fact 

reinforces that need. 

OPEC's recent unity on pricing, as well as its benign stance toward oil-consuming 

nations, may be an attempt to cover up a major underlying problem it will have to deal· 

with over the next two or three years_. Even as world demand for oil remains sluggish, 

new oil sources are coming on stream. Between 1977 and 1980, world consumption. (outside 

the communist bloc) is likely to _increase by only 4 or 5 million barrels per day. Yet 

new oil supplies--from the North Sea, Alaska, Mexico and many other sources--will increase 

by 6 or . 7 million barreis per day. For OPEC as a whole, this means declining sales; for 

some member countries, it will mean cutting back oil production. An~as almost every 

OPEC member is realizing, rising ireport costs are making it almost impossible to cut 

back oil exports without jeopardizing development objectives. 

The way for any one OPEC country to maintain its oil sales in the face of declining 

demand would be to cut prices. The incentive to do so will grow as excess capacity 

builds within OPEC over the next two or three years. To prevent this, OPEC must ei~her 

set up a centralized allocation system or agree to _ lower prices in an attempt to stimulate 

overall demand. The adoption of either. alternative ~ill further erode OPEC unity and will 

me.an ~ncreased bar_gaining . pow_er for the consuming countries. · 

The timing may now be critical. The period 1978-80 offers the best opportunity . . 

to dilute the cartel's influence over the world. oil market, or, at the least, to reach 

a more healthy accommodation with its legitimate aspirations. 

ti. T'Hfer.ent Political .Perception: 

Y~t, why has there been little or no U.S. government response in this direction? 
.. 

The answer, . it seems to me, is a fundamentally different perception of the energy problem 
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on the part of U. S. Mideastern policymakers. First, forecast worldwide oil shortages .. . 
in the 1980's. Second, and· as a consequence of this projection, emphasize how 

dependent the U.S. is upon Mideast oil for the viability of its economy. Finally, 

couple this oil dependence with growing Arab economic_ influence to suggest a diplomatic 

tilt toward the Arab side of the Arab-Israeli dispute. 

The corrolary to this theorem 1s that any attempt to confront the OPF,C cartel 

on commercial grounds could be destabilizing to Mideast politics, partic.ularly in the 

Persian Gulf. That is, if intra-OPEC frictions grow as a result of competitive pres-

sures iri the oil market, ~here could be increased instabilit~ in the Mideast oil pro-

ducing: nations. In this volatile area ·of the world, violence could er1Jpt and could 

cause serious physical damage to oil producing and transportation facilities, thereby 

halting the flow of oil. Or, intra-OPEC frictions (:ould eveI) result in the overthrow 

of conservative pro-Western Arab regimes, and open up possibilities for inc~eased Soviet · 

influence in the Persian Gulf. Thus, it seems to me, that the U.S. government will 

not attempt ~o dilute the price-setting powers of the OPEC cartel, at least no~ directly, 

but rather accept the monopoly price of international oil and the continuing ~conomic 

damage which it is doing. This acceptance of the cartel and the dominant role played by 

the Arabs within OPEC, means a· continued erosion of support for Israel in the diplomatic 

arena. Because, if push comes to shove, the political perception exists that the Arabs 

can again cut off the oil, or severely damage the economy by raising .oil prices significantly. 

On the other hand, a different reading of the international oil problem would result 

in a different political perception of an appropriate U.S. policy role in regard to the 

Arab-Israeli conflict . If the U.S. ~ere to adopt an international oil policy which 

ar tempted to dilute OPEC' s monopoly power in the international oil· market,, seeking in fact 

to reduce interriational oil prices during the coming period of market surplus, then a 

strong, democratic Israel would: become vital to U.S. interests if and when a split within 

OPEC led to increased political instability in the Mideast. That is, if intra-OPEC 

frictions on commercial oil policy grounds lead to. both a lower price for international 

oil and increased unrest in the Persian Gulf , then a strong Israel may be our best ally 
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for controlling the diplomatic. economic. and. military situations. How long the current 

regime in Saudi Arabia and the dictatorships in Iran. Iraq. and ii:·:· .:i ca:n last may be 

independent of what. the U.S. does anyway. For example, a recent report from Saudi Arabia 

states that 1500 army and other officials were arrested for plotting a coup, apparently 

bacY.ed by the Libyan government. Discovered by an Egyptian military advisor, these 

events could explain last month's border war between Egypt and Libya. But to the extent 

that commercial actions by · the U.~. might be related to growing ins~ability within or 

among these OPEC nations, then the capabilities of the U.S. to respond to potential 

left-wirig, Soviet backed regimes in ·the Arab world would be enhanced by incr.easing the 

U.S. cmr.mltment to Isra.el. In other words. it's not a one way street heading in the 

Arab direction, as currently perceived by some Mideastern policymakers in the American 

governmen·t. 

Conclusions 

To summarize, as political perceptions now exist, ?ttempts to dilute OPEC's price 

setting powers along conunercial lines become counter-productive to the diplomatic 

thrust of maintaining OPEC's cohesion in the interest of maintaining ~!ideastern political 

stability. Unless this perception is turned around, it seems to me that U.S. foreign 

policy will increasingly tilt toward the Arab cause and away from the Israeli. Domestic 

political pressure by U.S. Jewish groups for greater American support of Israel will be 

ineffective rhetoric in the face of the reality of growing Arab dominance of the world's 

oil supplies and of vastly increased Arab economic influence. Hence, before the U.S. 

goverl!ment even co~templates new commercial mechanisms for the import of oil, in the 

interest of attempting to dilute OPEC's price setting powers. present foreign policy. 

perceptions will have to change significantly. 

' . ·' 
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The Control of Oil by John M. Blair 
(Pantheon; $15) 

The Brotherhood of Oil by Robert Engler 
(University of Chicago; $12.50) 

In late May, the Wall Street Journal 
commented at length on the energy 
crisis. The editorial was so in conflict 
with reality that one was tempted to 
dismiss it as a work of unwitting satire 
by an unconscious Russell Baker, but it 
was a serious symptom of the debased 
level of public discussion in this are<1. lt is 
appalling that business ideologists at the 
Journal, or Republican Presidents and oil 
Democrats can soberly suggest that the 
Platonic simplicities of Economics One 
be applied to an industry which is a 
monument to at least a half century of 
viol<1ting both the anti-trust statutes 
and the law of supply and demand. Only 
they do and people serious.ly debate 
whether price decontrol might not 
accurately price energy resources and 
thereby fix their use at the proper level. 

These n.ew books by John M. Blair and 
Robert Engler are a marvelous antidote 
to such nonsense. They are massively 
documented, analytic studies of what 
Engler calls "the rapaciou~ and corrupt
ing private government of energy," an 
institution, I would add, which is more 
dirigisle than the government of the 
United States itself. Yet if Control and 
Brotherhood often cover common 
ground, they do so from different points 
of view and come to contrasting policy 
conclusions. Blair is an economist who 
knows of the oil conspir.tcy against the 
public interest from years of staff work 
as a Senate trust buster, and sees hope in 
the anti-trust solution. Engler is a 
political scientist, sensitive to the com
plex issues of power in this case, and 
inclined-in a most undogmatic, critical 
way-toward truly democratic planning 
and socializatfon. 

Since the 1920s, the oil ind us try has 
carefully contrived to control supply. In 
the old days, when weak.corrupt Middle 
Eastern governments were clients of the 
Seven Sisters, that was done by collu
sion with, or the deception of sovereign 
states. Within the United States itself, 
there was tl:te "prorationing system" 
based on the Tex as Railroad Commis
sion and enforced by a Federal law 
against "hot oil" (i.t., produced in 
violation of state quotas) .in interstate 
commerce. When this system was 

challenged-.by Mossadegh's 
nationalization of Iranian oil in the early 
'50s, or by Enrico Mattei's aggressive 
leadership of the publicly owned 1.talian 
energy. complex-boycotts and · em
bargoes were organized, governments 
were overthrown and, in Mattei's case, 
murder may have been used as a 
weapon. Indeed, every single tactic 
which has been used by the Arabs 
against the West was first used by 
Western corporations against the Arabs. 

This careful control of energy supply 
did not, of course, extend to oil alone. 
The case of shale is instructive in this 
regard. After both World War I and 
World War JI, the Federal Government 
launched R&D programs to learn how to 
effectively extract oil from the abundant 
Western shale. The first effort was 

. killed by Herbert Hoover in 1930; the 
second was ended under Eisenhower 
pursu;mt to a recommenpation made by 
an industry panel. It was like, the Dntver 
Posl said, · asking a jury of railroad 
presidents to determine the subsidies 
for the trucking industry. But one 
company persisted in trying to develop 
this source-only to have Gulf buy a 23 
percent interest in it. thus persuading it 
not to upset the industry's Plan. 

The failure to understand this system 
has led many people to argue that 
American prosperity in the '50s and '60s 
was built on "cheap energy." They do 
not realize that the oil import quota 
program, instituted by Eisenhower in 
the late '50s and retained by Nixon even 
when his own Cabinet commission told 
him it made no sense, kept cheap oil out 
of this country. It would, aft.er all, have 
competed with expensive American oil 
and kept us from following our "Drain 
America First" policy. In the '60s, Blair 
estimates, consumer~ paid about four 
billion dollars a year because they were 
denied access to that cheap oil. Engler 
shows how Nixon also finessed the 
maverick Occidental company and the 
entire · New England region. They 
wanted to locate a tanker terminal and a 
refinery in a foreign trade zone to be · 
created at Machiasport, Maine. Six 
governors and the entire New England 
Congressional delegation· went to bat 
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. for the scheme; . the oil majors were 
against it. Oil won. (There were impor
tant environmentJ I issues at stake, but 
that was not why the scheme came a 
cropper.) 

All of this. was accomplished by 
straight politics and by the most devious 
maneuvering and even corruption. For 
instance, as both Blair and Engler note, a 
major figure in the oil import quota 
decision was then Treasury Secretary 
Robert B. Anderson-a Texas oil man 
who just happened to hold a contract 
allowing him to benefit from an increase 
in oil prices y.-hen he impartially helped 
decide what American policy would be 
on oil prices. It was the same Anderson, 
Engler shows, who in 1960 had conven
ed the representatives of the two 
American companies with refineries in 
Cuba and, in effect, urged them to take 
an intransigent stand against Castro's 
insistence that the plants refine Russian 
crude. And that, of course, was a critical 
moment in the fateful deterioration of 
American-Cuban relations. 

Industry's regulation of supply
accomplished with the full support of 
the United States governm·ent which, 
for all intents and purposes, waived the 
anti-trust laws for the oil planners and 

(over) 
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presented them wi'h hundreds (yes 
hundreds) of billions in ta"x subsidies
was astonishingly effective. The.growth 
rate in supply projected by the com~ 
panies between 1950 and 1972 coincided 

· 99.9 percent with the actual increase in 
supply. And this feat is made all the· 
more extraordinary in that the industry 
had to coorqinate a varied range of 
nationai components to achieve their 
projections. 

Let such bygones be bygones, the oil 
apologists now say. The fact is, the 
industry needs high r~tes of profits in 
order to get the capital to invest in 
solving the energy.crisis. That assumes 
that the very same companies which 
took hundreds of billions of government" 
handouts and used them to make this 
country unnecessarily dependent on 
foreign imports have the soeial wisdom 
and conscience to deal with the problem 
they did so much to create. It also 
ignores the fact that oil targets its. 
profits. dictating to the market rather 
than deigning to obey its commands. 
Thus Exxon told the Senate in 1974 that 
"a return on equity nt lenst in the 14 
percent-16 percent range is required." 
Required for what? To serve the energy 
needs of the American people. the 
industry argument holds. To be invested 
in making more money-in Ringling 
Brothers, Montgomery Ward or what 
have you-the facts show. Thus the 
chemical industry has been quite able to 
raise capital on its own, not the least 
because it is the largest earner of dollar 
exchange of any US manufacturing 
industry. And yet, in 1973, 7.1 percent 
of oil's net investment in fixed assets, 
within the United States and worldwide, 
was in chemical plants. 

Moreover, there is abundant evidence 
that the companies are still colluding 
with OPEC. As Blair puts it concisely 
with regard to the two "sides" in thi~ 
relati.onship. "their common interest in 
the maintenance or enhancement of 
price transcends their interest as in
dividua I buyers or se lie rs ... " That 
cozy, ·symbiotic relationship also ex
plains why the corporate oil politicians 
are anti-Israel and pro-Arab (the various 
ultra-Left theories which see Israel as 

· the pawn of American imperialism have 
got the issue upside-down even though 
the facts are incredibly obvious). 

In the presence of such structures of 
government-supported, price and sup
ply fixing, what can the society do? 

· Decontrol, says the Wall Street }011rnal 
and the "free market" idedogues. That 
is, to put it kindly, preposterous, for it 
would· simply free the companies to rig 
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the market for windfall profits. John M. 
Blair, on the other hand, rejects the 
nationalization solution · for' politic;al · 
'reasons (there' is little Congression;al 
support for it) and on economic grounds 
(he thinks it could institutionalize 
inefficiencies). Yet, he is also critical of a 
regulatory approach, both because of its 
administrative difficulties and its 
tendency to perpetuate inefficient 
produl'ers and allocations. He favors the 
public promotion of competition in an 
industry where the spread between cost 

. and price is greater than any other 
· (except pharmaceuticals) and there is 
"therefore, ample room to encourage 
undercutting which can still yield hand
some profits. 

This could be done. Blair argues, 
partly under existing law: ending the 
collusion in the concerted restriction of 
crude production, and forcing the ma
jors to share more of their crude with 
independent refiners. And it would also 
demand new legislation to break up 
vertically integrated structures. There is 
merit in all of those approaches, even · 
though I do not think. Blair sufficiently 
copes with his own excellent documen
tation of the dreary record of anti-trust 
failure in this area. What bothers me is 
the rather off-handed rejection of the 
planning and public ownership strategy, 
which could parallel some of Blair's 
proposals. In this area, I find Engler's 
fine book most compelling. 

This is not to suggest that Engler, or 1. 
regard nationalization as a miracle cure. 
That fantasy can be left to those lefti'st 
simplifiers who are content with merely 

inverting the Wnll. Strut Jr>rm11;f5 
dogmas. "Stci'te capitalism;" Engler com·- , 
ments, "may be no more efficient than 
its private counterp.ut. And public 
authorities may be equally insul,1ted 
from democratic accountabifity." 
Moreover, there are decentralist policies 
which could point in new dire.:tions, i.r. 
an REA-type subsidy for locally owned 
and controlled solar cooperatives. It 
worked with convention.:il electrifica
tion in the rural areas; why not with the 
harnessing of the sun? The problem, as 
Engler shrewdly understands it, is th.:it 
we are dealing with an enormous 
concentration of political power in the 
oil industry. That can only be offset 9y a 
counter-concentration of democratic 
power, for as long as the corporate 
status quo exists, both regulation .rnd 
anti-trust can be rigged by its power. 

In thus preferring Engler's policy 
analysis to Blair's, I do not want to 
sleight the latter's book. Both of these 
studies are enormously and. helpfully 
·substantial. Still, I am persuaded by 
Engler's very un-Messianic. critical 
awareness of the need for <1 basic 
restructuring of the decision proce,;s. It 
may well be, as Blair says, that such a 
move is politically quite difficult. The 
problem is, as Engler so rightly c0n
cludes, it is the only possible alternatin• 
and we have to take the first step on that 
fabled journey of 10,000 miles. 

Michael Harrington 
Michael Harrington ·is chairman of the 
Democratic Socialist Organizing Com
mittee. 
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1. 

PLO and Arab Rejectionists: Obstacles to fvfideast Peace 

The condemnation of the Camp David Agreements by Syria, the ·Palestine 

Liberation Organization and the radical Arab rejectionist front, and their 

active atterripts to sabotage Israeli-Egyptian moves towards peace demonstrate 

to the world. that they have no hope of retaining their destructive influence 

except by prolonging the conflict in the region. This e:xplains their daily 

attacks on ?resident Sadat for his courageous decision to recognize Israel, 

make peace, nonnalize relations, ~q put an enrl to three decades of warfare 

in the Middle East. 

With Soviet and radical Arab support, the PLO has continued its campaign 

of terror, strengthening Israel's conviction that her very existence would 

be threatened by the establishment of an independent PLO-run Palestinian 

state on her borders. 

By rejecting th~ Camp David Framework for Peace Agreements, the PLO, 

Syria, and the other extremists are demonstrating once again that they are . 

not ir:terested in peac~. in the Middle East. This has led President Sadat 

recently to declare: "I have ha.d enough, • .. their ingratitude and obscenities 

have gone beyond all limits .•. I shall never put the destiny of Egypt or the 

Arab cause in the hands of those children, those rurderers." 



Saudi .Arabia on the Fence 

In justifying its sale of F-15 jet fighters to Saudi Arabia last 

spring, the Carter Administration declared that "Saudi Arabia is of 

critical importance as a moderate, constructive influence i~ the Middle 

East, particularly in the quest for peace. 11 Yet Saudi Arabia ha.s refused. 

publicly to support the. agreements reached at Camp David, which provide a 

suitable framework for a peaceful settlement of the Arab-Israel conflict. 

Success in trru:slating the Camp David accords into agreements tha.t 

will bring peace to the Middle East depends, to a significant degree~ on 

regional support for these moves. Saudi Arabia, which shares with Egypt, 

Israel, anc1 the United States a common interest in promoting the peace and 

stability in the area, is instead lending encouragement to the radical 

Arab rejectionist front and the Soviet Union in thejr efforts to. sabotage 

the peace effort. If the Saudis are to me:rit Washington's designations as 

a ''moderate, constructive" force, they will have to stand up and be counted 

on the side of the Camp David efforts to achieve security and peace for all 

the peoples of the area. 



CONCESSIONS IN rnE INTERE$T OF PEACE 

In assessing the Camp David achievements, it is important to 

keep in mind that a major fac~or in the successful conclusion of 

those negotiations was the far-reaching concessions made by Israel. 

Barely a month after Egyptian President Sadat's historic 

visit to Jerusalem, Israel offered to retun'l full sovereignty over 

the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt. At camp Dav:id, Prime Minister 

Menahem Begin went even further, agreeing to give up vital military· 

airfields, withdraw all Israeli troops, ~d -· with the approval 

of Isr~el's parliament -- to remove and relocate all Israeli 

civilian settlers from Sinai. The overwhelming support given the 

Begin agreements by Israel's parliament and its people highlight · 

that cotmtr)''s strong desire for peace and the risks it is prepared 

to take to achieve it. · 

The Camp David agreements regarding the West Bank and Gaza 

densely populated areas which pose an even potentially greater 

security risk to Israel than Sinai·- also point up Israel's 

readiness to compromise in the interest of peace. In December 1977, 

Prime Minister Begin proposed a 26-poipt plan that would grant 

self-rule to the Arab residents of the West Bank and Gaza, and 

dismantle Israel's military government, · while leaving the issue 

of sovereignty open. I.a.st July, at 1:J1e Leeds Conference in England, 

Israel's Foreign Minister Dayan indicated that his co:111try was 

prepared to discuss the questinn of sovereignty during the 5-year 

transitional period of Arab self-rule and would also consider a 

territorial compromise on the West Bank if the Arabs preferred it 

to the self-rule proposal. 

. .. continued •.• 

. ' 
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At Camp David, Israel went even further in agreeing to reduce 

and withdraw its security forces to designated locations, to 

pennit the creation of a Palestinian Administrative ColUlcil that 

would handle all internal matters, including local policing, and 

to formally recognize the legitimate rights of the Palestinian 

people by providing for their participation in the detennination 

of the ultimate status of the West Bank and Gaza. 

In all of its dealings with President Sadat since his 

courageous, historic visit to Jerusalem la$t winter, Israel 

has pr9ved that it is ready to do everything possible to 

bring about the peace its people have yearned and worked for 

from the very first day of Israel's birth. 



.A VICTQRY FOR PEACE AND A TRIUMPH. FOR NEGOI'IATIONS 

The question of who won or who lost at OmJp David may be 

best left for future historians • . What is clear now is that 

the Camp David Agreement has been a victory for peace. 

Furthennore, it has proved what Israeli leaders have been 

saying for 30 years -- that only thro~h direct negotiations 
.' I 

can peace be achieved in the Middle East. 

Prior to the face-to-face negotiations at Camp David 

it was unreasonable to expect that either side to the dis

pute would be prepared to make concessions. Camp David has 

demonstrated that only by meeting face-to-face were Egypt 

and Israel able to move away from previously held positions, 

show their good faith, and ultimat_ely accept the compromises 

required for a just and la5ting peace op_ening the way for 

nonnal an~ friendly relations between their two peoples. 
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OFFICE OF THE PR£SIOENT 

Memorandum of Meeting at the White House, Tuesday morning, 
September 19, 1978 - 9:00 A.M. 

Present from the White House: 

~ , 
President Carter, Vice President Mondale, National 
Security Advisor Brzezinski, Assistant Secretary of 
State Saunders, Hamilton J ordan, Ed Sanders, Bob 
Lipschutz. 

Present from the Jewish community: Ted Mann, Chairman of the Conference of Presi
dents; Bertram Joseph, Chairman of ADL; Howard 
Squadron, President American Jewish Congress; 
Larry Weinberg, Chairman AIPAC; Saul Teplitz, 
Chairman Synagogue Council; Rabbi Israel Miller 
and RM. · 

Saunders opened the meeting by giving considerable background about the manner in which 
the Camp Davi? ,.meeting was held; the intensity of the negotiations offset by the informality 
of the settingJ1lh.e lack of agreement which existed until the last day of the meeting. He 
said that the President had devoted over ten to twel ve hours a day to the problems, working 
on drafts, trying to resol ve position papers, etc. He said that he felt that the single thread 
which held negotiations together was the deep religious commitment of the . three parties and 
the recognition by both Sadat and Begin of this commitment by Carter. He said that the 
President proceeded from his recognition of three points which had to be resolved: 
Security of Israe l, legitimate rights of the Palestinians and the time to deal in sequence 
with problems by testing them on the ground. The latter point was referring to Gaza and 
the West Bank. He said that the President worked out the Sinai security agreement with 
Begin personally and that the final arrangements re Sinai were basically in the words of · 
Carter who had drawn up a number of drafts. He said that on one night he had been called 
to the President's cabin after 3:00 A. M. and found the President working on a draft state
ment. 

Brze zinski came in at this point and repeated what Saunders had said about the importance 
of the religious commitment of the three men. He also talked about the intensity of the 
negotiations and the early morning hours during which the President worked. 
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Squadron asked if there were ap.y lndication if Be gin knows ·how the. vote will go in the 
Knesset. Aside from the statement ·that th.ere would be· no party discipline. no ·one knew 
the answer. Squadron asked, "What about Hussein? 11 The answer from Saunders was 
that Jordan had been \voven into the process; that both Sadat and the }>resident had 
spoken to Hussein from Camp David; that .the agreement does not measure up to 
Hus sein1 s ideal bu~ that it is the first concrete proposal that has been presented to _ 
Hussein for consideration and it was important that a strong effort be made to bring 
him along; . that Saudi's support was also. needed. Saunders said that he believed i.t 
could be done without . .Jordan but that this was only a fallback position, a poor solution, 
not to be spoken of publicly. 

Teplitz asked about security and he was to'id the document speaks for itself but that the 
continued relationship of the US and Israel would o'bviously be part of the understanding. 
No formal defense . agreement was asked for or offered but there is a c.ommitment to consult 
on: 

1. The removal of Israe1:i's airfields from the .Sinai and US help in reconstructing 
them in the negative. 

z. Security in the Sinai and West Bank ·during the transition period. 
3. Financial support and military supply. 

Conversations were held between. Harold Brov.rn and Ezer Weizmann. 

Burt Joseph asked some questions with respect to the self- rule proposal. For example, 
how to protect against assumption of power by the radicals. There are no answers to this 
as yet. 

The question was asked how were UN forces to .be approved for Sharm-:el-Sh~ikh, in view· 
of the automatic· majority at the UN. The ·answer was that since UN forces were already 
in the area, it would not requ~re a chang·e in policy to extend their authority to the. south. 

Mondale spoke about the peneverance and hours and hours of personal effort on the part 
of the President. He spo~e of Sadat's personal danger - ·- as opposed to political danger 
in agreeing to . a bilateral treat in the event the other Arab states do not go along. He said 
that the USSR will wqrk to defeat the agreements and that he would not ·be surprised if the · 
Russians did something drama~ic to break them up. He said that the supply of arms . to the 
radical states in the Middle East is the Russians' major lever and that if peace comes to the 
Mi'ddle East the Russians will have lost their influence there. He said that the draft 
agreements were reviewed 23 times and that final resolution of the problems did not come 
until 5:30 P. M. Sunday and that two weeks of beautiful weather at Camp David ended that 
evening with a violent rainstorm and lightning. 

Carter described how Jerusalem was left out of the agreements. He said that he ha.d told 
Begin that the only official American position with respect to Jerusalem dated back to 1967 
and was that Jerusalem was part of the West Bank. ·Begin said that if this statement were 
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put into the papers that he would go home. Carter then told Sadat that although the 
US position was as stated above th~t he would. like to see in the agreements feference 
to settlement of the Jerusalem issue at some .time in the future. Sadat said that if. 
this were included he would walk out. Carter then went to Begin and said that he might 
be able to get Sadat to agree to no mention of Jerusalem and Begin said this wriuld pe 
fine . Carter then told Sadat that be thought he could obtain Begin1 s agreement to · 
leaving all ment.ion of Jerusalem out of the agreements. This was the way it was 
resolved.· 

The President told us that he felt so strongly about the need for an agreement that he 
was fully prepared to be a one-term president if he failed. (it is curious that this 
remark of Carter's which was made public was interpreted in the JTA as Carter's 
writing off of the Jewish_ vote, a~ if that would have been a deciding factor in 1980. 
With or without the Jewish vote, in fact, Carter would be a one-term president, in my 
view, had Camp David been a failure}. 

Carter demonstrated to us compete familiarity w~th every aspect of Israel's needs. He 
was obviously elated but he was neither boastful nor overoptimistic.. He felt that there· 
were many hurdles to be jumped. He expressed appreciation for the help that was given 
by Dyan, Weizmann, and especially Barak, who was referred to several times as the 
Israeli Brandeis. He also praised Egyptian counterpart. 

We expressed our deep appreciation to the President who reciprocated by saying tha.t he 
knew that we had gone through difficult times with him and that it had been sometimes 
embarrassing for us but that he appreciated our support. The President left after 
approximatley 30 minutes and we stayed on to talk with the other members of the White 
House staff. 

A side note: Before the meeting began, Ed Sanders told us that it had been suggested 
to hirr1 (possibly by Bob Lipschutz) that there be a meeting b~ tween Carter and about 
250 leading Jews at which the President would detail in some form what was said to us 
later, but that he (Sanders) had vetoed the idea as a mistake. We all agreed that it would 
be a mistake and was unnecessary for the Jewish community. 
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kio Room:·.-f . . · · • · for Israel, and strong statements by Dr. Jimmy Allen, : r . :.+,_.. :_.::, , -. .... ,. · . . · · . · president of the Southern.Baptist Convention, favoring ) 
rYe'lJ! ~1,~vesfmen_fs· p~licy . _ ·. · -. · .· . ~igious pl~alism,-. SeP.8!~~on of .~ti:fch: and sta~, : ! 
h.usT.~~S· ~1'~ ~~ A.tr1erica": Lut~er~n ~urch ha!e . ::F1ohumaztnghts. for Je~s and Chr15t1~ ~the Soviet . . / 
f<;"pted· ·a new program· covermg its investments ~ n n and etc:e~here._ · -· . . . :- .. .. ,. . I 
uted States corporations doing business in South Af- . D. t f · b . . ... · 
\a. The;t . encourClged a "nonadversary" approach to a es 0 J·emem er. .... 
tporate · ·execotives in d~cussions of their · involve- · : e An International Seminar· on Religion ~. Ameri~, i 
;nts. ~oig& ·s.: Schultz, the board's executive ·secre- ·sponsored by De Paul University's departments of edu- l 
r.• warned against the- "simplistic assumption''. that · cational foundations end religious studies and the 1

1 , churches'.:-power as stockholders is going to J:itjng a Thomas Morns A.kademie of Germar.y:,.is scheduled for , 
!edy end to South Africa's oppression of blacks. At Saturday ·through next :Friday.- The · week .of events .,. 
't, he said, the American Lutheran Church's new begins at 3 p.m. Saturday with an address by the- Rev. ,· 1 gram may be "contz:ibutory to long-rang~ change." Ben Richardson of De Paul on "Black Perspectives on i 

.,. d t. · h · t · •t · :··· · · Religion· in America~' ~ Room 192 · m De Paul's·. 1 roo Y ..,0 C fJ.f'Uf! . lU lOll '." .. >.<<. Schmitt Academic Center, :2323 N. SerninaEy ·Av. Be- ·: 
P.R THE FIRST TIJl..~E in its history, i\-loody Bible ~ides listening to lectures, participants who have come 1 

1itutc ·-w!IL ~gi.'l. c'1arging tuiti.on for . its. !'!vening from Europe to study religion in the U.S. will visit i 
)OL Allyn ·,S!9at,· djrector of)r~~~Y ·E;vehing School, local relig1oiis· inStitutic::!S durfag the week. . :·: ~ _. : ; 
'. t.;iere ';ire '.'mixed e~oti~~,, ~bo~t. P.Je ~~~nge ~ut • e Churches throughout the Chicago area will cele
yiew, of ~e. sch1><>l's desire to expand il$:evenmg brate Palm Sunday. 
ram 'Uiroughout the nation,· tuition ~ill help peiy . · · · · · · . 
t " ._, · · · .. Jack Houston 

......... ~~-; :.. . . : . . . .. - . ... . . .. . - · ~ 
.... ... - ~· . .·. 
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SPECIAL TO THE JTA 
THE VISIT OF POPE JOHN PAUL 11 
By Marc H. Tanenbaum 

NEW YORK, Sept. 25 (JTA) -- There is 
mare than a surface symbolism in the fact that 
Pope John Poul II arrives in the United States on 
Yorn Kippur, the most solemn day in the Jewish 
yeor. For on Yorn Kippur the Jewish people 
throughout the world articulate their deepest val
ues and aspirations for the redemptioi:i of the Jew
ish people, of Israel, and of the entire human 
family. 

"And may all wickedness be consumed as a 
flame," Jews. pray on this day, "and may evil rule 
be removed from the eorth." How is evil in the 
world ta be overcome? The Jewish prayer book 
proposes as an answer, "Moy all Your (God's) 
chi ldren unite in one fellowship to do Your will 
wi.th a perfect heart. " · 

Pope .John Poul 11 comes to these shores at a 
time when the American people, and particularly 
the Jewish people, feel deeply troubled about 
"the wickedness ond evil rule" in the world. At 
Camp David on July 10 I joined a group of 10 
religious leaders in discussing with President Cor
ter and his top aides "the malaise of Ameri<XJ" 
and "the crisis of oonfidence." . 

For Americans, this pervasive anxiety and 
downbeat mood may well be an accumulated res
ponse to the shocks of Vietnam, Watergate, the 

. assassinations of the Kennedys and Martin Luther 
King -- a gloom now deepened by the economic 
decline and the Organization of Petroleum Ex
porting Countries induced oil crisis. 

The Passion Ploy Of Andrew Young 

For American Jews who, as Dorothy Parker 
said, are like everybody else but more so, there 
is the additional emotional burden these days of 
watching incredulously as elements in our govern
ment and some public pe~nalities foll oil over 
themselves to embrace and legitimatize the Pales
ti~e Liberation Organization assassins, people w 
daily murder, bomb and terrorize innocent civil
ians, men, women and children. 

Add to that dispiriting mood the Passion -
Play of Andrew Young -- the first Slack Ambassa
dor to the United N:itions who is perceived as mar 
tyred, and the fact that some demagogic leaders 
resort to row, blatant, racist anti-Semitism trot
ting out the ancient and discredited canard of col 
lective Jewish guilt -- "the Jews crucified him." 
And the President of the United States finally tells 
the truth, namely, that "the Jews" did not crucify 
A_ndy Young ":'ho fo~rdained his resignation by 
his own conscious actions. 

Meonwhile, the collective Jewish guilt 
~o~e has become established as a dogmatic ver
ity 1n much of the Black consciousness and will be 
as difficult to overcome as the o riginal "Christ
killer11 canard. 

Overarching these domestic troubles, Pope 
John Paul II comes to the United Nations at a 
time when the entire human family feels in its 
bones a universal malaise. The insane proliferotio 
of nuclear weaponry finds the United States and 
the Soviet Union bristling with the capacity to 
destroy the four biUion people of the earth 20 
!im~s.over. There is row _the real possibility of 
rgmtlng a global Auschwitz. We ore, in fact, the 
.first generation to be told that we may be the last. 

Pope Helped Save Jewish Lives 

Against that bleak cosmi~ backgro~nd, it is 
little wonder that there is ~ch widespread expec-
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totion ass::iciated with the Pope's visit. Pope John 
Paul II experienced in his personal life the barbar
ism, the suffering, and dehumanization of Nozi 
racism and anti-Semitism. He responded to that 
evil rule by helping to sove Jewish lives in Poland 
during World War II. 

He stood courageously against the Polish Com
munists who destroyed Jewish homes and cemeteries 
in their orgy of anti-Jewish hatred, and he fought 
effec.tively for human rights -- fOr religious liberty, 
the right to educate children religiously, the right 
to emigrate and reunite families. 

When I first met Pope John Paul II on March 
12 in Vatican City, together with other Jewish lead
ers I was deeply impressed by his intellecrual acuity, 
his deep spirituality, his. sensitive respect for Juda
ism and the Jewish people, his abhorrence of racial 
and religious hatred, his grasp of the real world, his 
respect for the human dignity of all people, above 
all, his hope. Such a commanding personality has 
the capacity to call the world to its senses -- to 
tum away from nuclear disaster and moral anarchy 
and to turn toward humol'_l unity. 

The Church And The Jewish People 

In his first official statement of his personal 
attitudes on the relation of the Catholic Church to 
the Jewish people, Pape .John Paul II told us: " I 
believe that both sides (Christians and Jews) must 
conti,.,e their strong efforts to overcome difficulties 
of the past, so as to fulfill God's commandments of 
love, and to sustain a truly fruitful and fraternal 
dialogue that contributes to the good of eoch of 
the partners involved and to our better service of 
humanity." 

And the Pope concluded, "As a sign of under
standing and fraternal love already achieved (be
tween Christians and Jews), let me express again 
my cordial welcome and greetings to )'OU all with 
that word so rich in meaning, token from the Heb
rew language, which we Christians also use in our 
liturgy: Peace be with )'OU. Shalom, Shalom!" 

That message of Shalom~,.. of peace, of mutual 
respect, of love, of human solidarity - - uttered by 
this cha·ismatic Pope in a troubled, even threat
ened world, could not come at a more opportune 

· time rot only for America but for the world at large. 

COMBA TTING ANTI-SEMITIC PROPAGANDA 

MEXICO CITY, Sept. 25 (JTA) -- The 
Central Jewish Committee is acting fo counter a 
flood of anti-Semitic propaganda ·from a!:iroad con
tending that the Holocaust never occurred,. The 
Com?1ittee, t_hrough its anti-defamation body, the 
Com1te de Tnbuna lsraelita, will soon publish an 
-anthology in Sponish containing documents, photo
graphs and eye-witne$$ accounts by Holocaust sur
vivors of the death comps and ghettos of Nazi• 
occupied Europe. 

· ·· The project was prompted by the appearance 
her: of several books, edited and published .in Spain, 
~hrch deny that Jews were murdered in Europe dur
ing the years 1940-1945. Sergio Nudelstejer, secre
tary of the Central Jewish Committee, displayed 
sampl~s of these. publications at a recent meeting 
of anh:-defa~tron leaden. They include a book by 
a Spanish writer, J. Ecochaca, titled "The Myth of 
the Six Million, 11 claimi~ that the Holocaust was a 
fraud and a pamphlet in the same vein written by 
Leon DeGrelle, a Belgian Rexist leader and funner 
Nazi agent. .,. * • 

TE l AVIV (JTA) -- The Hobimah National 
Theater hos decided to name its auditorium· after the 
90-year-old First Lady of the Israeli and Hebrew 
theater, Hanna Rovina. · 
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RELIGIOUS NEt·lS SERVICE 

PO}'.E JOHN PAUL !I'S VISIT 

-10- TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2~, 1979 

A JE't'!ISH PERSPECTIVE 

By Marc H~ Tanenbaum* 

NEW YORK (RNS) ·-- There is more than a surface , symbolism in the 
fact of Pope John Paul II's arrival in the United States ·on Yorn 
Kippur, the Day of .Atonement, the most solemn day in the Jewish year. 
For on Yom Kippur, a 0.ay o:f ·fasting, repentance, and renewal of 
hope, the Jewish peo9le, ·throughout the '\lorld articulate their 
deepest values and aspirations for the redemption of the Jewish 
people, of Isre.el, and of the entire human :family.·· 

".And may all wickedness be consumed as a flame," Jews ·oray on 
this day, "and· r:1ay evil rule be removed f'rom the earth." Ho~1 is evil 
in the world to be overcome? The Jewish prayer book proposes as an 
answer, "May all Your ·(God's) children unite in one f'ellowship to 

<b Your will with a perf'ect heart. 0 

Pope John Paul II comes to these shores at a time when the 
A~1erican people~ .and particularly the Jewish people, feel deeply 
troubled about 'the wickedness and evil rule" in the world. At 
Camp David on Jul.Y 10th. · I joined a group of' ten religious leaders 
in discussing t·rith President J:lm1ny Carter and his top _ at,c'les 
"the Malaise ·of Atiierica" and "the crisis of confidence. For 
A!nericans, this pervasi.ve anxiety and downbeat mood may well be 
an accumulated response to the shocks of 11etnam, Watergate, the 
assassinations of the Kennedys and Martin Luther King -- a gloom now 
deepened by the econom:!c decline and the' OPEC-induced oil crisis. 

For American Jews who, as Dorothy Pa.rker said, are like 
everybody else but r!lore so, there is the additional emotiona]. · 
burden these days of watching incredulously as elements in. our 
Government and so:;:e.· public personalities fall all over themselves 

to embrace and legitimatize the PLO assassins, people who daily 
murder, bomb and terrorize innocent civilians, men, women, and 

. children. 

: Add to that dispiriting r.1ood the Passion Play of Andrew Young 
the first black Ambassador to the United Nations who is perceived as 
martyred, and the :fact that some demagogic leaders resort to raw, 
blatant, racist anti-Semitism trotting out the ancient and 
discredited canard of .collective Jewish guilt -- "the Jews 
crucified him. 11 ·And the President of the United States :finally 
tells the truth, namely~ that "the Jews" did not crucify An~y Young 
who foreordained his resignation by his own conscious actions. 
Meanwhile, the collective Jewish guilt charge has become 
established as a dogmatic verity in much ot the bla.ck ·consciousness 
and will be as difficul.t to overccme as the original "Christ killer" 
canard. 

(more) PAGE -10-

---------------------------------------------------·---------------.---
*Rabbi 'l'anenbaum is national interreligious af'f'airs · ·' 

director of the ..American .Jewish Committee'• He met with Pope John 
Paul II in ll.arch 1979 in Vatican City. 
------------------------------------~-----------------------------~--
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Over arching these domestic troubles, Pope John Paul II comes to 
the United Nations at a time when the entire human family feels in 
its bones a universal malaise . The insane proliferation of nuclear 
weaponry finds the United States and the Soviet Union bristling with 
the capacity to destroy the four bi llion people of the earth 20 times 
over. There is now the real possibility of igniting a global 
Auschwtiz . We are, in :fact, the first generation to be told that 
we may be the last. 

The nations of the earth spend r.1ore than $400 billion a year i;o 
maintain armies but cannot find the means nor the wisdom ncr the 
compassion to save some 800 million hum~n beings from starvation and 
hunger . Science and technology, long ve~erated as unambiguous 
sources of material blessing, also fill the earth with toxic 
poilution and nuclear radiation; unguided Skylabs and crashing 
DC lOs careen dangerously around us. The implernents of advanced 
technology are daily employed by a growing band of military 
dictatorships to enforce their totalitarian rule through 
systematic torture and massacre of millions of human beings -
Cambodia, Uganda, Vietnam, Ireland, Argentina, the Soviet Union. 
It i s as if the world has gotten out of control. 

Against that bleak cosmic bacltground, it is little wonder that 
there is such widespread expectation associated with the pope's 
visit. Pope John Paul II experienced in his personal life the 
barbarism, the suffering, and ·dehumanization of Nazi racism and 
anti- Semitism. He responded to that evil rule by helping to save 
Jewish live:s in Poland during World War II. He stood courageously 
against the Polish Communists who destroyed Jewish homes and 
cemeteries in their orgy of anti-Jewish hatred, and he fought 
effectively for human r ights -- for religious liberty, the right 
to educate children r eligiously, the right to emigrate and 
reunite families. 

When I first met Pope John Paul II on March 12th in Vatican 
City, together with other Jewish leaders . I was deeply impressed by 
.. his intellectual acuity, nis deep spirituality, his sensitive 
respect for Judaism and the Jewish people, his abhorrence of 
racial and religious hatred, his grasp of the real world, his 
respect for the huaan dignity of all people, above all , his 
hope. Such a commanding personality has the capacity to call the 
world to its senses -- to turn away from nuclear disaster and 
moral anarchy and to turn toward hun;an unity. All of us have a stake 
in that urgent message being heard and acted upon, while there is 
still time to avert global catastrophe. 

In his first official statement of his personal attitudes on the 
relation of the Catholic Church to the Jewish people, Pope John 
Paul II told us : 

"I believe that both sides (Christians an~ Jews) must continue 
their strong efforts to overcome difficulties of the past, so as to 
fUlfill God's commandments of love, and to sustain a truly fruitful 
and fraternal dialogue that contributes to the good of each of the 
partners involved and to our better serv1.ce of humanity. " 

And the pope concluded, "As a sign of under standing and fraternal 
love already achieved (between Christi ans and Jews), let me express 
again my cordial welcome and greetings to you all with that word so 
rich in meaning, taken from the Hebrew language, which we Christians 
also use in our Liturgy: Peace be with you. Shalom, Shaloml 11 

That message of Shalom -- of. peace, of mutual respect, of love, 
of human solidarity -- uttered by this charismatic pope in a troubled, 
even threatened world -- could not come at a more opportune time not 
c.nly .fhr America but for the world at large. 

-o- PAGE -11-
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The situation in the MiQ.dle. East has moved from c;.:risi_s to 

crisis. Up to now only superficial "solutions" have been pro-

posed to problems which have become frozen in inflexible rhetoric. 

A fatal sense of hopelessness has ·taken root in the minds of many 

as the dreary cycle of hostilities and suffering has continued. 

~·fo~-ati·on· -on ·the past and-,anxie'fi:Y. over the present can block 

creative thought and action concerning the future of the Middle 

East. Yet the peace of the world. requires -t~at the cause of human 

dignity and legitimate national aspirations be served in a way that 

fosters pe~ce and prosperity for the entire region. What follows 

is proposed as the -basis of a settlement that would meet these 

conditions: 

Elemen·t;s_ of a: Pro·p·os·a1· ·towa_rd Peace 
··in· ·the· Middle· Ea·s t 

The situation ip the Middle East . has be~n steadily deterio-

rating. 

The region has been torn by three sets of wars: 

• the Arab-I~raeli wars 
the Egyptian-Israeli war of attrition 

. the Jordanian-Pales-t;.inian war 

The cause of this continuing situation lies in the failure 

of the international community, the UN, and the nations immediately 

involved (both Arab- and_ Israeli). creatively and effectively to 

seek direct solutions of the underlying problems which are its 

source. 
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The ha.sic problems are three: 

. The dehumanizing condit~on. in which the Palestinian 
· ;refugees are forced to iive • . ' 

(Their situation has not beep aided by . 
sterile arguments over past responsi
bilities for thei! continuing plight.} 

• Failure to establish a Pales.tinian Arab state 
which would emlJody the ],,ec;ti tirn:ate . aspirations 
of Palestinian Arabs~~· · 

. Failure to provide for the economic development 
of now unproductive .areas of the region. 

Tl:le~e is urgent need for a new approach that will make up 

for these failures and rescue men from the sense of hopele~sness 

their continuance threatens to .create. · 

Major groups w1.thin the i:riterpational community must address 

themselves seriously and immediately to developing solutions 

adequate to overcome the obstacles that now stand in the way of 

peace in the Middle East. 

These groups include: 

. the nations most imm~diately involved, 
principally Israel, .Egypt .and Jordan; 

. scholars and technicians familiar with. 
the needs and poteptial· of the .area; 

. the great powers among . the nations of tne 
world; 

. the United Nations; 

private agencies. 

Toward a Po·;titi·cal . Settlero~nt. 

In a very real sense, the- Palestinian question is .the . Gordian 

knot of all. the present difficulties. The ·Arab nations did little 

to better th.e condition of · the Palestinians during the twenty 

years that they were in control; the Israelis have accomplished 
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no more during their past five years of co.ntrol over Gaza. In 

order to cut the Gordian knot, the Jordanians and Israelis must 

jointly provide a homeland for the Palestinians. Tbis action 

would assist mightily in solving the political problems which 

beset Israeli-Arab and Bedouin-Palestinian rela.tion,ships. 

Settlement of the political question of .Palestine goes hand 

in hand with a solutioil' of - the refugee proplern. They are over

lapping problems. 

A Palestinian state .would .. enab).e the .?u"ab l?aiestinians to 

realize their rights as human persons to participate in a society 

which can provide for their needs and the .future· of their children. 

The legitimacy of the aspirations o:f Palesti~ians for nationhood 

has been acknowledged in the past, but no effective means has been 

provided for its realization. 

There must be roo~ in.the Midd.le East for both. Israel, a 

recognized state and secure homeland for Jewish people, and for 

Palestine, an Arab state. 

To provide for a State of-Palestine, Israel must· be prepared 

to withdraw from its oc9upation of the Jordanian areas of the 

West Bank. 

To this area sbould be joined other territory. of Arab Pales

tine annexed by the Hashernite King Abdullah in 1950. 

This combined are~ would form a territory for the Stat~ of 

Palestine. 

The· sponsorship of .the UN ang the cooperation of the major 

powers is vital to the. es.tablish:m~nt of the State of Palestine and 

to the restoration of normal relations . witb the Arab Palestinians. 
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Toward Econorrd.c Deve·lopm~nt 

Political stability requires economic development. 

The proposed Palestinian state, Israel, Jordan and Egypt all 

have a natural ecoriornic inte·rdependence wbich should give rise 

to cooperative developme~tal programs. 

The· economic viability -of the Palestinian state requ;Lres 

that it have insured access to seaport facilities through an ope~ 

corridor. Such access could be made available to it at Haifi i~ 

Israel opened th~ way to a .trade route. 

A Palestinian .land claims agency would have to be established 

to se~tle claims between .conflicting parties . Such a body should 

be supplied with funds .by . Israel, Jorqan, ·.and the world community . 

The greatest resource available to a Palestinian state is 

its people. The nat~ons of the world. individually as well as 

through the United Nations, .should assist in developing eduqational, 

medical. and other facilities to serve the- needs of the . Palestinian 

people. 

A Palestinian vo) .. unteer. corps, not unlike .the Peace Corps, 

could contribute greatly. Perhaps Palestinians would wish to 

invite cooperation by an. International YQuth Corps, working with 

them toward development • . 

Economic aid should be forthcqm-ing for the Palestinian state--

not only from Israel, Egypt, Jordan a:pd other nations of the Midd-le 

East, but also fro~ the· U.S ·. A., the u.s.s.R., Japan a.nd other major 

powers, as well . as from the internatiqnal community at large. · 

Technology has opened hew possibilities for the development 
aM.tl.. (}~ ~~Q..t; -~ ~ 'f'U~. 

of the areaJ/\ Nuclear power. can be developed · to supp].y fresh water 
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through desalinization, generate electricity, .produce fertilizers, 

and meet other basic needs of a balanced agro-industrial society. 

Th~ region has already been endowed with .a favorable climate. 

Similarly, in t he Sinai, Egypt and Israel could cooperate 

i~ the deve~opment of an area which .is largely uninhabited at 

present . The TVA may .provide a working model for such cooperative 

development. Settlement .could . be opened to any one will.ing to 

homestead in the area . If immigration could be attracted from 

both sides of ·the Sinai, thAs might help to create a mc;>del of 

Israeli-Arab cooperation for the· mutual . upbuiiding of peace and 

prosperity in a long-troubled area • 

..... &...;J-1-~t:"" ~ "-'"•41--f 9 ""'-· ~.., ... _ J;.'"14.' ,loi., '" .. :::1 ,.,,.',,(, 
0~ r- A. J - - ·+,- - - - · ~ ../. · ,,,4~. 8' L1ti•-i'-
r ~ clfl~ ~ ~ !dA.. IUAaJ., ~ -6d . ~ "" . -

$,fr:o111:::;::;:,,a.1. 1 '"' ~ .i,., 4.- (!.,.(~ ~it,6cv ~"ck .r~~ a.1' /~ 144>~ ~ ~·4-"-. 
These proposals contain elements essential to achieving 

security, development and peace in the Middle E~st! In their 

present form, they· are not a finished ~ormula for settlement_. 

They are, however, -earnestly recommended tq the parties directly 

involved, to the major powers, and to the international communi.ty, 

for study, elaboration, and, it is hoped, implementation. 
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The following review by Moshe Davis has been circulated to several 
persons in the British Council of Churches . 

"The Conflic.t in the l!iddle East and Religious Pai th" 

Published ·by the Br~tish Council of Chu:--che·s. Price 2/- • . pp. 33 

:This i s a gravely disturbing document; none the less so because it is 
·not "an official pronouncement of the policy of the ch\lil'.'ches":. The seven 
distingltished scholars who comprised the 'Jor!dng Pe.rty served in their 
p~rsonal capaci ty but their vie11s must 9bviously serve as a guide to the 
.current dir.ectio1:1 of church thought. 

· .The study strongly criticises any attempt to "discern the fulfilment 
of prophe9y in the contemporary occupation of part of Palestine(! ) by 
:cembeJ.".S o:f . the Jel'i{sh community" as "unrealistic" and "artificial". . Neither 
are the promises of the Old Testament any more· acceptable : ."'l'he view that 
the prorriises of God are kno~n and irrevocable involves far too simple 
concepti on of our knowledge of God." It would be inter~sting to know ho>1 
far the saine yie1-1 is applied to the He"7 .Testament • 

. · ... ~.. . ... .. .. ·-· - . . . . 

There iS great doubt even as to' the ident;i,ty of the Jeu today. "Are 
the Jews today, in their worlduide dispersion, the exact successors of 
those in th~ Bible?" But by contrast : "It is conceivable that some cf 
the present day Arab Palestinians are .the descendants of those (Canaanites) 

·1vho remained . " 

It is qot merely the Biblical link between the Israel of 2,000 years 
and the· I1?rael of today .that is q_uestioned. "Does tl1e increasing 
seculariZ8.tion of the J~vrish · people, both in modern Israel and in ·the world 
at large , affect its claims to be t he spil:'i ~"l as well as the physical 
·successor to the· people of the Bible?" · 

"· Even where there is recognition of Jewish rights in.Palestine it iG 
.described as a "de facto" right .and a right contingent upon its treatment 
of its Arab minority. Happily the verdict here is "Israel could not be 
said to have forfeited i t s right to exist qy reason of its treatment of 
the Arab minority"; hardly. a ... vrqry.· generous assessment , 

· .. 
The ultimate in absurdity is s·ubsequently reoched when the question is 

p()sed: "But, granted these reasons for considerin.g seriously the claim of 
t°he je;is to a land of their own, does it follow th<; t this land must be 
Palestine" and it goes· on "Nor is the question entirely theoretical". We 
are reminded of East Africa a nd Biro Bidjan! 

One final instruction to the faithful: "Christi ans of the West are 
finding that lllUCh of thei~ traditional sympathy ~ith Zionist aspirati ons 
are based on an interpreta tion of the Old and Nel-7 Testa.ment \·,hich is now 
outdatedii . I find it hard to believe tha'I< it is only the fundamentalist 
Christian uho nould object to this. 

This document should· rank priority on the agenda of a meeting between 
.Te'7ish and Christian leaders.. In mi opinion it is as much nn affront to 
Christian teachirJti ns it is to J udaism. 

T)le following personal letter has been received fr6m The Revd V!. W. Simpson, 
General Secretary of the Council of Christl.ans and Je.-;r.s, and a membe.:r of the 
Working Party. 

"De.ar Moshe, 
. . 

.. ·At last a repl y to your coim:ne nts on ·the BCC · pamphlet. First, ?S you 
know, or should knovr (though the f act is not made as clear as it shoul d be) 
the pamphlet as it stands is really the \.'Ork of a single band; the Chairman's. 
At one s ta,:re it was suggested that the nembers of the ~forking Party should 
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be responsible for particul0.r chapter s but in the end we decided that 
this \18.s. ifilpracticable and agreed to ·leave the ·final version to Anthony 
Harvey, taking into account various papers nnd notes contributed by 
indi vidua.1 members. One of my- "contributions" nas to drav attention to 
the so-called Ilestorationists, 1.tiich I think perhaps deserve more notice 
than they have had so far. All this means that while I cidmit to having 
contributed to the discussions I do not reiard Il\Yself as being c_ommi tted· to 
all the Yie11s expressed' iri this · document, ><hich ·is 'in e.ny case · intended,. 
as you yourself have recognised, as a dlscussion starter, rather than a 
question ansuerer, or pro~~eill solver. And. here I entirely endorse your 
penultimate sen~ence ''fitffhaccepting ;:ro.ur. final judgment that it is "as 
much an a f front (a strong word that!) to Christian teaching as it is to 
Judaism" . In case you read no furth~r _than this ••• ;;rould you join ~n 
arranging v. neeting of Jewish and Christic.n l eaders to tack.le th.is · 
together. ThRt really \1ould justify·our, and its1 existence. 

I think "gravely disturbing" is perhap_s rathe~ strong. It might be 
rather more disturbing in fact- i-f it-·,1e;re "an. official pronounce~r_rtf " •. 
As it stands it is simply a "balon d'essai", intended to provoke, rather 
than stifle discussion. 

So far as I personally am concerrn:id I D.ITI he.ppiest about the opening 
. sections on the Old 'restament - [l,nd in perhaps sli,shtly less degree - the 
Neu. I believe very strongly thc.t some still current views both about 
prophecy and promises are "unrealiotic" nnd "artificial" - "arbitrary" 
is a nother word that comes to mind - and that there is great need for a 
serious and for-renching theologica l discussion here betwee11 Christians 
und Je1Jsj not as representing opposite vie\'1 points but as together 
exploring issues as yet unresolved from either angle . - So far as I am 
concerned, this goes as much for the Ueu as for the Old Testament . I see 
no difference uh.a te~er in the basis for the appro2.ch t ,o these two bodies 
of Scripture. Both, -! believe, should be submitted to the same criteria 
of examination and criticism - and, mutr,tis mutandis, both have the right 
to stand their critics against the uall and pronounce judgment on them. 

On p.4 two or three points struck me e..s being relevant to the approach 
to the 17hole document. These are: 

i) The statement in line 2f thit "Chri·stians have come to learn etc" 
is beginnine to be true, but we have a long ~ay to go befoTe it can 

· r ,eally be taken "au pied de la lettre" . 

ii) In principle , I am sure tM.t the conclusion .that "the Muslim 
must be given a fair hearing" is valid, though equally valid is the 

--claimtnat ··the Kil.slim must -give .. -a· f2.ir ·hearing ·to - the Jew-and-.. to. the- . 
Christian. .And we are· a long r;ray from the Mu.slim acceptance of that 
claim. vlbere' and ho•r, do \le begin? 

iii) 'I'he uneasy conscience on the pa.rt of many Christians is 
-certainly evi dent - as are a l so the divided opinions among them, 
for_ substantial -evidence of vr)1ich you n_eed look no .further t_han 
this po.mphlet. 

iv) Perhaps the most positive nnd constructive sentence.in the 
pamphlet is the one ·beginning "B~- being forced etc ••• " 1 . 12 concluding 
paragrz.ph. Why not hasten on to this? 

The problems centred upon ~ibat is referred to as "the increasing 
secularization of the Jeuish 'People" are by no means peculiar to the 
Je<7i.sh people , They apply no less , perhaps much more, to the Christian 
Yrorld. I am aluays trying to get over to my Christi<.'.n friend&.> that 
Israel (whether conceived a s the people as a whole or as the State) is a 
kind of divinely ordained mirror in t1hich, ht1d ·:1e but the courage ar:d the 
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honesty vie (Christians) might discover some quite shattering things 
about ourselves. Else i7ha.t is Israel about and ~here is the light to 
lighten the Gentiles? And incidentally I do not accept the noranlly 
pejorative interpretation of the term "secularisation" in relation to 
Israel. I believe very str ongly that in some of the professedly 
"anti- religious" movements in Israel (the ' State) there are discernible 
trends of a deeply religious significance. 

Your comment on p.19, the description of the recognition of Jewish 
rights as "de facto" (I thought UN recognition gave a "de jure" status) 
and your assessment of the verdict on Isruel1 s treatment of the Arab 
minority as "hardly very generous" I entirely endorse . It hardly 
behoves anyone in this country to desi~Tlllte Israel 1 s democracy as 
theoretical unless \'le ackno11ledge th.:t t our own is no different and that 
in times of uar many kinds of democratic freedoms are ar e either 
abandoned or curtailed. 

Page 21, and the question at the openinB of the main pnragraph 
understand.ably produced a f~irly violent reaction on your part. But is 
it r ec.Hy "the ulti.mr.-.te absurdity". 'ro m.."lny non-Je•1s i t is a real 
question, honever mistaken ne my feel to be their grounds for asking ii:! 
Uoreover an attempt is made in lfl'.v'lt follo\'ls to put the question itself 
into the perspective 0£ a relevant frame of discussion which takes into 
account not only the practical considerations 11hich led to the State 
being established where it is, but also the "po;1erful religious and 
psycholo5ica l reasons ·which r.u>.de the choice of Palestine inevitable". 
This, surely, is very far from being ultimotely abSUl:d. 

Ffoe.lly, ·your penultimate p.-'!ragraph on the "final instruction to 
the faithful" . I do not uzy-self object to the \70rds you quote. · I believe 
that there are mny ispirations of Christinns no less then Jetts, 3nd not 
merely in relation to Zionism or a Je;·rfah State, which a.re bc.::;ed upon 
outdated interpj7etations of Holy Scripture . \/hether of the Old or the 
New Testament. And I believe that the):e is today o. tremendous need as 
well as opportunity for study of these issues - · cerfainly separately, 
but , as I prefer to hope , increasingl y together. 

C::m we do s omething about this? 'l'here is a real programme here of 
vi tally important \70rk for your depnrtment as \7ell as mine. We shall 
need to do a good deal of home·,1ork before it is re . .,,dy for launching -
and it must be beamed at the youn,~er gener~.tion. 11 

The f:evd W. W. Simpson 




